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Phew! La Mama seems safe

he City of Melbourne has

University of Melbourne $10 000, while

through Arts Victoria. She also said that the

committed $170 000 to the appeal

other private members of the La Mama

Government was looking at additional ways

to save La Mama.

family each put in $1000.

it could support La Mama with the purchase

This, plus $150 000 from the Ian Potter

That, though, was the easy part. In a

of the site.

Foundation, and an upcoming fundraising

frighteningly short time, La Mama faced

gala, means that the iconic Carlton theatre

the far more daunting challenge of raising

secure an important cultural and community

which has nurtured Australian drama for

the balance—$1.53m—from stakeholders,

site,’ said Ms Kosky. ‘I know there are many

four decades, is virtually secure.

organisations, philanthropists and supporters.

people who are passionate about Australian

As reported in On Stage, Autumn 2008,

The breakthrough came on 19 June with

‘This is a once in a lifetime opportunity to

theatre, about our cultural heritage and about

the executors of the estate of Rose Del Monaco,

a contribution of $150 000 to the building

La Mama, and I encourage them to contribute

La Mama’s landlord, agreed to sell the 1883

fund from the Victorian Government. State

to the building fund.’

building to the theatre for $1.7m.

Arts Minister Lynne Kosky said the

La Mama launched an urgent appeal to
raise the $170 000 deposit. This was
spectacularly successful: Carlton bookstore
Readings donated $25 000 and the

Soon after, two of Melbourne’s leading

contribution was on top of the $200 000

philanthropic families came on board: the

the Government gives La Mama annually

Pratt Foundation with $350 000 and the
Myer Foundation with $250 000.
The Myer Foundation was established by
Melbourne retail giant Sidney Myer and is
now administered by his children, grandchildren
and great-grandchildren. Myer Foundation
president Carrillo Gantner, a grandson of
Sidney Myer, described La Mama as ‘a
sacred site’.
La Mama artistic director Liz Jones told
The Australian that the two families’ generosity
highlighted the power of Melbourne’s private
philanthropy. ‘It’s so wonderful to see two
foundations working collaboratively rather
than competitively,’ she said.
Liz has also been heartened by the level
of industry support.
Thanks to the MTC, $18 000 was raised
from audience donations at the conclusion
of six performances of David Williamson’s
Scarlett O’Hara at the Crimson Parrot at the
Playhouse. After each show, actor Monica
Maughan made an impassioned plea from
the stage, and volunteers collected the
donations as patrons left the theatre.
Monica (who was in the fifth production
at La Mama, Jon Dawson’s A Cup of Tea *

with Mrs Groom in 1967)

Lazlo Evenhuis with MC

said, ‘It was so

Gerard Van Dyck.

appropriate that we
should have made the

the Save La Mama Big

collection after a David

Benefit Bash.
Organised by

Williamson play,

Melbourne actor–

plays premièred at La

director (and La Mama

Mama, You’ve Gotta Get

regular) Mike Bishop,

On, Jack, Sexual Follies,

the gala is designed to

The Coming of Stork and

pack the Athenaeum on

If Not Sex What Is It? in

Monday 15 September.

1970 and Golden Banana

‘The support has

and The Removalists in 1971.’

been amazing,’ says
Mike, who is wrestling

Liz Jones says the
support was staggering—

with a constantly

literally: about $1000

lengthening list of

was raised in coins

enthusiastic actors,

every evening, thus

comedians, singers and

making it a heavy trip

musicians, all eager to

from the theatre.

participate in the gala.
‘We’ve got Rod

There were similar
bucket brigades at Guys

Quantock and Judith

and Dolls at the Princess

Lucy as compères and

and during Circus Oz’s

Faye Bendrups as

30th Birthday Bash

musical director. We’ve
Berger, Russell Fletcher, George Kapiniaris,

Circus Oz audiences donated nearly $3300.
General manager Linda Mickleborough

Gerry Connolly and Simon Palorames.

acknowledged the precarious existence and

Robert Gavin and Steve Blackburn will

uncertain longevity of any arts organisation:

play piano and Steve Bastoni has even

‘Circus Oz feels very connected to La

promised to sing!’
Other performers, including Paul Kelly

Mama, through our company’s birth place at
the Australian Performing Group’s Pram

and Gina Riley, are unconfirmed as On

Factory, which was in many ways a daughter

Stage goes to press.
La Mama alumni including David

‘We look forward to seeing La Mama
secure its building and therefore a fabulous

Williamson and Bruce Spence, plus a very

future nurturing and developing performers,

special greeting from 90-year-old Ellen

writers and companies.’

Stewart, who founded the original La MaMa
Experimental Theatre Club in New York in

‘That Circus Oz used its 30th birthday

splendid example of the generosity of spirit

tempting range of donated memorabilia,

that pervades creative Melbourne!’

including an autographed score of the

planning process.

It is ironic that a city that prides itself

Theatres Trust, the City of Melbourne had

on its livability and fine Victorian-era

decreed that the façade of the heritage Eastern

architecture can allow this desecration

Arcade in Bourke Street would be saved.

to occur. Not only will the streetscape

Unfortunately VTT’s relief was

Shame Melbourne. Shame Devine.
Elisabeth Kumm’s letter was not published.
Shame, Age.

along Bourke Street be poorer when

VTT members concerned about Melbourne’s

misplaced. When the demolishers moved

this noble edifice is removed (not just

future should explore an important new

in, Elisabeth Kumm, a member of the VTT

from view, but from our collective

website, marvellousmelbourne.org. The

Heritage Sub-committee, wrote to The Age:

memories), but the last remaining link

website has been created by a group of

The City of Melbourne is about to lose

with the old Eastern Market and Apollo

volunteers to celebrate the best of

a unique and eclectic building. The

Hall will be broken. As the glass curtain

Melbourne and to encourage people to be

1890s facade of the former Eastern

walls continue their march towards

informed and become involved.

Arcade on Bourke Street was designed

Swanston Street, this corner of the city

in the rare Indo-Saracenic or Moghul

is slowly being divested of enduring

at the website’s launch at Clocktower

style and is currently being demolished

interest for short term financial gain.

Centre, Moonee Ponds, on 6 July.

to make way for an ‘apart-hotel’,

Who would have thought that this

courtesy of the developers from

stretch of Bourke Street was once

hear patron Geoffrey Rush emphasise the

Queensland called Devine.

Melbourne’s theatre district like

importance and effectiveness of community

Failure to have the Bourke Street

Broadway or the West End?

action—in his enthusiasm to illustrate people

The city must develop and grow, but

Rod Quantock was master of ceremonies

More than 400 people were present to

power he used VTT’s apparently successful

state significance on the Victorian

must it be at the expense of our built

rescue of the Eastern Arcade facade as

Heritage Register has resulted in this

heritage? Developers and architects

an example.

unfortunate situation.

(and the politicians that hand out

Despite supporters for retention of

The Marvellous Melbourne website is

planning permits) have a duty to work

the front page for www.planningbacklash.org.au,

the building appealing to the City

with the established fabric of the city

an umbrella organisation for more than 100

Council and to the developers

and recognise that buildings such as the

Victorian groups who feel that their needs

requesting incorporation of the facade

former Eastern Arcade play an

are being ignored.

into the design, our pleas have fallen

important role in providing tangible

on deaf ears.

links with the past, and as a

to the dangers of a planning dictatorship

contributory part of the streetscape.

elected only every few years that stays on

representative for the developers was

The destruction of this building

top by playing one community against

the appeasing statement that they

demonstrates a lack of vision on the

another,’ convener Mary Drost says. ‘There

would consider retention of the facade.

part of the developers, a lost

are many possibilities for Melbourne’s

The Minister for Planning signed the

opportunity to turn a mediocre

future—and there are many people

building’s death warrant and

development into one of interest or

concerned that Government is senselessly

terminated the case for retention of the

beauty, and another display of the

addicted to growth at all costs.’

‘We are trying to alert the community

n

George Dreyfus.

community staged Dance for La Mama,

Ticket prices for the Save La Mama Big

a ‘night of dance, theatre, music and fun’ at

Benefit Bash are $52 and $27, and bookings

Dancehouse, Princes Street, North Carlton.
Top: La Mama artistic director Liz Jones (left)
with Katharine Brisbane

AM, co-founder

of

Currency Press.

Lovelorn), David Wells, Neil Thomas and

Ellen Stewart, founder of New York’s La MaMa

Rob McCredie, plus DJs Declan Kelly and

Experimental Theatre Club.
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permit for the 25-storey development.

theme from Rush, courtesy of its composter,

On 1 August, Melbourne’s dance

Tim Humphrey, Kath Papas (aka Lucy

Stage reported that, following

And patrons will be able to bid for a

blew me away,’ said Liz Jones. ‘What a

Lasica and dancers, Madeleine Flynn and

nonsense that has invaded Melbourne’s

1961.

season to raise funds for us at La Mama just

Dani-Ela Kayler and Gulsen Ozer, Shelly

building, when he issued a planning

The best we could get from the

In between the acts will be film clips of

of La Mama.

T

he Autumn 2008 edition of On

frontage of the building recognised for

slotted in Anne Phelan, Jane Clifton, Rachel

season which was at Birrarung Marr.

The quirky quasi-Mogul Eastern Arcade façade is now just a memory.

representations from the Victoria

because David’s first

The line-up included Angus Cerini,

Heritage Register’s loss of face

And coming up is

can be made at the Athenaeum Theatre or
through Ticketmaster.
On Stage urges all VTT members to
support this very special initiative.

n
The irreplaceable Eastern Arcade in 1922…

ON STAGE
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…and in July 2008 (photograph by Rohan Storey).
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Reedy River

I

In the sixth of his articles on significant home-grown musicals, Peter Pinne raises the curtain on
the show that kick-started the Australian folk music movement.

n 1953 when Dick Diamond took a

would have clashed with the homespun

handful of traditional songs and built a

sentiments of the songs, and would have

plot around them, he inadvertently

required an original score in the style of

created Reedy River, Australia’s first ‘jukebox

Lola Montez.
Dick Diamond was then approached.

musical’. This warm, unpretentious show
not only became a success and a legend—it

At first he was reluctant to undertake the

was also the catalyst for the folk song revival

project, but over a weekend he came up

movement that is still heard around the

with a story, précis, and first draft of the
first act.1 When Gray read it he knew

country today.

immediately it would work. ‘It was simple,

It all started in 1949 when 16-year-old
Sydneysider Chris Kempster, a committed

unpretentious, with a quiet charm and humour,

socialist and member of the Eureka Youth

and above all, so honest that the songs

League, set ‘Reedy River’ and other poems

seemed to come naturally out of the
story.’2

of Henry Lawson to music. These came to

Diamond was not unknown as a

the attention of Melbourne New Theatre
actor and director John Gray, who worked

playwright. He had written the political

under the pseudonym of Eric Grayson. (He

satire Soak the Rich (1941), in ‘living

wasn’t the only person associated with New

Dick Diamond, creator of Reedy River.

newspaper’ style, which had a production

Theatre to work under a pseudonym in

Below: Reedy River Song Book, Sydney, 1953

at Melbourne New Theatre in 1941. A take
on Arthur Fadden’s ‘soak-the-poor’ Federal

those Red Menace days). He thought
the songs could work in a theatrical

Budget of the same year, it combined

setting. He set about gathering more

live action, audio and music to present

in the same idiom, and with the help

social criticism, the first production of

of singer Doug Horsburgh, and

its kind in Melbourne. ‘Living

musician David Cope, they were

newspaper’ was a style of theatre that

who would go on to play Joe Collins

grew out of the American Federal
Theatre Project during the 1030s.3 His

in the original production.

other stage credits included the political

recorded on tape by Charles Allen,

pantomime Jack the Giant Killer (1947).

From the dozens of songs they

Born in England in 1906, Diamond

recorded, Gray eventually found
10 that were different enough in

came to Australia with his family when he

rhythm and mood, but linked in

was 11, and they settled in Melbourne. In

content, to be united as a score.

his youth he did a stint as a jackeroo, and during

He then presented the idea to

the depression wrote stories to earn money.

Melbourne New Theatre, the

The poet C.J.Dennis was scenario editor

Unity Dance Group, and Unity

for Efftee Film Productions and Diamond

Singers, who all enthusiastically

did some work for him. It was Dennis who

agreed to participate. Peggy

encouraged him to pursue writing as a career.
He worked as a journalist on The Bulletin

Campbell of the Unity Dance
Group would do choreography

and other magazines, and in 1934 at age

and find the dancers; Unity Singers would

28, became a member of the Communist

rehearse the songs, and the music was to be

Party. Two years later he joined the

arranged for a small orchestra (first and

script they received was in the mould of a

Workers’ Theatre Group and wrote agit-

second violins, clarinet, viola and piano) by

nostalgic fantasy like Brigadoon, and was

prop sketches for them. He later became

Vera Bonner.

too delicate for the simple mood of the

Secretary of Actors Equity, Victoria, from

songs. The second, submitted by a New

1945 until 1955, so New Theatre, with its
leftist leanings, was a good fit for him.4

The idea was then given a title, Reedy
River, and a tentative opening date was set,

Theatre actor, was little more than an

all without one word of a script being written.

extended music hall sketch, and the third

Gray then approached several playwrights

was excellent in every way, except that it

of the 1891 shearers’ strike when

was so sophisticated in its book that it

pastoralists, refusing to recognise the

with the idea. According to Gray, the first
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Diamond set his story in the aftermath
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Shearers’ Union, took the striking members

The Shears’, which had been collected and

Sons of the South (1947), produced by New

to court and won, sending several union

arranged by Dr Percy Jones. The ‘Ballad Of

Theatre, Sydney, covered the shearers’

leaders to jail.

1891’ by Helen G. Palmer (Vance Palmer’s

strike and court case. Diamond used story

daughter) and Doreen Bridges [ Jacobs], was

situations from both works.

the only non-folk song in the entire show. It
is also the only overtly political piece.6

‘well staged and danced’, and the Australasian

In Diamond’s plot, shearer Joe Collins,
recently released from jail for his part in
the strike, turns up at a rural community in
search of work. The local shearers, trying

Reedy River opened at Melbourne’s New

The Age (12 March 1953) thought it was
Post (2 April 1953) said ‘…Reedy River is a

to reorganise their union, are at loggerheads

Theatre, Flinders Street, on 11 March 1953,

great surprise, uniquely Australian and

with a sheep farmer, Brodie, over his

with a group of actors that included Charles

comradely entertainment’. The show

refusal only to employ union men. Joe tries

Allen ( Joe Collins), Margaret Wilson (Mary),

successfully played a four-week season, and

to persuade them to accept Brodie’s wage

Ted Thompson (Thomo), Len Dowdle (Irish),

according to New Theatre records, was seen

offer, which is fair, but the shearers refuse.

Herman Carlton (Nugget), Eric Colladetti

by over 3000 people.

Angered by their stance, he accepts a

(Bill), Bill James (Snowy) and Mark Albiston

The Sydney production, which opened

position as foreman working in Brodie’s sheds.

on 5 December 1953 at the New

His union mates believe he has

Theatre—then situated in 167

sold them out, until it is revealed

Castlereagh Street—was even

later he has used his position as

more successful than

boss to persuade the non-union

Melbourne’s, playing for eight

shearers to join the union.

months to over 100 000 people.
The production replaced the

Against this background is a
love story of Joe and his wife,

small orchestra used in

Mary. At the play’s beginning they

Melbourne with The

are estranged, their marriage

Bushwackers, the first-ever

having broken down because of Joe’s

bush band, which comprised a

intransigence in putting the union

tea chest bass, lagerphone

before his personal life, but by story’s

(bottle-tops nailed loosely to

end they have happily reconciled.

a broomstick), mouth organ,
accordion and guitar. Chris

The score that was eventually
used included not only Chris

Kempster played in the

Kempster’s setting of the title song,

group, and fellow socialist

but several traditional verses set to

and folk song collector, John

music by Louis Lavater: ‘Eumerella

Meredith, played a shearer.

Shore’, ‘Rover No More’ and ‘Four

Direction was by Bob

Little Johnny Cakes’. Vance Palmer

Mathews, assisted by John

and Margaret Sutherland collected

Armstrong and Keith Gow.

and restored ‘Banks Of The

Lead, Joe Collins, was

Condamine’ and ‘Road To Gundagai’

alternated by Milton Moore

(‘Lazy Harry’s’), Nancy [McMillan]

and Pat Barnett, and

and Geoff Wills did likewise with

likewise, Mary was either

‘Reedy Lagoon’ as did John Meredith

June Cairns or Nan Gow.

and Russell Ward with ‘Widgeegoweera

The cast also included

Joe’, which had a musical arrangement

Edmund Allison (Thomo),

by Alfred Hill. ‘My Old Black Billy’
was attributed to a Bulletin journalist,

Reedy River program, Brisbane, 1954

John Armstrong (Irish), Harry Kay Jnr
(Nugget), Brian Loughlin (Bill), Alec Hood
(Snowy) and Cecil Grivas (Bob the Swaggie).

Edward Harrington, and Roy Jeffries; it
wasn’t discovered until after the first

(Brodie). Direction was by Eric Grayson

The cover of the program billed the show as

production that it was not an old song at

[ John Gray], Peggy Campbell did the

‘A musical as warm as a handshake’—and it

all—it had originally been published by

choreography, and Miles Maxwell was musical

was.

Allan’s in 1940. Much later it was revealed

director. He also arranged the overture.

that Jeffries was one of five pseudonyms
used by composer Edith Harrhy.5

The script was credited to Diamond, with

in its review: ‘The repeated cheers, handclapping

acknowledgments to Joseph Furphy and

in unison and foot stamping left no doubt

George Farwell. In his novel Such Is Life,

that Reedy River has dug itself a niche in our

Charles Allen’s music for ‘Wake Up Landlord’.

Furphy wrote about rural dwellers, including

national tradition.’ The magazine A.M.

The best-known and most commercially

bullock drivers, squatters and itinerant

(16 February 1954) said ‘When the Reedy

popular song in the score was ‘Click Go

travellers in the 1880s, and Farwell’s play

River bush band plays the traditional

Diamond’s contribution was the lyric to

Winter 2008

The Tribune (9 December 1953) was glowing
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Australian song “Click Go The Shears”

Once again the main daily newspapers

by Brenda Kennedy.

refused to review it, but Jim Crawford in

Weekly (13 March 1954) was even more

the Queensland Guardian (11 August 1954)

laudatory: ‘Reedy River is an Australian folk

claimed ‘the audience loved it’ and ‘the

musical accompaniment by the

drama of major importance, the “lagerphone”

singing was delightful’, and later, when the

Bushwhackers Band (a different group yet

Direction was by Eric Walsh, and

and “bush bass” are as truly Australian as…

show played a charity performance in

again) under the direction of Dorothy

the blue gum or a kangaroo.’

Ipswich, the Queensland Times (15 October

Hodges. As in Brisbane and Sydney, the

The Sydney Morning Herald did not review

1954) said the audience ‘thoroughly

Stitches in time

the original Melbourne production, assisted

audiences commonly go wild’, and ABC

major papers in town did not review it.
In a short 18 months

the show, and later

S

News from the Performing Arts Collection.

eamless: Where Costume Meets Dance is

Christina Ritschel dyed and re-dyed

throughout the costume, using a very fine

a free exhibition at the Arts Centre

patches of woollen fabric in an effort to

couching stitch. The results were so

Gallery 1—an exhibition which goes

match the bluey-grey tones of the costume.

effective that the costume is now stable

behind the scenes of memorable moments

Having matched the colour, she then

enough to be displayed on a mannequin,

in Australian dance history to explore the

painstakingly patched numerous holes

ensuring its inclusion in the exhibition as an

refused advertising for it

Dick Diamond had seen

creative process of designing

because of the theatre’s

productions of Reedy River

costume for dance.

early example of dance costuming at
its most subtle and suggestive.

leftist leanings. In fact

in all mainland states, and

The exhibition, from now to

they never reviewed any

the show was undoubtedly

26 October, delves into the working

feathers and wings that made the

shaping up as the most

methods of leading dance

design approach to Voyageur

popular Australian musical

practitioners, revealing different ways

identifiably specific to dance.

Advertisements did

that had ever been

costume is used in dance to create

appear in the classified

mounted.

magical moments on stage.

New Theatre productions
between 1948 and 1961.7

Intriguingly, it was the absence of

In an artform where the body is
the primary means of communication,

Seamless highlights costumes and

section of the less

dance costumes need to be designed

influential The Daily

To be concluded in the

designs from the Arts Centre’s

in a way that allows dancers to draw

Telegraph, but aside from

Summer edition of

Performing Arts Collection, private

on their own skills and those of the

the socialist papers and

On Stage.

collections and dance companies

choreographer to convey an idea.

from around Australia. It revisits

an occasional mention

Martyn’s personal observations of

Special thanks in the

groundbreaking productions from

birds in flight informed the strong

solely to word-of-mouth

preparation of this article

the 1940s and 1950s as well as more

sweeping arm movements she

to bring audiences in.

to: Dr Angela O’Brien,

recent works by The Australian

developed for Voyageur. To emphasise

Given this scenario, the

Lyn Collingwood, Connie

Ballet, Bangarra Dance Theatre,

this movement she worked closely

fact that the show played

Healy, Peter Wyllie

Sydney Dance Company, BalletLab

with designer Douglas Smith to

to over 100 000 patrons

Johnston, Jack Youens,

and Lucy Guerin Inc.

minimise the design and draw the

is amazing.

Christopher Smith

on radio, it was left

With over 30 costumes in the

focus to the upper body. She devised
much of the ballet to be performed as

The Q Theatre Reedy River cast, 1985, with Jack

(Queensland Performing Arts Collection),

exhibition, each one can be enjoyed

Youens (centre stage) as Widgeegoweera Joe

Mark Cryle and Penny Whiteway (Fryer

on a number of levels. The costume

Street, and the theatre was forced to move

Library, University of Queensland) and

designed by Douglas Smith for Laurel

with the dancers that could be viewed

to new premises. They found them in the

Frank Van Straten.

Martyn’s Voyageur is particularly

by the audience as birds in flight.

During the Sydney season the Masonic
Club purchased the building in Castlereagh

Waterside Workers’ Federation Theatre in

enjoyed the entertainment, especially the

Sussex Street, and the show completed its
season there.8 There were also times

beautiful bush ballads and songs which

during the eight-month season when the

also played Maleny, in the Sunshine Coast

were woven into the story’. The production

show would tour and play performances in

hinterland, for one night. It was also

suburban halls and outside the

estimated that at least 5700 people saw the
Brisbane production.9

metropolitan area.
The Brisbane production opened on

The New Theatre League in Perth, WA,

6 August 1954, playing Friday and

opened their production at the Assembly

Saturday nights for three months at All

Hall on 21 October 1954, with direction by

Saints’ Hall, Ann Street. Direction was by
Syd Davis, assisted by Laurence Hedley;
musical accompaniment was in the hands

John Sandford. ‘Fidelio’ in The West
Australian (23 October 1954) said: ‘Reedy
River is certainly an entertainment out of

of the Bushwhackers [sic] Band (a different

the ordinary… Last night a fairly large

group from the one that played Sydney),

audience laughed at its homely jests,

and the cast included real bullockies and real
shearers. Joe Collins was alternated by
Garth Gifford and Charles Cameron, and
Mary by Bernice Katahanas and Valerie
Mald. Director Syd Davis and his assistant
Laurence Hedley alternated the role of
Widgeegoweera Joe.
Page 6

applauded its songs and, generally, gave it
a very friendly reception.’
One day later, 22 October 1954, a
production opened at the New Theatre,
Adelaide. Dancers were provided by the
Wattle Dance Group, with choreography by
Peggy Campbell, who had choreographed

floor work, creating group formations

significant. Worn by Janet Karin in the

Placement and texture of the

References

role of Priscilla, this hand dyed,

fringing combined with the hand-

1. Dick Diamond’s production notes in

woollen leotard was donated to the

painted detail suggests a winged upper

Performing Arts Collection by Laurel

body and tail feathers. The additional

Martyn in 2001.

hood elongated the neck and streamlined

Currency Playscript.
2. ‘The shaping of Reedy River (1953)’,
The Australian Stage, p.234.
3. Preface to Thirteen Dead, p.13.
4. Dick Diamond entry in Companion to
Theatre in Australia, p.190.
5. From The Development of The Australian
Musical 1900–2000.

Voyageur premièred as part of Ballet

the dancer’s head, which combined with

Guild’s 10th anniversary season on 27

theatrical make-up made the overall

August 1956 at Melbourne University’s

effect even more bird-like.

Union Theatre. It was also memorable
as the first ballet to be broadcast on

Supporting events

ABC Television.

Free events in connection with Seamless—

Although well looked after, the

Contacting

Victoria Theatres
Trust
Postal address
PO Box 382, Malvern,
Victoria 3144, Australia
e-mail victt@bigpond.net.au
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Where Costume Meets Dance are:

costume’s natural fibres had provided

●

nourishment for moths over the

Monday, 15 September, 4pm. David

decades, leaving the leotard in a fragile
state. As delicate as it was structurally, the
hand painted detail and rows of fringing
were well preserved, retaining the bird-like
essence that the costume was designed
to reflect.
In the months leading up to the
installation of Seamless, conservator
Winter 2008

Janet Karin as Priscilla and Antonio Rodriguez
in the title role of Voyageur, Ballet Guild, 1960.
Gift of Laurel Martyn, 2001.
Costume design by Douglas Smith for
Priscilla, Voyageur, Ballet Guild, 1956. Gift of
Laurel Martyn, 2001.

Whistling the Sets and Costumes:

McAllister discusses costume highlights
from The Australian Ballet’s repertoire; and
●

Designing for Dance: Sunday 12 October,

1pm. Jennifer Irwin reveals the challenges
that have informed her own approach to
designing costumes for Sydney Dance

Both pictures: the Arts Centre, Performing

Company, Bangarra Dance Theatre and

Arts Collection.

The Australian Ballet.

n
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Winging it

I

In Part 4 of her account of Pinero in Australia. Elisabeth Kumm chronicles Imprudence,
A.W.Pinero’s second full-length play.

n the Summer of 1881, the farce

successful playwright. Carton had been

Castleton, a well-to-do gentleman; and

Imprudence opened at the Folly Theatre

instrumental in Pinero’s first success, £200

Baines Durant, a young man around whom

in London. Written before The Money

a Year, a one-act comedietta which had

the fun of the piece centres when he sets up

Spinner, it was Pinero’s second full-length

been produced at the Globe Theatre in

an amateur matrimonial agency selling

play.

October 1877. One of the leading characters

advice to his fellow boarders.

Pinero’s first full-length play, La Comète;

had been performed by Katherine

In reviewing the first production, the

or, Two Hearts, was written for twin

Compton, Carton’s wife, who now had the

theatre journal The Era called the play a

actresses Amy and Louise Lionel. It had

principal female role in Imprudence.

‘cleverly written, ingeniously constructed,
and thoroughly amusing comedy’.1 Another

been produced at the Theatre Royal,

Imprudence is set at Mrs Lazenby’s High-

Imprudence seems to me to show more

singled out for making Mrs Blake ‘so

Parminter Blake: Harry Leston

genuine promise than any of Mr Pinero’s

naughty and nice a person that we longed

Dalrymple: Olly Deering

former plays. It is easy to point out its faults

to join the circle of those asinine moths

Rattlefish: Edwin Palmer

and not so easy to point out its merits; but

who fluttered in her gorgeous rays’. As

Castleton: Frank Gerald

this is the case with all plays. Perhaps its

Baines Durant, Reeve was accused of

Mrs Parminter Blake: Maggie Knight

merits may be best defined as freshness of

walking through the piece ‘just as he would

Zaida: Lillie Bryer

comic invention in details, and neatness of

walk up a street conversing in an easy
jocular way’.6

Mrs Lazenby: Bessie Palmer

dialogue, with very slight recourse to pun
or “epigram”. But it is unnecessary to
attempt a definition at all. It is sufficient if I

performances. It was announced for

say that to my mind the play seems to

production during Reeve’s 1883 season at

reveal a fresh individuality, and to promise

the Melbourne Bijou (commencing

an infusion of new and not unhealthy blood
into our theatrical life.’4

28 April), but not performed.
was seen again in Australia. At the Melbourne

Croydon, in April 1878, where it

contemporary reviewer,

had achieved some little success

observing its similarities with the

Adelaide première

before heading off on a

French farces of the period,

In Australia, Imprudence was presented for

provincial tour. Despite the

noted, ‘it is not an adaptation of

the first time under Wybert Reeve’s

sisters’ claim that ‘…nothing so

any other play,’ but ‘its farcical

management at the Theatre Royal,

striking has been seen on the

elements are of a kind with

Adelaide, on 20 November 1882. Reeve

English stage since the Brothers

which playgoers are familiar’.2

Webb in the “Two Dromios” [the

Theatre critic Clement Scott,

Imprudence played for six consecutive

had commenced his season at the Royal on
2 October 1882 with The Crushed Tragedian,

Sixteen months lapsed before the play
Bijou, under the management of Mr and
Mrs G.B.W.Lewis, it opened on 1 March
1884. It was presented under the auspices
of J.L.Hall, who had performed the piece in
New Zealand during 1882. In Melbourne,
the cast comprised:

twins in The Comedy of Errors],’

on the other hand, dismissed it

The Woman in White, Stolen Kisses, The

Durant: George Ireland

the piece failed to make a big

entirely, declaring that the

Colonel, Diplomacy, All for Her, The Passing

Parminter Blake: J.L.Hall

impact, and La Comète soon

inhabitants of the lodging house

Regiment and The Money Spinner. Following

Dalrymple: Wilson Forbes

fizzled out.

on from the first Adelaide production of

Rattlefish: Edwin Palme

In the interim, Pinero wrote

were ‘the most objectionable
that ever sat around a table’.3

The Money Spinner, Imprudence was seen to

Castleton: Henry Hoyte

four one-act comedies, three of

The principal roles in the

be something of a disappointment.

Mrs Parminter Blake: Mrs G.B.W.Lewis

which were produced by Henry

first production were taken by:

Irving at the Lyceum Theatre:

Dalrymple: Clifford Cooper

Two Can Play at That Game,

Rattlefish: A.Wood

Daisy’s Escape and Bygones, and

Parminter Blake: Edward Righton

one at the Folly Theatre—Hester’s

Castleton: Leonard Boyne

Mystery. The last-named piece

Durant: R.C.Carton

played for over 300 nights, and

Mrs Parminter Blake:

its success gave Pinero the

Miss Compton

impetus to try his hand at writing

Zaida: Kate Bishop

another feature-length play; the

Mrs Lazenby: Emily Miller

result was Imprudence, which he

At the Folly Theatre,

submitted to the management of
the Folly for consideration.
Before Imprudence could be

Writing prior to the first night, The
Register observed: ‘It is written by
A.W.Pinero, author of The Money Spinner,
but nowhere up to the level of that play.
The group of figures composing the
dramatis personae can hardly be said to
contain a single original figure, while the
action of the piece verges on the
impossible, and its sentiment for the most
part is thoroughly unnatural.
‘Of course the dialogue contains some
clever sayings, and the stage is continually

Imprudence ran for over 60

kept in a bustle by the progress of scenes

performances, being withdrawn

which, absurd as they may be, are
provocative of much laughter.’5

companies toured it around the provinces,

27 July 1881 by R.C.Carton, who had

servants, Doby and Mattie; a grumbling

one organised by R.C.Carton and another

taken control of the theatre while its usual

old navy officer, Captain Rattlefish, rn; a

by A.H.Warren.

occupant, J.L.Toole, was on tour. Carton

hot-tempered ex-Indian civil servant, Coxe

and Pinero had performed together at the

Dalrymple, and his daughter Zaida; Mr

(1882), William Archer saw Pinero as a

Lyceum under Irving’s management and,

and Mrs Parminter Blake, a hen-pecked

young playwright of much promise. Of

like Pinero, Carton would later become a

husband and his flirtatious wife; George

Imprudence, he observed: ‘Thin as it is,
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In his book English Dramatists of To-day
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When the Brough-Boucicault Comedy
Company produced Imprudence at the
Criterion Theatre, Sydney, on 2 May 1891,
it was some 10 years since the play’s first
production in Australia. Given that
audiences had witnessed Pinero’s highly
polished and much-revived law-court
comedies—The Magistrate, The Schoolmistress

Critics were not impressed. The Argus found

and Dandy Dick—it was surprising that a

the characters to be little more than

piece of ‘juvenilia’ would receive such a

‘puppets…who have been set in motion a

positive response from both audiences and

hundred times before, in as many different

press. The Daily Telegraph for example called

farces’. The reviewer thought the play

the production ‘quite remarkable for the

offered the actors no scope for ‘genuine

perfection of the cast’ and ‘brimful of droll

comedy acting’, with the most amusing

ideas, and is never for one moment tedious’.

scene being played out in dumb show.

Similarly, The Sydney Morning Herald

It seems this scene involved Mrs Lewis

found the play ‘sparkled from beginning to

and Mrs Brough, with their clever
companions, have instilled new life and

Parminter Blake: J.W.Foley

amusement than what is passing in front of
the stage.’7 Imprudence played for 12

Dalrymple: Edwin Palmer

consecutive performances at the Bijou.

hitherto been considered cruel rather than
clever—amusing, but steeped in cynicism.’9

principal roles were performed by:

the landlady, Mrs Lazenby, and her two

In Sydney a positive
response

that the acting had a lot to do with this: ‘Mr

London for another fortnight, with short

Folly Theatre in London on Wednesday,

before the curtain that they might receive
the applause of the audience.’8

rhythmic regularity…excites more

seemed to find the play a delight. The

From March to September 1882, two

much mirth in doing so, but were called

production was not discernable. They felt

National Standard Theatre in north-west

inhabitants of the boarding house include

played intelligently, and not only excited

swaying their heads to and fro with

of Imprudence.

Imprudence was finally staged at the

without being confused… The performers

‘unpleasant flavour’ observed in the initial

London, where it proved something of a

Imperial and Globe Theatres to follow.

represented in it are extremely numerous

of a combination of twine in their mouths,

Carton and his company relocated to the

Terrace, off Lavender Square. The

incidents and situations which are

production, the SMH noted that the

Mrs Parminter Blake in the first production

St James’s Theatre.

last, in its dialogue; and the mirthful

‘The spectacle of four persons with the ends

produced, firstly in Manchester and then in

seasons at the Brighton Theatre Royal,

‘Imprudence sparkles with fun from first to

end’. Acknowledging the ‘failure’ of the first

on the return of J.L.Toole. Thereafter,

Class Boarding Establishment, 90 Clive

Unimpressed

As The Sydney Morning Herald reported:

playing ‘scratch-cradle’ with their teeth:

Katherine Compton (Mrs R.C.Carton) as

Hare and Kendal management at the

Mrs Lazenby: Meta Pelham

season was extended to 10 nights.

(as Mrs Blake) and her three admirers

‘got up’, however, The Money Spinner was

cause célébre for its author as well as for the

Zaida: Jessie Grey

Imprudence was to have played a week,
but because of its enthusiastic reception, the

Audiences were not so critical and

Durant: Wybert Reeve

Rattlefish: Harry Emmet

When Reeve opened his season at the

much hearty fun into a play which has

Castleton: Herbert Flemming

Gaiety Theatre in Sydney on 6 September

Mrs Parminter Blake: Alice Deorwyn

1884, he presented Imprudence for the first

Parminter Blakes, with other roles

Zaida: Marion Melrose

time in the harbour city. The principal

performed by:

Mrs Lazenby: Bessie Palmer

characters were taken by:

Of the performers, Alice Deorwyn was
Winter 2008

Durant: Wybert Reeve

Mr and Mrs Brough played the

Durant: Cecil Ward
Dalrymple: G.L.Gordon

*
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Rattlefish: A.R.Lawrence

4. William Archer, English dramatists of

Castleton: Frank Cates

today, p.277.

Zaida: Brenda Gibson

5. South Australian Register,

Mrs Lazenby: Miss E. Romer
Despite its apparent success, it played
for only six performances. Imprudence does
not appear to have been revived in
Australia again.

20 November 1882, p.6.
6. South Australian Register,
21 November 1882, p.6.

William Archer, English Dramatists of To-day,
Sampson Low, Marston, Searle,
& Rivington, London, 1882
John Dawick, Pinero: A Theatrical Life,
University of Colorado Press, Niwot,

7. The Argus, 3 March 1884, p.7.

Colorado, 1993

8. The Sydney Morning Herald,

Allardyce Nicoll, A History of Late Nineteenth

8 September 1884, p.8.

Continued in the next edition of On Stage

Register (Adelaide), The Sydney Morning Herald

9. The Sydney Morning Herald, 4 May 1891, p.6.
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Handlist of Plays, Cambridge University   
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Art Deco dreamtime
Art Deco was one of the most important and influential design movements of the 20th century.
Pioneered before World War I by Diaghilev’s Ballet Russes, it epitomised a new mood of opulence,
style, excitement and progress.
To celebrate the current heightened interest in all things Art Deco, On Stage presents
a selection of Australian-designed theatre program covers from the early 1930s to 1940.
Three of the productions—Vogues of 1935, Rhapsodies of 1935 and Laughing Eyes—
were lavish Hollywood-inspired revues presented by Ernest C. Rolls, a buccaneering
British producer whose stylish shows brought cheer to Depression audiences—
and despair to an endless line of duped investors.
Unfortunately, only one designer is credited—Stanley Parker. Born in Melbourne c.1908.
Parker specialised in caricatures of theatrical celebrities. In the early 1930s
he was resident caricaturist on the magazine Table Talk. It was he who designed the program for
What Next at the Princess in 1932.
From 1936 Parker lived in London, where he drew brilliantly and often bitingly
for Bystander and Tatler. He revisited Australia in 1952.
Further details of his later life are not known.
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Melbourne stage-by-stage

F

By 1855 Melbourne was among the richest cities in the world, thanks to gold. Reflecting this was the
architectural opulence of one of Australia’s most important theatres.
Ralph Marsden begins his history of Melbourne’s Theatre Royal.

or nearly 60 years a small plaque,
visible to all, was set into the Bourke
Street wall of the former building on

the site. It read:
‘Commemorating the original site of the
Theatre Royal. Opened July 16th 1855.
Demolished by fire March 20th 1872.

The
Theatre
Royal

The Royal was a four-level house,
comprising pit and stalls, dress circle, upper
circle and gallery, plus assorted boxes
throughout. It was said to be capable of
seating as many as 3300 in comfort, or
more if there was a crush.
A feature of the proscenium was a pair

Re-opened Nov. 5th [sic] 1872.

of large gilded Corinthian ‘demi

Re-modelled Sept. 1904. Demolished

columns’; these stood either side of

Nov. 17th 1933 unveiled by The

the stage and supported an elaborate

Historical Society of Victoria. Presented

entablature surmounted by the royal

by Manton & Sons Ltd.’

coat-of-arms. The whole theatre was lit

When the present Target Centre

by gas, supplied from its own plant, at

replaced the former Coles store in 1994,

a time when most of Melbourne still

the plaque disappeared from public

had to make do with oil or candle.

view. It is now displayed in an alcove at

A ‘Grand Promenade Concert’ was

the rear of the first floor next to the

held in the vestibule of the unfinished

entrance to the toilets.

theatre on 1 January 1855; a series of

This is the only memorial to the first
great playhouse ever built in Australia and
the near 78 year span of theatrical activity

232 Bourke Street, Melbourne
(the site of Target store)

that took place here.

similar concerts (some featuring Madame
Carandini) followed until the official
opening night on 16 July. The début bill
included The School for Scandal with

The first Theatre Royal on this site was

G.H.Rogers and Mrs Charles Poole and

built by John Black, who was said to have

The Actress of All Work, featuring an

made his fortune as a carrier on the goldfields.

American child prodigy, six-year-old Anna

Black, who had already built Tattersall’s

Maria Quinn, playing six different parts.

Hotel—a forerunner of the Prince of Wales

Undoubtedly the most sensational

Theatre in Lonsdale Street—appears to have

attraction of the Royal’s early years was the

acted as architect for much of the work. He

scandalous ex-courtesan Lola Montes, whose

was helped by a ‘Mr Powell, of this city’,

famous lovers had included King Ludwig I

according to The Argus of 10 July 1855, which

of Bavaria. She first appeared at the Royal

contains possibly the best contemporary

on 13 September 1855 in Lola Montes in

description of the theatre.

Bavaria—‘a drama of an entirely political

A ‘Mr Merrett’ (probably Thomas H.

nature’. After the Sydney season of the

Merrett—one of two architects of that

same play Lola had tried to leave town

name—who designed the first Melbourne

without paying her supporting cast. They

Exhibition Building) was responsible for

sued her for £1200 and sent a sheriff’s

the design of the theatre’s roof.

bailiff to the ship to stop her leaving.

The dimensions of the Royal, built on a

According to legend, the actress

site 91ft wide by more than 313ft deep

presented herself to the bailiff entirely nude

(17.74 by 95.4m), rivalled those of the great

and dared him to arrest her in that state,

London theatres of Covent Garden and

whereupon the man, overcome by

Drury Lane.

embarrassment, retreated empty-handed.

Its Corinthian columned façade

Montes’s play was not as successful here

incorporated a hotel and shops and the

as it had been in Sydney, so she switched to

whole building was estimated to have cost

two shorter plays and climaxed these with

the then enormous sum of £60 000. This

her celebrated ‘Spider Dance’. The Herald

was because the gold rush had created an

Naughty Lola Montes who danced on ‘the

acute shortage of skilled labour, making any

prettiest feet in the whole world’ appeared at

‘extraordinary elegance’ but, when another

kind of construction extremely expensive.

the new Theatre Royal on 13 September1855.

less liberal critic denounced her act as

Page 12

reviewer thought she danced with
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‘utterly subversive of all ideas of public

of Coppin’s régime included American

‘The Royal (though a little dingy) is but

morality’, Lola herself wrote to The Herald

tragedian McKean Buchanan in Hamlet and

slightly inferior, in capacity and appointment,

declaring the dance had been ‘…witnessed

other Shakespearian roles from 1 December,

to Drury Lane… The pit of the play-house

with delight in Spain by all classes and both

and Mr and Mrs Clarence Holt, actors from

is generally well-filled, and a “transpontine”

sexes, from the Queen to the peasant’, and was

England, who began a 12-night season on

display of shirt-sleeves, babies, and pewter-

‘a great national spectacle’.

2 February 1857, but who are best remembered

pots charms the eye of the Londoner… the

as the parents of Bland Holt, later to become

upper boxes are usually given up to that

But despite Lola Montes and even
more respected

class of the community

artists such as Irish

who are partial to pink

soprano Catherine

bonnets and cheeks to

Hayes (who had

match; and lively

attended the theatre’s

flirtations, with an

opening night and

occasional dash of

made her first concert

fighting, are carried on

appearance there on

in these delectable

26 September 1855)

regions in the most

competition from

flagrant and unblushing

George Coppin’s

manner. Sad this spectacle

Olympic theatre

of vice in any city… yet

ensured that the

the blotch of prostitution

Royal’s owner John

lies black on the cities of

Black, who was

the South, slurring the

burdened with

streets with thousands of

innumerable

“...wrecked women in one

mortgages and debts,

smile, Who only smile at
night beneath the gas!”4’

was declared
bankrupt. Early in

The theatre had been

October 1855 Black

‘thoroughly renovated

was said to have fled

and redecorated’ by

by ship from Melbourne and his various

Left: ‘The Father of the Australian Theatre’:

William Pitt Snr when it reopened on 9

creditors.

George Selth Coppin in an 1848 portrait by

August 1858 for the Australian début of

S.T.Gill. Right: Gustavus Vaughan Brooke, the

24-year-old Ellen Mortyn ‘from the Theatre

celebrated but il-fated Irish tragedain.

Royal, Dublin.’ Miss Mortyn ‘…having

The theatre, although in receivership, was
kept open at reduced prices in an effort to
compete with the Olympic, but by February

recovered from her late severe indisposition’

1856 the actors and stagehands went on strike

Australia’s foremost producer of spectacular

appeared in a comedy, An Unequal Match and,

for non-payment of salaries. After some

stage melodramas.

to quote The Age, ‘won laurels in it and

public haggling with the Official Receiver,

On 13 April 1857 Brooke returned to

Coppin, in partnership with the actor

the Royal to star in a lengthy repertoire of

G.V.Brooke, bought the lease of the theatre.

Shakespearean and contemporary plays,

deservedly so. Her natural acting, charming
manner and pleasing voice are irresistible’.
Other critics echoed this praise and, despite

including a memorably spectacular—if

continuing ill health, Mortyn continued at the

on 9 June 1856 with a program including

commercially unsuccessful—production of Lord

Royal until her death on 21 June 1859, officially

himself in She Stoops to Conquer and a

Byron’s epic of ancient Assyria, Sardanapalus.

from tuberculosis, although there was conflicting

He reopened it under his own management

concert featuring Madame Anna Bishop.

The settings, inspired by the original

evidence that it resulted from an abortion.

Coppin later claimed that this opening night

London production, were executed by John

‘She proved herself to be an actress of

took a record £478.

Hennings, the Royal’s resident scenic artist,

the rarest ability and her somewhat mysterious

who came to be regarded as the foremost

death… must always be regarded as an event

craftsman of his kind in Australia.

which deprived the world of one of the most

Two nights later he presented ‘Melbourne’s
First Grand Opera Season’ with such artists
as Anna Bishop and Maria Carandini but

Brooke’s season closed on 24 December

promising actresses’, an Argus reviewer

after a six-week run this closed with a loss

to make way for the annual Christmas

of about £3000, according to Alec Bagot’s

pantomime. Coppin, who had left on a

biography, Coppin the Great.

brief talent scouting trip to London in June,

differences, Coppin and Brooke’s partnership

returned early in 1858, reappearing at the

was dissolved on 28 February 1859, and in

Royal on 13 January.

the division of assets Brooke took over the

Brooke, en route from Hobart to Sydney,
played a one-night-stand at the Royal on
2 July 1856, setting a new house record
with £541. Other notables in the first year
Winter 2008

Visiting English writer Frank Fowler depicts

recalled, over a dozen years later.
Because of personal and business

lease and management of the Royal. At this

the theatre at about this time in his book

time the theatre was said to be realising a

Southern Lights and Shadows, published in 1859:

profit of £400–500 a week, but Brooke *
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After a two-year absence W.J.Lyster returned

 lacked the managerial skills of Coppin and

was to be Brooke’s last appearance in

Royal from 7 March 1863. His régime was

despite such attractions as the actress and

Australia; he was drowned five years later

later judged one of the most stable and

to the Royal with his ‘Royal Italian and

profitable in the theatre’s history.

English Opera Company’ on 13 March 1865

singer Julia Matthews (who charmed the
explorer Robert O’Hara Burke), the young

on a return voyage.
When news of his death reached

Renovations and improvements to the

days of Brooke had Melbourne seen a more

Montgomery reappeared for a second

striking actor.

extended season from 27 April to 20 June 1868.

During his first season, Montgomery also

Charles Vincent was lessee of the theatre from

for a series of seasons finally ending on 3

presented the first Australian production of

late February 1868, but by 3 August Coppin

Antony and Cleopatra and a Romeo and Juliet

was in official control again, in association with

US actress Avonia Jones (who charmed and

Melbourne in March 1867, half the gross

house at this time included increased space

February 1866. Sullivan’s own farewell

eventually married Brooke himself) and the

proceeds of a special performance at the Royal

and comfort for the audience in the dress

season began two nights later and ended on

with 19-year-old Marie St Denis as Juliet.

fellow actors Henry Harwood and Richard

Although attractive, talented and highly

Stewart, and the scenic artist John Hennings.

popular Irish-American comic actor John

were donated towards the cost of a marble

and the upper circles, and the installation

17 February when he resigned the

Drew, the theatre’s debts increased along

bust of Brooke which now stands in the Cowen

of silk curtains to replace an unsightly box

management and sub-let the theatre to

praised, St Denis was to take her own life

enclosure for the orchestra.

William Hoskins ‘for twelve months’.

by an overdose of laudanum just a year

seasons by Anna Bishop, Marie Duret and

with Brooke’s drinking.
Brooke’s managerial ineptitude was

Gallery of the State Library of Victoria.
Both Coppin and Brooke were heavily

Sullivan was also credited with

Coppin returned to the Royal as an actor

compounded by the depression Victoria was

indebted to the businessman Ambrose Kyte

improving productions by shortening the

for a month long season from 24 February

undergoing in 1860—the result of over-rapid

and by mid-1861 Kyte had purchased the

waiting times between acts, and raising the

1866 but Lyster’s opera company was forced

standards of scenery and costumes.

to postpone another season early in June due

expansion in the gold rush decade.
According to Coppin’s biographer, Alec

lease and taken control of the Royal out of
Coppin’s hands. Kyte sub-let the theatre to

The great American comic actor Joseph

to an influenza epidemic.

The rest of that year saw brief return

later, as Montgomery himself did by gunshot,

James Stark, interspersed with stock company

only two days after his marriage to an American

players (‘The Royal Star Company’) in

actress in London in 1871.

popular dramas like Dion Boucicault’s The

Montgomery was US-born but British
bred and trained, and also a personal friend

Flying Scud, which had been performed 100
times by late September 1868.

Bagot, things got so bad at one point that the

Lyster’s opera company for a second season

Jefferson began a ‘farewell engagement’ at

Opera alternated with drama (stock

gas company threatened to cut off supplies

beginning on 17 June. For the next two years,

the Royal (he had previously played at the

company players in Shakespeare, popular

Australia—and attending various Melbourne

company at this time was George Darrell,

theatres—about this time.

later a popular and prolific actor and author

unless the £15 balance of their account was

under various sub-lessees, opera alternated

Princess’s and the Haymarket) in Our

contemporary plays and the traditional

paid before the start of the evening performance.

with seasons of drama (the Dons returned

American Cousin on

Christmas pantomime) into early 1867.

Brooke was about to be evicted from his
own theatre when he approached Coppin

Reopening on 16 February with J.C.Lambert

of the Duke of Edinburgh, who was visiting

Montgomery played for an extended
season till 11 October. A week later the

Making his professional début with the

of Australian melodramas.
The Duke of Edinburgh visited the Royal

for three months from 11 November 1861).

17 October 1864. This season ended on

Barry Sullivan, a Birmingham-born

28 November with Jefferson and Sullivan

as advertised lessee, the stock company

Martinetti–Ravel troupe of dancers from the

a second time on 6 March 1869 and Walter

USA began a six-week season of pantomimes

Montgomery also returned for a third season

for help. Coppin wrote out a cheque at once,

tragedian whose acting was endorsed by no

appearing together in Bulwer-Lytton’s

continued as before until Madame Celeste

took it around to the bailiff at the Royal and

less than George Bernard Shaw, made his

comedy Money.

transferred her successful season from the

and ballets. Today the Martinettis are generally

of five weeks from 12 June; Frank Drew

Haymarket for a month, beginning with

credited as being the originators of what is

followed him for a fortnight from 24 July

Flowers of the Forest on 20 April.

considered the first true presentation of

and Daniel E. Bandmann, hailed as ‘The

ballet in Australia.

Great German and English actor’, presented

expelled him. When the reunited partners

Australian début at the Royal in Hamlet on

made a public reconciliation on the Royal’s

9 August 1862.

stage on 20 December 1860, a crowded house
arose and wildly cheered them.
After this Brooke was advertised as ‘sole
lessee’, with Coppin as ‘director’.
Among the first attractions of the

Sullivan, whose British reputation was

Another comic actor who achieved
later and greater fame on the London stage
was the Irish-born Shiel Barry who made

Walter Montgomery, variously described

an early and not too successful appearance

as ‘brilliant’, ‘erratic’, ‘eccentric’, ‘unpredictable’,

Lyster’s opera returned for a short

and more practical, was immediately

at the Royal between 11 and 25 February

‘unstable’ and even ‘mad’, caused a sensation

season from 9 December 1867, with a

popular with the Melbourne public. He

1865 in such staples as Born to Good Luck

when he first appeared as Hamlet at the

Royal Command performance for the Duke

leading characteristics of Herr Bandmann’s

and Handy Andy.

Royal on 20 July 1867. Not since the great

of Edinburgh on 16 December. Walter

Hamlet,’ The Argus opined, summing it up

the equal of Brooke’s but who was steadier

became sole lessee and manager of the

his interpretation of Hamlet from 2 October.
‘Earnestness and intensity are the

as ‘altogether an admirable piece of acting’.

reconciled partners were Sir William and
Lady Don. Sir William was an English

Left:The grand interior of the first Theatre Royal; it could hold as many as 3500 people in its

Bandmann proved a popular as well as

aristocrat-turned-actor nearly 6ft 7ins (2m)

three-tiered auditorium.

critical success and subsequently appeared

tall and, although there were differing

Below: George Coppin (under the stovepipe hat) with friends in the Royal’s bar.

with Mrs Bandmann in several seasons
throughout 1870.

opinions about his abilities (Lady Don was,

Charles Matthews, son of the famous

perhaps, more talented) Coppin declared
them the most profitable engagement he had

comic actor of the same name, and himself

ever made. They starred in a season of popular

considered the leading English comic actor

plays from 22 January to 23 March 1861.

of his time, made his Australian début at
the Royal on 9 April 1870. Matthews

Two nights later the Royal housed a
presentation of Lucia di Lammermoor by

appeared with his American actress wife in

William Saurin Lyster’s ‘Grand Opera

Married for Money and Patter Versus Clatter—

Troupe’ from the USA.

both written by himself. Mr and Mrs
Matthews played until 3 June, when the

Lyster’s was the first substantial opera

Bandmanns returned for another month.

company to tour Australia. They stayed a

The theatre-loving Duke of Edinburgh

month at the Royal but remained in
Australia for the next 19 years. Lyster is

paid the Royal a third visit on 3 November,

now regarded as the founding father of

and the Matthews began a farewell season on

opera in Australia.

21 November.
This was followed on 26 December by

After much fluctuation in his personal
and professional fortunes, Brooke’s final

the Christmas pantomime, Goody Two Shoes,

appearance at the Royal, prior to his return

by the famous Australian writer Marcus

to England, was before an overcrowded

Clarke. It featured Rosalie and Eloise

house on 23 May 1861. The night was every

Duvalli; the Duvalli Sisters, as they were

bit as memorable as his Melbourne début

billed, were popular ‘operatic and acrobatic

at the Queen’s had been six years before. It

danseuses’. They returned to the Royal *
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several times during the following years,

added to the bill during an interval or at the

Zavistowski Sisters from the USA (‘the first

eventually settling in Melbourne.

end of the evening’s play.

burlesque artists of the day’), who made their

Another popular attraction was the US

‘With two legs he would no doubt be an

Royal début in Ixion on 9 September 1871

actress Mary Gladstane who had previously

excellent dancer… The applause bestowed…

after a successful Sydney season. Emmeline,

played several successful seasons at the

was probably more of a sympathetic than a

Christine and Alice Zavistowski—more

Princess’s. Gladstane appeared in light

laudatory kind’, The Argus somewhat

simply billed as ‘the Z trio’—were accomplished

dramatic and comic vehicles such as Frou-

insensitively observed.

comediennes, dancers and singers and were

Frou, in which she made her Royal début

Coppin bought out his partners and was

later credited by Coppin (together with the

on 4 February 1871. Yet another interpretation

once more sole lessee and manager of the

plays of Boucicault and the Christmas

of Hamlet was given by J.B.Howe, a young

Royal from 17 June 1871, but his first star

pantomime) with putting the theatre’s

English tragedian making his Royal début

attraction, Morton Tavares, ‘celebrated West

balance for 1871 ‘considerably on the right

on 11 March. Although Howe caused no

Indian tragedian’, was an acknowledged

side of the ledger’, to quote Argus

sensation, he stayed on as a featured player

failure. Tavares, who arrived with a substantial

advertisements of early March 1872.

with the Royal Star Company until the

reputation from the Theatres Royal of

following August.

London and Dublin, opened in Richelieu on

popular Irish-American actor James

24 July, but his engagement was terminated

Carden under way, the theatre’s prospects

Great Covent Garden Theatre Sensation of

after only two weeks in the wake of indifferent

had seldom seemed better—but cruel fate

1864 and 1865’, began a two week season

reviews and poor houses.

was about to take a hand.

Donato, ‘the one-legged dancer… the

at the Royal on 10 Apri1 1871. Donato was

Whatever losses Coppin sustained with

one of those novelties that were sometimes

Tavares were considerably made up by the

By that time, with a season by the

Continued in the Spring issue of On Stagen

Show music
Peter Pinne pens the gen
Best in show

I

n Autumn 2008 On Stage reported the

‘The recent alterations are nothing more

‘Even if the old doors are in storage,

dissension in Ballarat over Council’s

than sacrilege and akin to smashing head-

that in no way reduces or excuses the

decision to keep the doors of Her

stones in a cemetery.

actions of the City. By those standards

Majesty’s Theatre firmly closed at all but

‘The alterations obviously have the

performance times. Now those very doors

sanction of the planning department of the

heritage home will be able to knock it

are the subject of criticism.

City and they have just obliterated any

down and merely store the materials.

On 16 June the Ballarat Courier published
a long letter from an enraged resident,
Peter Butters.
‘After seeing what has happened to the

credibility they may have had.
‘Never again, with any credibility can
the City of Ballarat speak regarding heritage

anybody wishing to demolish a so-called

‘I am astonished that Heritage Victoria
has sanctioned this destruction.
‘Obviously the City has its reasons

overlays, or hold up Ballarat as a heritage

although they do not justify its actions,

front doors at Her Majesty’s Theatre, it makes

city, because they have just destroyed their

however, this issue is no longer really

the proposed enquiry into the City of Ballarat

ability to manage those aspects. Values such

about the theatre, it’s about the City

appear more prudent,’ Butters wrote.

as empathy with streetscapes, architectural

destroying its heritage integrity.

‘In relatively recent years much money

integrity and historical integrity are all now

was expended on the restoration of the façade

gone and any court or tribunal would have

issues and the City of Ballarat is an

of the theatre with the accent on authenticity.

to give credence to the depths of the present

embarrassing farce.’

To see it now, ridicules the architectural

violation of what is a very significant building

and historical importance of the building.

within Ballarat’s history.

With thanks to Frank Puls, Ballarat.

‘The present position with heritage

n

thumbnails
on the platters that matter.

Supposes’ from that show. Best track: ‘Candy

songs: ‘Windmills Of Your Mind’ (The

Fingers’ (Mamma Mia!). There’s also a song

And I’ (Chess), and with himself on the

Man’

Thomas Crown Affair—first version), ‘Do You

from Burchmore’s most recent musical,

jaunty ‘You’re Nothing Without Me’ (City Of

unnumbered) Wayne Scott

Ancient rock

Know Where You’re Going To?’

Respect: ‘In My Daughter’s Eyes,’ which gets

Angels). ‘Race You To The Top Of The

Kermond (left) would have to

One (Armonia Theatre Company) This is

(Mahogany), and the title tunes from To Sir

my vote as the best track.

Morning’ is haunting, but the Les Miz

with Love and The Look of Love.

PopOp

favourite, ‘Bring Him Home’, is the

Sing, Sing, Sing (Candy Man/

be one of the best song and
dance men in Australia, so any
album that features 50 per cent
of Candy Man, his tribute show
to Sammy Davis Jnr, is
ahead of the game in my
book. Backed by a classy
big band led by Mark
Taylor and Stephen Gray,
Kermond races through a
lot of the Davis catalogue
and delivers in spades.
There’s a West Side Story,
Singin’ in the Rain and Las
Vegas medley, a couple of
numbers from Stop the
World—I Want to Get Off, plus

among one of the most ambitious pieces of
musical theatre to come along in some time.
A rock opera set in Jerusalem in AD28,
when the city was ruled by Rome, its story
of revenge, betrayal and love has more
emotion than any daily soap opera. In 2007
it was given a concert performance at the
Gold Coast Arts Centre; this spawned this
two-CD live recording. Composers

Arena imbues each song with her
distinctive ‘poppy’ sound. The
arrangements are great, especially ‘I Only
Want To Be With You,’ which just happens
to be the best track. There are two versions
of the release, a standard CD with 12
tracks, and a deluxe two-CD set, which
features pop tracks as a bonus.

The latest pop opera group to emerge on
the corporate and concert circuit is La
Forza, a trio of young tenors, Chris
Fennessy, Mark Spencer and Greg Moore,
all with major theatrical experience in
London and Australia. Their three separate
albums showcase their glorious voices. ‘You
Raise Me Up’ is a popular song for tenor

Shannon D. Whitelock and Brad Godby

Burchmore with strings on

have done a tremendous job in musicalising

Burchmore—Pure Imagination (Shock

features on a nine-track CD by Mark Spencer.

the tale. They’re aided by some good vocal

RB003). Rhonda Burchmore’s latest album

It’s one of two tracks by the group, the

performances by Chad Trent, Lachlan

is with strings—yes, real ones—which in an

other being ‘Mama’.

Baker and Kirby Lunn. The accompaniment

age where synthesizers rule, is something to

by a 16-piece orchestra couldn’t be bettered.

be applauded.

Best Song: ‘Will You Love Me?’.

groups and La Forza’s powerhouse version

Spencer’s seven solos are all modern
tenor ballads, one in Italian, and a rather

superior track. Greg Moore’s album also
features show tunes: ‘Moon River’ (Breakfast
at Tiffany’s), ‘You’ll Never Walk Alone’
(Carousel), ‘The Music Of The Night’ (The
Phantom of the Opera) and Peter Allen’s
‘Tenterfield Saddler’ (The Boy from Oz), plus
a couple of traditional Irish airs, ‘Irish
Blessing’ and ‘Danny Boy’.
Other non-show tunes include ‘My
Way’ and every tenor’s favourite piece,
‘Time To Say Goodbye’. The mainly piano
backing doesn’t do justice to Moore’s voice,
which is splendidly rich and warm. Best
track is ‘The Music Of The Night’.

good version of Newley and Bricusse’s

Availability

musical director, Ray Aldridge, it’s a mellow

rediscovered ’60s tune, ‘Feelin’ Good’ (The

These albums are available from:

With stellar charts from her usual

a bossa nova version of

Distinctively Arena

‘Hey There’ (The Pajama

album of mostly show and movie songs:

Roar of the Greasepaint—The Smell of the

waynescottkermond.com.au

Tina Arena—Songs of Love and Loss

‘Unchained Melody’ (Ghost), ‘The Way We

Crowd). Chris Fennessy also has an eight-

www.one-anewmusical.com

(EMI 50999 516165 2 6). Tina Arena is no

Were’ (The Way We Were), ‘At Last’ (Orchestra

track solo album called London Sessions with

Tina Arena—all stores

stranger to the legit stage, having starred in

Wives), and the Anthony Newley album

songs from City of Angels, I Love You, You’re

www.rhondaburchmore.com

Notre Dame de Paris in London and Cabaret

title song ‘Pure Imagination’ (Willy Wonka

Perfect, Now Change, The Phantom of the

www.markspencer.com.au

in Australia—so she’s perfectly at home on

and the Chocolate Factory), sit comfortably

Opera, Chess and The Secret Garden; it’s a

www.chrisfennessy.com

this album of ‘cover’ songs from the ’60s

alongside ‘Send In The Clowns’ (A Little

good collection of recent show tunes.

www.gregmooreproductions.com

and ’70s. There’s a good selection of movie

Night Music) and ‘Slipping Through My

Game). He closes the album
with the quintessential softshoe number, ‘Mr Bojangles.’
Kermond, long remembered
for his turn as Cosmo in the
local Singin’ in the Rain, puts
his own stamp on ‘Moses
Page 16
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When the circus came to town...

Have talent, will travel

A previously unknown lithograph has thrown new light on Melbourne’s early performing arts history.

A

newly discovered lithograph, the

was diverted by news of the discovery of gold

‘Rowe and Marshall’s American Hippodrome’.

work of the legendary Samuel

in Australia. In 1851 Rowe’s North American

This time he transformed a former stables

Thomas Gill (1818–1880), was

Circus pitched its tents on vacant land on the

and market, located at 225–231 Lonsdale

created in 1852 when Melbourne was only

south-east corner of Stephen Street (today’s

Street, into ‘a Beautiful Hippodrome and Circus.’

17 years old. Gill, whose meticulous work

Exhibition Street) and Lonsdale Street. This

The site eventually became known as

has provided a unique window into life in

site was afterwards occupied, in turn, by

‘Rowe’s Hippodrome’ (see Ralph Marsden’s

the early years of the colony of Victoria,

Coppin’s Olympic Theatre (the notorious

article in his series Melbourne stage-by-stage,

had his tongue in his cheek when he titled

‘Iron Pot’), a semi-open-air hippodrome for

The Royal Lyceum in On Stage, Summer 2006).

this evocative work Ye People of Australia

E.I.Cole’s Bohemians, and, from 1928, by the

proceedynge To enjoie Themselves at Mister Rowe

Comedy Theatre.

his Circus.

Rowe stayed and prospered in Melbourne

designers across all the disciplines in the

(below) is the winner of the 2008 John

hope that, as a collective, we can sustain

Truscott Design Foundation Travel Award.

and develop the quality of design in
Melbourne, and so raise the international
profile of Australian design.’
Following work placement with fashion
designer Akira Isogawa in early 2009, Carole
will travel overseas to develop her skills
and knowledge on an international scale.

Rowe had just enough money for his fare

Says Kathy Demos, director of the

when he embarked for San Francisco.

Joseph Andrew Rowe was born in Northern

said he had £40 000 pounds in cash. In 1854,

eked out a living in a variety of nondescript

California in 1819. Ten years later he was

back the United States, Rowe bought the

jobs. He died in obscurity in San Francisco

appearing as a child performer in a travelling

Rancho Santa Anita at Arcadia, near Los

on 5 November 1887.

circus. From 1837 he worked independently,

Angeles. He added a wing to the existing

touring the United States’ east coast and

building and lived there for several years.

Recently auctioned by Scheding Berry
Fine Art, Northwood, NSW, the lithograph,
on cardboard, measures 19.1 by 25.4 cm.

circus entertainment in San Francisco,

the Pioneer Circus, but a combination of hard

It is signed ‘STG’ in the plate, with the

taking advantage of the financial bonanza

times and stiff competition drove the company

title and ‘Campbell & Furgusson [sic] Liths

created by the Californian gold rushes.

into bankruptcy in 1857. At this point, a

Melbourne’.
The date 1852 is inscribed in pencil

Rowe had intended to take his circus

business friend, John Center, purchased the

from there to China via the Sandwich Islands

circus and resold it to Rowe at a fair price.

below the image. Sale price and buyer

(today’s Hawaiian Islands), but presumably

Rowe returned to Australia in 1858 with

were undisclosed.

n

The $10 000 award was presented to
Carole by 2008 Cannes Film Festival Jury
Prize-winner Julius Avery during a Melbourne

For further information, contact
The John Truscott Design Foundation Inc.,
PO Box 69, East Melbourne, Victoria 3003.
email: mdc@soundhouse.com.au

Carole a talent and attitude that will only

ACT, Australian War Memorial, ACT,

be enhanced by exposure to other designers

Dance Works, Koorie Heritage Trust,

and techniques. The Award will give her the

Melbourne, Leigh Warren & Dancers, Museum

opportunity to focus on learning and exchange

Victoria, the National Institute of Circus

before returning to Australia and sharing

Arts, and Sydney’s Powerhouse Museum.

these experiences with other designers.’

Ben Cobham says Bluebottle 3 is

The annual John Truscott Design

committed to extending the possibilities of

Foundation Travel Award honours the life

design, and the integration of light and the

BMW Edge, Federation Square, on 24 July.

and work of Melbourne designer John Truscott,

surrounding environment.

An emerging multi-disciplinary designer,

whose career experienced an enormous boost

n

Carole is currently completing a degree in

when he received support to travel overseas;

Ben Cobham received his John Truscott Award

studio textile design at RMIT University.

soon after he won two Academy Awards.

for Design Excellece at this year’s Green

Her work is both experimental and

Room Awards ceremony in Melbourne.

conceptual, lending itself to jewellery,

Earlier this year, on 20 April, the annual

object and textile making.

$3000 John Truscott Award for Design

fabrics and exploring how surface design

Excellence was presented at the Green Room
Awards ceremony at the Arts Centre Playhouse.

and fabric manipulation alters the sculptural

This year’s recipient was dynamic

qualities of forms, whether garments, jewellery

lighting design group Bluebottle 3, whose

or objects. She acknowledges the support of her

innovative work had garnered several Green

mentor, Melbourne milliner Richard Nylon.

Room Awards in past years.

‘When I found out I had received the

VCA alumni Ben Cobham and Andrew

John Truscott Design Foundation Travel

Livingston established Bluebottle 3 in

Award, I went for an hour-long run… usually

Melbourne in 1991. They have worked in

I barely manage to achieve 20 minutes!’

every state and territory in Australia and

she said.

now have a permanent office in Adelaide,

‘I feel quite overwhelmed, honoured
and grateful that I’ve been given this rare

headed by Geoff Cobham.
Bluebottle 3 has worked in theatres,

opportunity. I initially took part in the

galleries and museums, as well as many less

National Design Centre’s Mixed Business

conventional spaces.

Mentorship Program, which is how I came
to know about the award.
‘I applied because I work in an area—
textiles—that is unfortunately diminishing in

Their credits include installations, music
performances, exhibitions, dance
performances, and other special events.
Bluebottle has worked with Arena Theatre

Australia. The award presents a rare

Company, Chunky Move, Circus Oz,

opportunity to work and travel overseas

Flying Fruit Fly Circus, Helen Herbertson,

where I can develop my knowledge and

sculptor Mead, Legs on the Wall, MTC,

skills in textile design and construction.

Playbox, ACMI, Melbourne’s Docklands,

‘Eventually I would like to be working
independently as well as working with

ON STAGE

An enduring tribute to the aspirations and
achievements of John Truscott, the foundation
is dedicated to uphold, encourage and promote
creative design at the highest level.

International Design Festival function at

Carole says she enjoys working with

Page 18

THE JOHN TRUSCOTT
DESIGN FOUNDATION INC.

National Design Centre: ‘We recognised in

From then on the hapless Joseph Rowe

for more than two years. When he left, it was

In 1856, he assembled a new company,

Melbourne textile designer Carole Francis

This second visit was far less successful.

But who was this Mr Rowe?

South America. In 1849 he presented the first

The John Truscott Design Foundation continues its support for young Australian talent

Winter 2008

Adelaide Festival of the Arts, Australian
Dance Theatre, Australian National Gallery,
Page 19

It didn’t always close on Saturday night

revue had become a fringe ‘must’ since it
began at the 1962 Festival. ‘Ray Wheeler’s

reduced to four for the Adelaide season.

Peter Pinne continues his chronicle of intimate revue in Australia the ’50s and ’60s
with the final installment of his coverage of the scene in Adelaide.

impersonation of Sir Robert Helpmann in

Grahame Bond, Anna Nygh, and the

“Meeting The Bored” was perhaps the most

Oakapple Day musical group were still

devastating of the evening, but Rozz Ramsay’s

around, but James Dellit and Peter Gabriel

Mae West was an even bigger hit in a sketch

were now on board.

T

wo days after On The Fringe’68

Terrace, Kent Town, into an intimate 133-

again at Pennington Hall, Pennington

opened, a new company, Weslo,

seat, steeply tiered theatre. He decided to

Terrace, North Adelaide, for On The Fringe

burst upon the revue scene with

launch his theatre with the revue Twelve

’70 (5 March 1970).

Good Grief!
Working late-nights out of the Sheridan

Over Two Equals US (12/2 = US) (11 April

Heading the cast were regulars Ray

1969). The cast of six included Max Height,

Wheeler, Morna Jones and Wayne

Theatre, Mackinnon Parade, North Adelaide,

Sylvia Budgen, Gordon Foulds, June Ball,

Anthoney, but five newcomers were now

the supper show had a cast of five: Teddy

Rozz Ramsay and Arwed Turon.

on the team, Rozz Ramsay, and June Ball

[Edwin] Hodgeman, John Dick, Keith Conlon,

Foulds was the writer, Marshall the

(after their recent success in Twelve Over

Judy Dick, and Judy Lott, who was also on

director, and John Gales played piano.

Two Equals US), plus Robyn Smith and

by Bronte Gallagher exploiting the Myra
Breckinridge scandal.’
The following night Weslo opened
again played late nights at the Sheridan

Rory O’Donoghue. John Tasker directed

Theatre. This time the cast numbered six:

as he had done in Sydney, and Nygh was

five who were in the previous 1968 version

still the choreographer.
Barry Hallstone in The Advertiser
hailed it: ‘Grahame Bond, James Dellit
and Peter Gilbert in mime and song and

moonlighting from an official Festival

straight out clowning prod us and poke

entry, The Inspector-General. Music was by

at us to wring out their laughs, and

Martin Wesley-Smith, and direction by

Anna Nygh, the only gal in the group,

Robert Lott.

is tantalisingly voluptuous to add to our

‘This is a brilliant burst of local wit

guilt… It is funny because it is

much to be recommended as a nightcap

unexpected and like nothing you

after any Festival event,’ claimed The

have ever seen before.’ It was the

Advertiser. ‘To be both clever and funny is

only revue ever produced by the

not easy, but Good Grief! achieves it

Festival of Arts.

effortlessly.’ They praised Martin Wesley-

Nine months later, Rodney Delaney

Smith for his music and his guitar playing:

devised and produced Take Five

‘The Wesley Three, one of the most

(December 1970) at the Cottage

imaginative musical groups in Australia,

Theatre, with direction by Ric

contributes individually to this show.’ They

Marshall. Delaney and Marshall

thought Hodgeman and John Dick’s comic

headed the cast which also featured

talents were ‘delicately balanced’, that Judy

Tony Porter, Mary Taylor, Rosemary

Lott and Judy Dick’s ‘charm was crisp’, and
From left: Robyn Archer appeared in Come Quietly (1972), Rod Delaney produced and appeared

the style of that brilliant British comic Dudley

in Take 5 (1970), Ric Marshall entrepreneur of The Cottage and the revue 12/2=US;

Moore, in sketches sending up everything

program covers from 1969–72.
The News said, ‘Hilariously funny sketches,’

Warwick Cooper. Scripts were by the usual

That same night, across town, another

the Sunday Mail, ‘Six good performers with

writers, Ruth Barratt, Nan Whitcomb and

late-night revue, Festival Hall’s Up, opened

amusing material equals a bright show,’ but

Bronte Gallagher, but a new director, Bob

at The Tavern Coffee Lounge, Pulteney

The Advertiser thought it was a ‘mixed bag’.

Kimber—who also choreographed— had been

It did, however, like the first half finale

added to the group.

Lawrence, Keith Hind, Tony Brooks and

when ‘the cast of six indulged with nerveless

Meredith and Wayne Anthony—the show

enterprise in a teetering performance of The

overhauled, and Tony Strutton was now on

offered its satirical take on the Festival,

Sound of Music on roller skates [‘The Sound Of

piano. Hair was the latest buzz around

Adelaide, Australia and the world. The

Wheels’]. The audience shrieked with delight.’

theatrical circles, so the show opened and

Advertiser called it ‘amusing light entertainment
to follow the main Festival events’.
The show got mileage out of a preopening, wildly-publicised strip routine,

The music department had been

Other swipes were taken at Festival Hall

closed with clones of two of the tribal rock

(‘Festival Hall’s Up’), parking inspectors (‘Meter

musical’s most popular songs, ‘The Age Of

Beaters’), fountains, LSD, and politicians.

Aquarium’, which had the cast in fluffy wigs

‘There is nothing very cerebral or

of many colours singing ‘Open Up Your

which in reality was a skit on sauna baths,

sophisticated about Twelve Over Two Equals

Hearts And Love The Festival, Its All So

but performed by the girls fully clothed.

US. But it is good fun,’ The News said.

Beautiful’, and ‘Let The Festival In’, which

The year 1969 saw the opening of a

The show played Tuesday to Saturday

closed the show in revivalist style

new theatre, The Cottage. It was the brainchild

and stayed around for two months, which

of young entrepreneur, Ric Marshall, to

was certainly a good run for Adelaide. The

headlined his notice with ‘Lampoons fly in

convert a small cottage at 5 Dequetteville

Flinders Street Revue Company was back

fringe revue’, and opined that the biennial

Page 20

(Teddy [Edwin] Hodgeman, Judy Lott,

Winters and Les Asmussen. John Gales

Keith Conlon, John and Judy Dick), plus

was musical director and Marshall

one new face, Les Dayman. Musical director

handled choreography.

was Peter Wesley-Smith, who also scripted

and everybody from the church to the

Street, in the CBD. With a cast of five—Sue

(Geoffrey) Atherden and Dellit. Music was
also by Bond, with additional music by

Smith and Rick Venus. Hodgeman was

Prime Minister’.

Writing credits went to Peter Weir and
Bond, with additional material by Geoff

another Good Grief! (6 March 1970), which

the writing team along with Peter Wesley-

that Conlon was ‘very funny, something in

The cast of five in Sydney had been

Harold Tidemann, writing in The Advertiser,

ON STAGE

In The Advertiser Harold Tidemann

the show with Judy Lott. Her husband Robert

described it as a ‘smart little revue’,

directed it. Original music was written by

with scripts that crackled with ‘wit

Wesley-Smith’s brother, Jerry.

and satire’. Helen Covernton also

‘Revue is Funny’, ran the headline in

said it had ‘plenty of wit, pace, and

The Advertiser, which went on to say: ‘It

style’, and John Healey (Sunday Mail)

achieves the delicate balance of being funny

praised the cast for being ‘slickly

and clever, too.’

efficient in song, sketch, and stage

Robert Lott’s direction was praised, as

business’. Delaney had used a lot

were the scripts by Judy Lott and Peter

of the material before in his

Wesley-Smith, which The Advertiser thought

Brisbane revue Look No Eyebrows!

were ‘pointed a cruelly topical’.

(23 October 1965). From

Three days later the pop revue Drip Dry

London’s On the Brighter Side

Dreams (9 March 1970) opened as an official

(1961), came ‘A Plea For The

Festival production at the Arts Theatre in

Throne’ (Peter Myers–Alec

Angus Street. It had originally been seen at

Grahame–John Pritchett), a song

Sydney’s Phillip Theatre in 1969, when it

about the ‘loo’ in the House of

had premièred as Candy Striped Balloon

Lords, and ‘Little Nell’ (Neville Phillips–

(4 October 1969), introducing Grahame

Robb Stewart), a switch on the Dickens

Bond in his first professional appearance.

character where she becomes a

Winter 2008
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prostitute. ‘Mr. Henderson’ (Peter Myers–

Clements and Shirley Polglase. It did not

Alec Grahame) from For Amusement Only

survive its opening night.

(1958)/Hit And Run (1954), and originally
seen in London’s After the Show, was given
a nice reading by Winters, and ‘Rod’s Recipe’
(Eric Rasdell) from Phillip Street’s Do You

Like the other states in the same period,
intimate revue—Phillip Street style—had run
out of steam in Adelaide by the early ’70s.
With Premier Don Dunstan about to

Richard Mitchell in The Advertiser called
it ‘a naughty little revue using an odd
mixture of fairyland and Robin Hood
characters… Robin Hood (Robyn Archer)
can’t sink some of the corn onto the
audience, but makes up for it by some fine

Mind! (1963) gave Delaney a chance to ‘do

incorporate the South Australian Theatre

singing’. He thought it followed in the

a Gordon Chater’ and, as noted by the critics,

Company and the South Australian Film

footsteps of On the Fringe, and said it was a

‘mess about with food on his face’. Other

Corporation in 1972, change was definitely

‘sure winner’. It wasn’t a revue, but the

subjects satirised included shop window

in the air in the city that had affectionately

format was loose enough to include satire

dummies (‘In A Myers Window’), TV

become known as the ‘Athens of the South’.

of local high society and the Queen

advertising (‘Commercial TV’), rugged

The next Festival proved it.

Victoria statue in the square. It was clear

Australian contempt for the foreign product

In 1972 Flinders Street Revue Limited

(‘Buy Australian’), Morris West bestsellers

had a name change to Flinders Theatre

(‘Waltzing Morris West’), and the reverential

Company. Gone was the word ‘revue’ from

approach to toilet paper selling (‘Swipe’).

their title, and gone was their biennial ‘fringe’

During the run, Mary Taylor was replaced

revue at the Festival. Instead they offered

that the ‘fringe’ revues of the past had been
laid to rest.

Australia: Sydney
Capitol idea
Melbourne-based technical guru Stephen
Found has acquired a significant stake in
Arena Management. Through its company
Capitol Investments Pty Ltd, Arena is the
leaseholder and venue manager of Sydney’s
famous Capitol Theatre.
The theatre, which is owned by the City
of Sydney Council, was assigned on 99-year
lease to Capitol Investments in 1996.
Under the new structure, Michael and
Kevin Jacobsen will remain directors of the
Capitol Theatre. Stephen Found becomes a

Peter Pinne will conclude this series in the
next issue of On Stage with a chronicle of
revue in Perth.

director and will also appoint another director
to the board.
CEO and executive chairman Michael

by Miki Porter, and John Drake came in to

Come Quietly (2 March 1972), an original

help with musical direction. The show played

entertainment with book and lyrics by Nan

Special thanks in the preparation of this

a month.

free up capital for Arena Management to

Witcomb and music by Sybil Graham. Ray

article to: Jo Peoples (Performing Arts

be better positioned for future investments

Wheeler directed and the cast included Robyn

Collection of South Australia), Lois

Nibble Nobbys Nuts Show (29 January 1971)

in new, exciting entertainment initiatives.

Archer, Harold Minear, Claire Liverpool, Max

Ramsey, Penny Ramsey, Rod Delaney, Jon

opened at Isadora’s Theatre Revue Restaurant,

Height, Barbara Crompton, Jim Morrissey,

Finlayson, Brian Seidel, Anne Stapleton,

173 Hindley Street, with a four-member

Sydney Entertainment Centre which is

David J. Ashton, and Anne Bannon.

Harold Aspinall, Grahame Bond, Peter

cast: Rodney Delaney, Les Asmussen, Joan

currently undergoing a $4m refurbishment.

Margot Howard handled choreography.

Wyllie Johnston and Frank Van Straten. n

One month later And Now at Last the

Jacobsen said the initiative was taken to

Arena Management also operates the

Arena Management was formed in
1979, four years before the opening of the

All the world’s a stage
Australia: Melbourne
Good news for Grainger
The Autumn 2008 edition of On Stage
reported widespread concerns for the future
of the unique Grainger Museum at the
University of Melbourne. The University’s

Grainger Museum financially in the
production of a multimedia resource aimed

Sydney Entertainment Centre.
Stephen Found is an entertainment

Harper’s rights to the chandelier.
Her lawyer, Stephen Newman, said his

at bringing about a better understanding of

client was delighted. ‘She feels she’s finally

Percy Grainger as a man of wide-ranging

had some sort of justice in this ongoing

interests and accomplishments.

battle.’ VCAT ruled on May 23 that the
theatre’s light fixtures were ‘chattels’ rather

vice-chancellor, Professor Glyn Davis, has

Australia: St Kilda

than ‘fixtures’, which means that Ms Harper

now reaffirmed the original plans to preserve

Lights out

of Sustainability and Environment had claimed

the building as a dedicated museum, with

In The Emerald Hill

space for permanent and temporary exhibitions,

Times, Denise

performances, meetings and seminars.

Rooney reports that

Re-opening date, however, has been

Heritage Victoria

was legally entitled to them. The Department
they were fixtures and should therefore be
returned to the theatre. The removal of a

of 2009.

interim protection

Gardner said the interim order required Ms

order on the Palais

Harper to get a permit to move the fittings,

Theatre’s

which are still being stored by the Department

Heritage Victoria’s acting director Jim

the University has forwarded to the University

magnificent 1920s Spanish-styled brass

Council its unanimous motion for a time-line

chandelier. The chandelier was removed

for the completion of the project. This includes

from the theatre after the Victorian Civil

the National Trust (Victoria), said VCAT’s

a specific reopening date, and confirmation

and Administrative Tribunal ruled that it

decision was disappointing.

that sufficient funds have been committed to

was the property of the former leaseholder,

cover all direct and indirect costs associated

Carolyn Harper. Ms Harper vacated the

with the reopening, including exhibition design,

theatre last June after a lengthy court battle

Ms Harper’s company, Tymbook, held

fit-out, staff salaries and relevant on-costs.

with the State Government.(See On Stage

the lease for the Palais Theatre from 1985

Summer 2008)

until it was evicted by the State Government

In 2007 the Hugh Williamson
Foundation undertook to support the
Page 22

The protection order does not affect Ms

Australia’s largest integrated lighting and LED
screen company. Bytecraft’s projects include
many major musicals, sporting events and
theatre fitouts, both locally and internationally.
Stephen co-founded the Bytecraft group in
1984. (See On Stage Summer 2006)
Stephen is a foundation member of the
Victoria Theatres Trust.

of Sustainability and Environment.
Rohan Storey, architectural historian of

‘It’s a great shame that this historic building
can’t retain its fixtures and fittings,’ he said.

last year.
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Council’s Budget Estimates Committee that

‘Producing our program was always a

a new soundshell was ‘on the wish list’ but the

headache, so when Lance Peters, who was

State Government had made no decision on

working at the Tiv, told me that Brian

the matter.

Nebenzahl wanted to publish our programs,
I couldn’t talk to him quickly enough! That’s
how Playbill was born. Playbill’s very first
program was for the 1958 Sydney season of
the Tivoli revue Femmes and Furs. Then we
gave him Melbourne too. Brian worked on
Williamson’s for years and finally got them
as well.’
Playbill prospered. Still a family business,
it owns its own printworks in Mount KuringGai, on the northern outskirts of Sydney. It
operates state-of-the-art equipment, including
one- two- four- and six-colour printing
presses. Its client list includes Opera Australia,
the Australian Ballet, the six Australian state
orchestras, the MTC, plus major shows such
as Les Misérables, The Phantom of the Opera,
Cats and Miss Saigon, as well as countless other
major musicals, concerts and family events.
Playbill is also actively involved in the
sports world in Australia and New Zealand,
with exclusive merchandising arrangements
at several major sporting venues, including
the Sydney Football Stadium, Sydney Cricket
Ground and Ericsson Stadium in Auckland.
Link: www.playbill.com.au

managing director of Bytecraft Entertainment,

Australia: Sydney

a criminal offence.

has placed an

Committee of Convocation of Graduates of

both domestically and internationally. He is

‘fixture’ from the theatre without a permit is

deferred from late 2008 to the second half
We understand that the influential

industry leader with 30 years’ experience

A few years ago, Lloyd Martin recalled:

Western Australia: Perth
Ledger domain
There’s bitter debate in Perth over the
announcement by Premier Alan Carpenter
that the new 575-seat theatre under
construction in Northbridge (see On Stage,
Autumn 2007) is to be named in honour of
actor Heath Ledger.
Ledger, whose hometown was Perth,
died from drug-related causes in New York
in January 2008. He was 28.
The $91 million theatre is in Roe Street,
a stone’s throw from the Art Gallery of
Western Australia and one of the city’s
largest concert venues, Metropolis.
‘The bottom line of this, I think, is that
the overwhelming majority of people will
say it’s a good move and it’s a great thing
for us here in WA,’ Mr Carpenter said.
The actor’s father, Kim Ledger, said the
decision was ‘a pleasant surprise.’ He went
on: ‘Heath was such a giver to the arts right
across the board. I really feel that there’s not
a lot of things he’d put his name to but he’d
put his name to this.’
But Perth Theatre Company’s general

Australia: Adelaide

manager Tony Bonney wasn’t so sure: ‘What

The sound of music

is the relevance of naming a theatrical

The Adelaide Symphony Orchestra is calling

building after a performer who had not been

for a new state-of-the-art acoustic reflector

on stage since his school days? You can

for the Festival Theatre.

name buildings after people to get attention

ASO chief executive Rainer Jozeps says
the existing reflector is more than 30 years
old and out-of-date. A new one would cost

for them, but ultimately do they represent
what the facility is for?’
Bonney likened the concept to ‘naming a

$1.2 million and improve the acoustic

venue for the WA Symphony Orchestra

performance of the theatre.

after AC/DC front man Bon Scott—I see it

It is mounted on the Festival Theatre

as being a little bit more of a short-term,

Sydney-based Playbill, the company that

stage behind the orchestra to direct sound

produces programs, publicity material and

more effectively towards the audience.

Melbourne media commentator Andrew

merchandising for most of this country’s

Without it, the sound of the orchestra

Bolt weighed in on local radio 6PR, attacking

commercial and subsidised theatres, is

disappears into the huge backstage space.

the move as ‘cheap’ and saying Premier

dare I say, cynical exercise.’

Mr Jozeps hopes that the funds would be

Carpenter was just ‘advertising himself’. He

The company evolved from an enterprise

raised in partnership between the orchestra,

questioned whether Ledger was a good role

called Neblich Publicity, co-founded by Brian

the Festival Centre and the State Government.

model, and why someone with minimal

Nebenzahl, who’d been a top salesman with

In recent years, the Festival Theatre has

celebrating its 50th birthday.

stage work should be given such an honour.

screen advertising contractors Chas E. Blanks,

made changes to acoustic surfaces in the

and singer-writer-comedian Lance Peters

theatre and added a Lares sound reinforcement

run Perth-based theatre companies and is

(Peter Lichtenstein). Both men had gone to

system in the search for improved acoustic

now a freelance director, said the arts were

Scots College with Lloyd Martin, son of the

performance. Arts SA executive director

being forced to buy into the popular culture

Tiv’s managing director, David N. Martin.

Greg Mackie has told the Legislative

of celebrity and youth.
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Theatre stalwart John Milson, who has
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Cutaway section of Perth’s new theatre. Will it

accordingly. Some even have full, computerised

Though the Helen Hayes is less than two

follow, getting the newest and best of them

be the Heath Ledger Theatre? If not, what?

fly facilities. It’s in recognition of that that

blocks away, attractions there will be eligible

all to ensure state-of-the-art sound for our

Broadway. It recently played its 8500th

we present shows with sets, costumes,

for Tony Award consideration.

audiences and enhance one of the biggest

performance, and shows no signs of

orchestras on Broadway.’

disappearing soon.

orchestras and so forth.’

Designed to showcase new playwrights
and experimental dramas considered too

England: London
New home for BBC costume archive
The BBC’s vast collection of more than
one million costume items has been bought
by Oscar-winning costume house Angels.
Headquartered in Hendon, Angels is
the UK’s biggest supplier of film and costumes.
The family-run business won its first Oscar
for costume design with Laurence Olivier’s
Hamlet in 1948, and has picked up a further
29 Academy Awards.
‘It’s sad because one can think of plenty

handled in-house under head of entertainment

of people who have made an enormous

Anthony Radford and production manager

contribution to theatre in Perth. Heath Ledger

Steve Bee.

was a terrific actor and his best films are

‘We’ve got to such a scale that it makes

nothing short of magnificent, but his is the

sense for us to do this,’ says Radford.

only name I cynically imagine that would

‘We’re trying to develop the size and scale

come to the minds of politicians, including

of our productions and to introduce new

Ministers for the Arts, who aren’t really

technology and having it under our direct

interested in the performing arts.

control lets us do that.’

‘It would be more relevant if we had a

Headliners will create five stand-alone

decent film institute in the centre of the city,

production teams, each assigned to a

something like Melbourne’s marvellous

specific ship for a six-month period.

Australian Centre for the Moving Image.

Radford expects there to be ‘eight or nine

This Heath Ledger Cinema could be launched

shows per cruise and, overall, 30 shows on

with a retrospective of his movies, a season

view to our passengers across the fleet.

of films that inspired him, and a seminar

That’s nearly 2000 performances a year.’

devoted to his contribution to the art form.
‘And Perth doesn’t have a first-class cinema.

The line-up will be changed twice a
year, with 62 performers on contract at any

BBC Costume and Wigs was part of
BBC Resources, a wholly owned BBC
commercial subsidiary. It began life 50
years ago, and now grown into an operation
hiring 15 000 outfits a year, with a turnover
of around £1.3 million,
The BBC’s collection of around 10 000
wigs has been sold separately to a new
company formed by former employees of
the costume department.
Angels’ chairman, Tim Angel, said his

already contain 10.5km of costumes.

‘musical theatre-based and in concert format,’

theatre that hopes to attract audiences by

Radford says, ‘that on the fleet’s longer cruises

United States: New York

exploiting the name of a late, lamented

we will also offer plays, comedies and thrillers.’

Broadway—off and on
The off-Broadway company Second Stage

company includes choreographers Rob

Theatre is purchasing the 596-seat Helen

careful—and expensive—review process, the

Wheeler, Scott Marshall and Ali Penteney,

Hayes Theatre, with programming to begin

WA Department of Culture and the Arts had

set designers Steve Howell and Peter Bull,

in 2010. The sale price was not disclosed.

previously rejected naming the centre after

and costume designer Sue Simmerling.

an individual ‘because it would be generally
viewed as short term and cynical’.

P&O is also building relationships with
existing theatre producers. On a recent

The theatre, at 240 West 44th Street,
currently houses the musical Xanadu.
Founded in 1979, Second Stage presented

world cruise, the Ray Cooney company

England: London

its first three seasons in the penthouse of

presented two full-length farces, while on

the West Side Hotel just off Central Park

All at sea

the new superliner Ventura, an Andrew

West. From its earliest days it has attracted

Lloyd Webber production has been

top playwrights and actors.

P&O Cruises has announced the creation of
Headliners, its own theatre company.
It will employ more than 100 entertainers
and present a range of productions on five
of P&O’s six-ship fleet. In a break with
previous practice, creative control will be
Page 24

licensed from the Really Useful Group,

Second Stage will continue to operate

plus an abridged version of Saturday Night

its current off-Broadway theatres, the 108-

Fever from Robert Stigwood.

seat McGinn-Cazale on Broadway and 76th

‘We’ve left the bygone age of lounge
entertainment,’ Radford says. ‘These are

system will utilise 10km of cable, an incredible

unprecedented: when Rent’s sound system

with only 300 seats, but was subsequently

155 auditorium speakers, and a digital sound

was upgraded in 2005, the Nederlander

expanded. It was renamed for the legendary

desk that, said Potter, ‘will make the

Theatre was closed for about a week. 

actress after the original Broadway theatre

28-member orchestra and 36-strong cast

bearing her name was destroyed to build

sound more powerful and clear than ever

the Marriott Marquis Hotel.

before.’

According to The New York Times,

Street, and its 296-seat flagship house on
the corner of 43rd and 8th Avenue.

multi-million venues that have been equipped

ON STAGE

microphones will increase

Anyone read the Heath

from 58 to 76, and the

United States: New York

Ledger biog Heath

Phantom himself will have

A 21st Century Phantom

three dedicated to him alone.

The Broadway production of The Phantom of

Potter said that the work

the Opera will miss four performances in

will involve dismantling

August so that a $US750 000 digital sound

and reassembling the

system can be installed at the Majestic Theatre.

show’s opulent, golden proscenium of iconic

This follows the recent adoption of the

angels and satyrs.
Potter won the 2005 Olivier Award for

same system for the London production.
Said composer/producer Andrew Lloyd

Best Sound Design for The Woman in White.

Webber: ‘Installing the new system in

His other West End/Broadway credits

London brilliantly brought the production

include Saturday Night Fever, Starlight

into the 21st century. New York will now

Express, Jesus Christ Superstar, Whistle Down

n

Gus
goss

The number of

Second Stage is likely to rename the theatre.

Ledger—His Beautiful Life
and Mysterious Death
which was obviously
rushed out at the
expense of proofreading and fact checking?
Among the many bloopers is this gem: Naomi
Watts’ mother is referred to as Tyranny Watts.
Now, I’ve heard of some show biz dragon
mums, but Tyranny? A very quick check
would have shown her real name is Myfannwy.
Neva truss chore spill cheque.
- Gus, the theatre cat n

the Wind and Evita.

Melba relaunch

and most have been made redundant.

apartments, while we get a new drama

On Stage also notes that after a long,

Hayes opened as the Little Theatre in 1912

department before it closed in February,

one time. While the most of shows will be

Creative talent involved in the new

reasons is highly unusual, it’s not

continuity’. Around 20 staff worked in the

Our last multiplex is being turned into

movie star.’

Mick Potter (left), the new surround sound

BBC’s costume department to ‘provide

It will take about six weeks to transfer

Although closing a musical for technical

Designed by Olivier Award winner

risky for larger Broadway houses, the Helen

company will take on four staff from the

the costumes to Angels’ warehouses, which

The Phantom is in its 21st year on

T

A unique graduate program for young opera singers has been established, commemorating
the first world-famous Australian, Dame Nellie Melba,

he newly announced Dame Nellie

today: the lack of access to high quality

Melba Opera Trust will début on 1

postgraduate training and the absence of

January 2009. Its aim is to provide

substantial financial support,’ said chairman

10 students a year which means a maximum

of the Trust, Robert Logie-Smith.

of 20 graduates completing the course in

post-graduate singers with a Master of
Opera program under the academic
umbrella of the University of Melbourne.
Funding has been established through
the sale of the present site of the Melba

‘Our partnership is intended to remove
these impediments, and, in the process,

is likely to be between $20 000 and $25 000.
The two year course will consist of just

any one year.
‘The first rule in opera is the first rule in

establish Victoria as home to the best

life: see to everything yourself,’ Dame

operatic training in the country.’

Nellie Melba once said, so practical work is

Conservatorium in the Melbourne suburb

one of the pillars of the new Masters’

of Richmond, which will close on 1

course. With the University of Melbourne

January. The first Master of Opera

a partner in the Victorian Opera, regular

graduates will emerge in 2012.

periods of professional experience for

The University of Melbourne’s two
music schools, the Faculty of Music and the

students are guaranteed.
Founding patrons of the Trust are

Over its 108 years of existence, the

Faculty of the Victorian College of the Arts,

Melba’s grand-daughter Pamela, Lady Vestey

Melba Conservatorium of Music has been

will combine at the Southbank campus by

and Mary-Jane Joscelyne, both long-time

responsible not only for training many now

April 2009, along with the Dame Nellie

Melba Conservatorium supporters.

well known singers, but for an important

Melba Opera Trust.

Initially an seeding fund of $4.3 million

collection of music manuscripts, sheet music,

will help establish the faculty. A further $10

photographs, programs and clippings dating

University of Melbourne and the Dame

million to be raised by 2015 to secure ongoing

from 1891 to the present.

Nellie Melba Opera Trust will address the

funding for up to 20 young opera singers.

two great impediments facing young singers

Cost of a scholarship under the new program

‘The partnership between The

Winter 2008

This collection is to be housed in Canberra
at the National Library of Australia.

n
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Paradise lost
Frank Van Straten relives the art deco dream of David N. Martin.

I

t was to be Australia’s finest theatre—a
vast, opulent art deco temple rivalling
New York’s Radio City Music Hall.

It was to be the crowning glory of a

bold scheme that would provide Sydney

following year he became NSW state
manager for Universal Pictures.
In 1933 Martin formed his own company,

proscenium, walls and ceiling. The audience

redress what Martin perceived as the city’s

people with satisfaction to the public and

described as ‘picturesque’ Macleay Street,

of 650 luxuriated in comfortable armchairs.

need for more live theatres. ‘Sydney,’ he

handsome profit to the investor.’

was purchased for £10 500. Another

Martin had plans for a much larger and

said, ‘with its population of 1 250 000, has

Martin went on to explain that Minerva

Imperial Theatres Limited, to acquire the

grander New Liberty in Castlereagh Street,

only two [remaining] theatres devoted to

Rialto, a seedy Sydney cinema on the east

linked with a 14-storey apartment building,

the stage—the Royal with 1308 seats and the

entrepreneurs and make its theatres available
to them on ‘mutually advantageous terms’.

Centre Ltd would co-operate with other

property, on the far side of Macleay Street,
was acquired for the Paradise.
This block had a frontage of about
30.5m to Macleay Street and a depth of

with two fine new theatres, a smart café and

side of Pitt Street between Market and Park

a shopping arcade and what he called ‘the

Tivoli with 1936 seats. This is in marked

nightclub, plus offices and flats.

Streets. Re-using the building’s shell, Martin

little Liberty’. The New Liberty was to have

contrast to the position overseas. Both

Minerva Centre was to include two

had it rebuilt it in a remarkable six weeks.

‘stage space to accommodate any legitimate

London and Paris have 50 legitimate

theatres: the Minerva and the Paradise. The

Grimes’ petrol station, so it was oddly

He christened it the Liberty.

performance’ plus modern film projection

theatres; New York 59; Moscow and Berlin,

Minerva—named, intriguingly, for the

appropriate that the prospectus described

facilities.

28 each.’ Melbourne, he failed to add, had

Roman goddess of wisdom—was to be built

the site as being ‘the very axle-pin of the

five live theatres at that time.

first and the whole project was to be

three great areas of Kings Cross, Elizabeth

completed by the end of 1938. Martin

Bay and Potts Point’. It was acquired from a
Mr E.P.Andreas for £25 000.

The great theatre was to be called the
Paradise and seat 1250 people. But it was
never built. The man behind the dream was
entrepreneur David Nathaniel Martin. Born

His architect was an art deco specialist,
C. Bruce Dellit, designer of the Brisbane

While this project never eventuated, the

He continued: ‘Australian enthusiasm

in Perth in 1898, he served in the AIF during

City Hall and the War Memorial in

original Liberty was very successful and in

World War I. After the war he began his

Sydney’s Hyde Park. The foyer featured the

1937 Martin leased it to MGM on a long term

for stage shows is no less than that of

established Minerva Centre Limited, with a
nominal capital of £200 000; he was its

70.5m to Baroda Lane. It was occupied by

Not only was the ‘axle-pin’ on Sydney’s

theatrical career as a publicist for Waddington’s

work of the renowned sculptor G. Rayner

basis as, by then, Martin and his co-directors had

people overseas, and there is every

cinema circuit in Sydney. In 1919

Hoff. In the auditorium subtly concealed

their minds set on another project.

assurance that, if provided with efficient

managing director. For the proposed

fringe, it was in a district with a raffish

and adequate facilities, Australian enterprise

Minerva Theatre, a block of land in Orwell

reputation and absolutely no tradition of 

will cater for the needs of the Australian

Street, close to what the prospectus

middle-class live theatre.

Paramount Pictures employed him as their

coloured lighting gave texture and form to

publicity and advertising manager and the

the stylishly sculpted art-deco-moderne
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The Minerva Centre in Kings Cross, on
the edge of the city proper, was designed to

ON STAGE
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But David N. Martin was shrewd.

women to mingle freely before and after

enabling it to be operated as a distinctly

He knew that the Minerva’s ‘cultural

the performance and during intervals.’

separate unit. Here it is proposed to provide

activities’ would provide ‘an excuse for

The sculptural work was to be

morning and afternoon teas, after-theatre

those people whose exaggerated sense of

commissioned from Rayner Hoff, who was

supper, luncheons and dinners in an

respectability otherwise stood in the way of

also to advise on a spectacular illuminated

intriguingly romantic and beautiful

a visit to the Cross’.

fountain for the front of the building.

atmosphere unique in Sydney. There will

The Paradise was to be designed by

The theatre itself was to have ‘an unusually

also be an opportunity for dancing whilst

Bruce Dellit and to be the larger and

wide main stage’, big enough for opera, ballet

dining. A brilliant glass floor, illuminated

grander of the two theatres. The company’s

and musicals. It would have a revolve and

from below, will be a new delight for the

prospectus put its estimated construction

a lift; another lift would be installed in the

dancing public.

cost at £50 000 (including architect’s fees),

orchestra pit.

‘Enterprises of this nature have long

plus a further £15 000 for equipment,

There were to be: ‘fully equipped

furnishings and the provision of 1250

subsidiary stages on either side of the

principal cities of Europe and America.

lounge seats. Construction time was

central opening, to allow musical and other

There is every reason why the Paradise

estimated at nine months.

“flesh and blood” presentations and the

Roof should become as popular as the

ballets to be brought into closer touch with

famous roof-restaurants in New York.’

Paradise patrons were to enter the
theatre through a grand foyer, known as
The Assembly. The prospectus explained:

their audiences.’
The huge semi-circular proscenium would

been a feature of the night life in the

The Paradise was to be the second of the
Minerva Company’s two planned theatres.

‘Designed in the form of a great niche, it

be ‘in the style of Radio City Music Hall in

Construction of the first, the smaller

will have curving walls and a half-domed

New York’. As well as ‘providing for the

Minerva, commenced in May 1938.

ceiling. The stairs will be flanked by floral

maximum display of legitimate presentations,

Scheduled to be completed by October, a

balustrading, and the walls surmounted by

the theatre will facilitate the most efficient

series of unforeseen delays postponed the

an elegant and sculptural frieze.

screening of motion pictures, and also

opening until May 1939.

‘A magnificent semi-elliptical decorative

anticipate the predicted development of

panel is to be the central feature. Fanlike in

“wide” and “third dimensional” films’.

design, the ceiling will rely on scale to

A special feature of the building was to

create its appeal. Designed with an eye to

be the Paradise Roof with facilities for staging

the social functions they will necessarily

elaborate cabaret shows.

perform, the spacious main assemblies,

‘This modern roof-garden café will be a

foyers, lounges and vestibules, and broad,

distinctive rendezvous, pleasingly intimate.

easily-grade stairways, will enable men and

It will have its own entrances and exits,

The Theatre: Centre
of social life and
entertainment
From
The Australian Women’s Weekly
16 January 1937
Sydney, one of the largest cities in the

By then, the international situation was

world, has one legitimate theatre. Just one.

looking decidedly grim. The Paradise’s plans

It rejoices in a population of well over a

were put on hold and, after World War II

million. It has fine buildings, flourishing

was declared, abandoned altogether.

industries, magnificent surfing beaches,

The Paradise was lost.

a harbour that is the first thing a visitor

The site in Macleay Street was subsequently

hears about, modern and comfortable

developed in the 1960s as the Rex Hotel.

Opposite page: The Paradise’s

picture palaces.

auditorium would seat 1250.

But, apart from vaudeville [at the
Tivoli], we can boast of one solitary old-

This page from top left:

fashioned theatre in which the traditional

The Paradise’s exterior; The

flame of flesh-and-blood entertainment is

Assembly; the Paradise Roof;

kept burning [the Royal].

entrepreneur David N. Martin (left)
and architect C. Bruce Dellit

This is not good enough.
In every large city of the world-indeed,
in many that are much lower in population
than Sydney-the theatres combine two

A first night at any important overseas

important functions: They are a centre of

spectacle such as, nowadays, it rarely sees.

art, and a centre of social life.

society has the space and the comfort in

Assured of being able to display their

which to spread its butterfly wings, to

toilettes, women would make of theatre

admire and be admired.

nights an opportunity to show-as all dress is

Built to accommodate large audiences,
they can afford to engage the finest artists
of the day. And designed with an eye to the

What is needed here is a theatre that in

ON STAGE

meant to be shown—gorgeous clothes and

social function they discharge, they have

design, comfort and size (comparative to

glittering ornaments. Once more, a first

spacious vestibules, comfortable seating

population) will compare with any in the

night would be a glamorous occasion.

and boxes, so that to the atmosphere

world. Such a theatre would be capable of

All this is to indicate: first, the crying

provided by the players will be added the

producing revenue that would enable the

need in Sydney for another, and up-to-date,

beauty and excitement of lovely gowns and

management to tempt the world’s greatest

theatre, and, second, that, given such a

flashing jewels.

artists to its boards.

theatre, the public will patronise it.

References:
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Sydney would be treated to a social

theatre is a social event. But only because

Watch for a story on the chequered history

Minerva Centre Ltd prospectus, 1937.

Australian Theatre Historical Society, 1993.

of David N. Martin’s Minerva Theatre in a

John Stephen Clark: The Minerva.

Film Weekly, 16 September 1937.

future edition of On Stage.
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O’Shaughnessy, for the record

Pamela Greenall, Philip Stainton, Frank

Noted actor, writer and director Peter O’Shaughnessy reflects on his life in Melbourne theatre in the 1950s..

Parslow, Joan Harris, Nevil Thurgood,

I

Gatliff, Walter Brown, Tim Burstall, Fred

n 2006 the centenary of the birth of

I suppose, in the long run, we would never

Juno and the Paycock (O’Casey; 1955)

Samuel Beckett was being

have hit it off. I fancy John might have

The Crucible (Arthur Miller; 1956)

commemorated by various events and

thought I would try to stage a coup and

for Queen’s College: Golden Boy

performances. Key in on a computer my name

take over from him: it never crossed my

plus Australia plus Samuel Beckett and

mind, although if I’d stayed with him, I

nothing comes up. My work in this field has

suppose it might have.

been put out of sight and there is no one

As is the lot of most actor managers,

with the dogged persistence of a conscientious

sooner or later I would come a cropper.

researcher to scan the records thoroughly

Like the proverbial gambler, once I found

and bring records of it into the light.

myself in debt, I became progressively more

And yet, if you take the trouble, this is
what can be read on the National Library
of Australia website for January 2003:
‘[Peter O’Shaughnessy] has been a pioneer
in the production of the plays of Beckett,
having directed the Irish premières of Not I
and Footfalls (1978), Rockaby and Theatre I
(1984); the Australian premières of Waiting
for Godot (1957) and Krapp’s Last Tape (1959);
and the English and world premières of
Theatre I and Theatre II at Cambridge (1977).’
I hate the proliferation of bureaucracies,

reckless and ‘threw’ some plays on in a mad
spin, hoping to recover my losses.

‘If I’d been a few
years older I
probably would
never have dared
as I did then.’
And yet a mere year before I ‘shot
through’ to England in mid-1960, many

for Tin Alley Players: Julius Caesar
(Shakespeare; 1956)
Independent full-scale productions
between 1954 and 1960:
Don Juan in Hell (George Bernard Shaw), at

culture during, say, the last century and see

dared as I did then.

Flinders Street, 1959

in Melbourne:

(O’Shaughnessy; lyrics by Barry

Lunch Hour Theatre, at the Assembly

Humphries), at the Russell Street
Theatre, 1960

Arts Centre in Melbourne may be the only

short programs, each of about 50 minutes

institution with a considerable archive which

duration, were all presented between

Humphries), at the New Theatre,

might give ready access to information about

1955 and 1958:

Flinders Street, 1958

Rock’n Reel Revue (Scripts mostly by Barry

Macbeth (Shakespeare), at the National
Theatre, Eastern Hill, 1959
Krapp’s Last Tape (Beckett) and The Lesson

Melbourne after four years of weekly rep in

The Proposal and The Bear (Anton Chekhov)

(Ionesco), at the Arts Theatre,

England. Within a month I had joined John

Songs of a Sentimental Bloke (C.J.Dennis) and

Richmond, 1959

for Burning, The Importance of Being Earnest
and His Excellency.
When, early in 1954, Sumner reneged on

A Migrant in Melbourne (Peter
O’Shaughnessy)
Overruled (George Bernard Shaw)
A Christmas Carol (a recreation of one of

his promise to have me direct some plays for

Charles Dickens’s public readings)

the coming season and would only guarantee

Courtship Through the Ages (Shakespeare,

Miss Julie (August Strindberg), at the Russell
Street Theatre, 1960
Anatol plays (Arthur Schnitzler), at the
Russell Street Theatre, 1960
The Fourposter ( Jan de Hartog), at the
Russell Street Theatre, 1960
Among actors and actresses who played
in my productions between 1954 and 1960

to employ me as an actor, I decided to go

Sheridan, Shaw, Schnitzler, Chekhov)

were Shirley Smith, Barbara St Ledger,

my own way. Although I admired his will

Lunch-Hour Revue—starring Barry Humphries.

Wyn Roberts, Dorothy Bradley, Barry

and enterprise, I thought Sumner’s scope as

Commissioned productions:

Humphries, Noel Ferrier, Patricia Kennedy,

a director was more that of a skilled stage

for Ormond College: You Can’t Take it with

Sydney Conabere, Phyl Ophel, Tony

manager than as an artist of the theatre, and
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You (Moss and Kaufman; 1954)

force which threatened to envelop and
smother them as the action headed
towards the terrible darkness.
Clifton Pugh’s settings for Mumba
Jumba and the Bunyip were wonderful
evocations of the bush, but I have
come to think that I was wrong to
encourage Cliff to have his head and
paint his Guernica-like backdrop for
Macbeth. Taking his cue from lines
such as ‘Light thickens and the crow
makes wing towards the rooky
wood… it will have blood, they say,
blood will have blood… choughs and
rooks and maggot pies have brought

Left: Barry Humphries as the Bunyip in The Bunyip and the Satellite, 1957.

Cliff’s phantasmagorical scene

Richard Pratt as Marcus Antoninus and Noel Ferrier as Julius Caesar in Peter O’Shaughnessy’s Tin Alley

actually summoned up these

Players production of Julius Caesar at the Union Theatre, 1956.

creatures of the night and was
dominated by two mares rearing up

Mumba Jumba and the Bunyip

public money to undertake research.

Weekend, The Young Elizabeth, The Lady’s not

a ribbed ‘sky’, like an elemental dynamic

had come into their own, he

forth the secretest man of blood’,

Mumba Jumba and the Bunyip

by those who have been given grants of

Bernard Shaw)

Osborne and Pinter and others

The Bunyip and the Satellite (Underhill and

Humphries), at the New Theatre,

Repertory Company: I played in Quiet

down over the heads of the characters was

National Theatre, Eastern Hill, 1957

years older I probably would never have

The Dark Lady of the Sonnets (George

especially his canopy for King Lear. Bearing

years after I left Melbourne when

Pygmalion (George Bernard Shaw), at the

made significant contributions to Australian

Sumner’s newly formed Union Theatre

went on, and especially in the

Theatre, Middle Park, 1957

(O’Shaughnessy; lyrics by Barry

A Phoenix Too Frequent (Christopher Fry)

productions enhanced the plays greatly,

Waiting for Godot (Beckett), at the Arrow

quixotic and foolhardy: if I’d been a few

At the end of 1953, I had come back to

Arthur Boyd’s sets for the two Shakespeare

‘dead theatre’; although, as time

Theatre, Middle Park, 1957

the recording of the work of those who have

A Village Wooing (George Bernard Shaw)

for a pittance, or even gratis.

King Lear (Shakespeare), at the Arrow

heroic. It was. And, of course, it was

give you a few clues about my career…

were ready to design and execute settings

would now call ‘bourgeois’; at

Nicholas Hall, Lonsdale Street. 1955

sort of cultural ombudsman to preside over

Le Malade Imaginaire ( Jean Baptiste Molière)

those days was largely what we

Love’s Labour’s Lost (Shakespeare), at

Eastern Hill, 1957

my work in the theatre. What follows should

my friends, were some fine artists, who

Lonsdale Street, 1954

work in the theatre as pioneering, and even

Hall in Collins Street: The following

wanted to I owed to the fact that, among

kind of theatre he presented in

Hamlet (Shakespeare), at Nicholas Hall,

but perhaps the time has come to appoint a

The Performing Arts Collection at the

fling with Summer of the Seventeenth Doll, the

That I could splash out on décor when I

the Assembly Hall, Collins Street, 1954

O’Shaughnessy), at the National Theatre,

Here’s a list of my independent enterprises

done on the bare platform of the Assembly Hall.

Apart from his brave and adventurous

worst, what Peter Brook calls

(Odets; 1956)

friends and others would have hailed my

that it is being acknowledged and recorded

compared to those at the Union Theatre.

Bazell, Ruth Bergner, Margaret Wolfit,

ON STAGE

George Whaley, Les Moxon, Rosalind

would tackle richer, sterner stuff. But had

on their haunches and about to devour one

Tong, Brenda Wright, Dorothy Harding,

he been disposed to venture into the kind

another. Amounting to a virtual recreation

Jim Inglis, Peter Dease, Carlisle Jones,

of theatre I came to stand for, Sumner

of some elements of the play in visual

Sholto James, Paul Karo, Ron Pinnell,

would not have been in a position to

terms, it was so powerful that it tended to

Bettine Kauffman, Bill Griffiths, Norman

employ a company on professional terms.

render the players performing in front of it

Smith, Kevin Colebrook, Raymond Farrell,

I could not do that: I never had more

comparatively insignificant.

Glen Tomasetti. Most of these played in one or

than more than £500 of capital (personal

A fortnight before the first night we had

other of my productions of Shakespeare plays.

savings) at my disposal, and actors—often

a run-through of Macbeth on the thrust stage

they were just as ‘professional’ as those

which had been left at the National Theatre

settings for Love’s Labour’s Lost in 1955 and

employed by Sumner—were not guaranteed

from the previous production.

King Lear in 1957.

a penny for their work. Only if the box-

Arthur Boyd designed and executed the

Clifton Pugh designed and executed
settings for both productions of Mumba
Jumba and the Bunyip, in 1959 and 1960;

office returns were healthy could I pay my
company anything at all.
Perhaps it was one of the virtues of

It went like a dream, the play ‘breathed’,
and I was buoyant.
When, about 10 days later, costumes
were added—not designed by Cliff, but

and he designed and executed the setting

some of my productions that they were done

stock from a theatre costumier’s wardrobe—

for Macbeth in 1959.

on a shoestring.

and, on the final dress rehearsals, the

Hermia Boyd designed and executed

Nowadays it is recognised that, in some

backdrop was lowered into place, that

circumstances, a ‘scene’ can not merely

production of the Scottish play was upstaged

clutter up the stage but muddy the

by effects. The whole production might

Sumner’s are not odious; they are inevitable.

perceptions of the audience: some plays are

have worked better if done in modern dress

I offered not ‘fringe’ theatre but ‘alternative’

best served with an economy of décor,

on an open stage against a non-figurative

theatre. I presented far fewer productions

which allows a play to ‘breathe’ and be

dark ‘wall’. It was an important lesson for

than he did, and the number of people

revealed in its bare essentials. That may have

me, but it would be years before the truth

attending them would have been minuscule

been true of the Lunch Hour Theatre plays

finally struck home.

the setting for Anatol in 1960.
Comparisons between my work and
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had thought plays by these authors would

Mr O’Shaughnessy has been known to

to be absolutely objective. One aspect of

be so ‘way out’ as to be beneath their

resurrect even more old-fashioned and

the truth I must not walk away from is that

notice. The Age sent a junior reporter to

outdated works than this.’

my own performance as Macbeth was not

review them, while The Herald ignored the

good enough.

occasion. It was only The Listener In’s

like the play or the production, nor even

regular critic, Robert Money, who came

that he thought it passé, nor even the

play the lead in Anouilh’s The Waltz of the

along: he seemed a little bewildered but

implication that works by Shakespeare,

Toreadors and Sumner and I got on well

was fair-minded and gave the plays a very

Shaw, Chekhov had had their day—for, of

enough. In the same year, for John Alden’s

favourable notice.

course, they hadn’t—that infuriated me: it

But, on the subject of Macbeth, it is hard

In 1959 I returned to the Union Rep to

Shakespeare Company—which John

I began to get a whiff of an adverse

Curious Cairo Concert Capers

It was not the fact that the critic did not

was the critic’s rank philistinism which had

McCallum had persuaded Frank Tait to

wind blowing. Seven years were coming

led him to make a false attribution to me and

present for a season at the Comedy

up: was the lease of good will which had

dub me as a kind of eccentric antiquarian

Theatre—I played Leontes in The Winter’s

kept me buoyant and afloat, running out?

of the theatre because I did not confine
myself to ‘the contemporary’.

Tale, Shylock in The Merchant of Venice and

A few months later I had to face the

Bottom in A Midsummer Night’s Dream. All

fact that I had had my chips. A solicitor

was as what people would like to think of

advised me that, if I stayed on in

nowadays as an actor–manager; although

Melbourne, I would have to be declared a

the term implies that the function of

bankrupt and, since that would have put

directing a play has been subordinated to

paid to any further independent ventures, it

the interests of the leading actor. That

was goodbye to Melbourne.
Before I write another word, I must

How good were my productions? I

point out—for Dame Rumour would often

will not take the critics’ judgements as

have these matters otherwise—that I am not

oracular but, on the whole, when I read

a huckster, a bankrupt or a con man. I paid,

them now, they seem fair enough. Easy

and continue to pay, all debts I incur.

for me to say that, perhaps, since many

When I came back to Australia in

were hardly short of ‘rave’ notices. Of

1965 with the most successful run of a

the Shakespeare productions, Hamlet,

play I have ever known, starring in my

Love’s Labour’s Lost and King Lear were

own production of my adaptation of
Gogol’s Diary of a Madman, I dropped in on

of a fiasco, and Macbeth… well, with the

Trapped by the cultural cringe?: ‘If he’s

Melbourne and paid off the debts I had left

Scottish play, I had been confident enough

really that good, what’s he doing staying on

behind me, bar one. I thought the money I

to pay all of the actors Equity rates, and I was

here in bloody Melbourne?’

owed to the Council for Adult Education
for renting the Russell Street Theatre

the seasons at the Russell Street theatre did

should be wiped off the slate, for never

£1000. For me, Macbeth was the beginning

not come up to my usual standards. Hard to

during those seven years had I had a penny

of the end of my Melbourne career.

be absolutely objective about this: perhaps

of public subsidy.

première of the play—was a revelation; for
me and Barry Humphries as well as for many

I was the fall guy, the one who went in to
test the waters.
I had taken interest in Colin Badger’s

The director, Colin Badger, told me not
to worry, since he had no intention of
pressing the matter. So, strictly, I suppose I

others: two years later, Barry would write

decision to develop the former Unitarian

actually did get one public grant of public

to me from London saying that, after Godot

church into a theatre and it was I who

money–retrospectively.

the world would never be the same again.

chose the name which Colin decided to

Only once during the past 39 years have

adopt for it. Perhaps the fact that few

I had my work seen in a Melbourne theatre:

about a quarter, in the second week, when

people knew of the new theatre’s existence

in 1969 I directed a production of Waiting

word had got round, about three quarters.

was contributory to The Fourposter and Miss

for Godot at Sydney’s Independent Theatre,

The two Bunyip plays were resounding

Julie flopping.

with Mark McManus playing Estragon, and

Audiences during the first week were

successes, Rock’n Reel Revue hit the roof.

A review of the latter in The Sun News–

I, once again, playing my old part of

Pictorial made me hopping mad and I

Vladimir. So successful was the production

première—in tandem with the première of

sought legal advice about taking a libel suit:

that the Elizabethan Theatre Trust sponsored

Ionesco’s The Lesson, was another Australian

‘The play,’ said the critic of one of the first

a national tour, which included Adelaide,

première. It was one of the best things I’ve

great naturalistic masterpieces of the theatre,

Canberra and Melbourne—where it played

ever done, and shamefully neglected by

‘is as old and unyielding as a jackboot, but

at the Princess Theatre.

The Age and The Herald senior critics, who

in the interest of theatre for theatre’s sake,

Krapp’s Last Tape—another Beckett
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actresses, the female roles being played by

century ‘Journal of Amusements’,

Edward Hanlan. No hint of what ailed

young men, as is the custom in the East. It

published daily, costing a penny a copy.

him, although it could have been too

was the same with the ballet, the girls being

Circulation was claimed to be 313 000

much exposure to Captain Kenny’s Hot

replaced by youths, who were got up so

copies annually, which is about 850 copies

Sea Baths or an overdose of Dr Ricordi’s

skillfully that at a certain distance the

each day of the week. The eight-page

Essence of Life.

delusion was complete.

magazine appeared during the 1880s when

A news article which caught my eye

‘The audience applauded, not with their

Melbourne town was expanding rapidly.

was headlined ‘An Arab Theatre’. In it a

hands, but with their feet and walking sticks.

The population raced from 282 000 in 1881

correspondent gave the following account

The delivery of the actors was the most

to 490 000 in 1891.

of a concert he attended in Cairo:

monotonous and somnolent that could be
imagined. The solemn, comic or tender

Friday, 14 January 1887, and provides

passages were all given in the same tone. In

details of four shows playing in

short, their acting resembled that of a child

Melbourne theatres that night. One was

who had learned a fable by heart and recited

the pantomime Robinson Crusoe staged at the

it without any knowledge of what he is saying.

Theatre Royal with Charles Matthews,

The singing was of the same kind; it was

Alice Johns, Julia Simmons, John Wallace

one monotonous nasal howl or shriek,

and Tilly Lake. At the Bijou Theatre was

which either drove you to sleep—or out of

New Rush, a drama set in Melbourne. The

the theatre!’.

author, George Darrell, headed the cast,

One can only hope that things got better

supported by Philip Beck, Walter Everard

on the second night.
My chiropodist recently asked me the

n
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meaning of ‘thespian’. Funk & Wagnall (1898)

Company was at the Alexandra Theatre,

states that ‘thespian’ (as an adjective) means

performing Norma with Emelia Cuiti,

‘pertaining to or characteristic of Thespis, the

Giuseppe Santinelli and Flora Graupner.

reputed father of Greek tragedy; hence

Finally, Howard Vernon and Nellie

pertaining to tragedy; tragic; dramatic.’ As

Stewart were wowing Gilbert and Sullivan

‘Large rose-coloured bills posted on the

fans with their show The Pirates of Penzance

doors announced that the troupe of Abou-

at the New Princess Theatre.

Chalil-el-Kabbani, of Damas, were to give a

a humorous or colloquial noun it describes
an actor.
I am advised that none of the current

series of performances of the love-tragedy

On Stage editorial team ever served on The

patrons was obviously of importance, as

of Emir Mahmoud, in the presence of the

Thespian.

revealed by Thespian advertisements, which

nobility and gentry of the neighbourhood.

included announcements for:

The theatre was crammed; it presented a

n Hunter’s Unfailing Deodorizer and

picturesque scene. The gallery was filled

The mental and physical health of stage

curse: at the end of the season, I owed

Waiting for Godot—it was the Australian

and gesticulated furiously. There were no

he prepared to row against Canadian

The New Royal Italian Opera

Was I a tall poppy due to be cropped?

Except for Mumba Jumba and the Bunyip,

who had been feeling a tad off colour as

may recall The Thespian, a 19th

and Maggy Oliver.

all very good, Julius Caesar was little short

no exception to those visited by the legendary

heatregoers with long memories

My copy of The Thespian is dated

of the other work I did in Melbourne

was not how I viewed my job.

T

Peter Burgis turns the pages of a Melbourne theatre journal of long ago.

Disinfectant, used in nursery, closets and

with the white turbans and blue smocks of

drains, which was also promoted as the

the lower classes. The gentry, dressed in

cheapest preventative of typhoid and

coloured stamboulines or black caftans and

small-pox.

fez, occupied the pit. As for the boxes, they

n Captain Kenny’s Hot Sea Baths at

were set apart for the nobility, who were all

St Kilda, to combat nervous debility and

in irreproachable European costume. No

pains in the kidneys.

ladies were there, save two English girls in

n Dr Ricordi’s Essence of Life, the only

a stage-box, probably daughters of an officer

infallible remedy for nervous debility

belonging to the army of occupation. Loud

(apart, presumably, from Captain

gossip and laughter rose from all sides. The

Kenny’s Baths!).

purveyors of refreshments kept up a most

n Ab-I-Zum-Zum, the only unfailing cure

for consumption in all stages. Also good
for offensive breath.

infernal din. The theatre was stifling with
the smoke of cigarettes.
‘At length the curtain rose, but it was

n Warner’s Safe Pills, endorsed by William

some time before the actors could get a

Beach, champion sculler of the world,

hearing. They were attired as Bedouins,

Winter 2008

[No, but we sometimes feel like we must
have!—Ed.]
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First reading

An illustrated history

T

A roundup of books of theatre interest for people interested in theatre.
The power of eight
Tents’ moments
Barnes storming

Frank Van Straten welcomes an important new theatre history.

his striking publication celebrates
not only a significant birthday—the

Hilary Glow:

Keith Paterson:

100th anniversary of a much-loved

Power Plays: Australian Theatre and

The Circus and other Travelling Tent Shows      

Scott Podmore:
Icons of Australian Music: Jimmy Barnes

theatre—but also a remarkable example of

the Public Agenda

people power.

The vehemence of public debate about

As the gold fever of the 1850s began to

musical life and times, with commentary

Christchurch, New Zealand, has had three

Hannie Rayson’s Two Brothers has renewed

decline, Australia’s circuses found it lucrative

from friends and industry colleagues.

Theatres Royal (see On Stage Summer and

public interest in the power of contemporary

to visit rural towns, often running concurrently

Hyperactive Inc., 2008. 288pp.

Autumn 2008). This book chronicles the

Australian theatre. This book capitalises on

with other itinerant tent shows. This

RRP $79.95

eventful history of the third, which was

this moment by investigating the why and

extraordinary book provides invaluable

launched on 25 February 1908. The opening

the how of eight contemporary Australian

documentation of the dozens of travelling

attraction was The Blue Moon, presented by

playwrights: Andrew Bovell, Patricia

shows that visited the Shoalhaven district of

J.C.Williamson’s New Musical Comedy

Cornelius, Reg Cribb, Ben Ellis, Wesley

New South Wales in the years from 1855 to

Company. This marked the start of the

Enoch, Hannie Rayson, Stephen Sewell

1955. Its pages are filled with photographs

theatre’s long association with The Firm.

and Katherine Thomson.

and advertisements, while each and every

Then, in the mid-1920s, Williamson’s

Currency Press, 2008. 207pp. RRP $29.95

bought the theatre. It housed all the visiting

Funny business

J.& N.Tait concert artists.

Steven Gration and Nicky Peelgrane:

Over the years it provided a showcase for

Commedia Oz: Playing Commedia

Dame Clara Butt, Anna Pavlova, Fritz

in Contemporary Australia

Kreisler, Jascha Heifetz, Amelita Galli-Curci,
Percy Grainger, Julius Knight, Oscar Asche,

presents the story of the Theatre Royal as a

Nellie Stewart, Allan Wilkie, Gladys Moncrieff,

theatrical performance: a prologue and

Cyril Ritchard, Madge Elliott, Oscar Asche,

three acts, with an interval. The lively text

Evie Hayes—and so many more.

has been contributed by more than a
dozen people, including two New Zealand-

In between Williamson attractions, the
theatre was let to other entrepreneurs, and

based VTT members, Adrienne Simpson

was occasionally used as a cinema.

and Peter Downes. Among the hundreds of
engaging illustrations are some superb full

In the 1970s, as the fortunes of its owners
began to falter, the Theatre Royal was put

colour shots of the interior of the splendidly

on the market as ‘a fabulous re-development

restored theatre.
The Theatre Royal, Christchurch—An Illustrated

Within weeks the Friends of the Theatre
Royal was born. ‘The Royal,’ they said,

History; Clerestory Press, Christchurch,

‘deserved to be saved because of its history, its

2008. 200pp. RRP $NZ50 plus $5 postage.
Available from Friends of the Theatre

uniqueness as the only example of Victorian
theatre architecture in Christchurch, and

Royal, 135 Grahams Road, Christchurch.

because it has an important part to play as a

Download an order form at www.

in at $255 000, after failing to reach its reserve.
What followed is a fine example of community
commitment and action.
Eventually Williamson’s agreed to sell the
theatre to the Friends for $175 000.
The story of how they raised the purchase
money is inspiring.
Even more remarkable is the saga of
how they amassed the vast sums needed to
restore the theatre: just making the building
earthquake-proof cost $1.5m.
It reopened on 15 July 1980.
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Nevertheless, by the end of the century,
the Theatre Royal was outdated and
increasingly unattractive to major hirers.
Without further major restoration, its future
was bleak. Another fundraising frenzy
resulted in a new stage block and greatly
improved foyers and auditorium.
On 18 July 2005 Prime Minister Helen
Clark officially relaunched the theatre, which
now had a new name: the Isaac Theatre
Royal— to honour the generosity of
Christchurch philanthropist Diana, Lady Isaac.
Appropriately, this handsome book

This book aims to assist the interpretation and
playing of Commedia in an Australian context
and is a training manual for teachers,

show is recorded chronologically, together
with dates and venues.
Shoalhaven Historical Society. 84pp.
RRP $22, plus $2.45 postage.
Available from Ulladulla.info estore, PO
Box 53, Milton, NSW 2538; enquiries:
estore@ulladulla.info; 02 4455 4780

students, actors and directors.

isaactheatreroyal.co.nz

Playing Melbourne

Peter Richman:
Open Wide Come Inside
A book for adults—for yesterday’s children—
who grew up watching John Hamblin on
ABC-TV’s Play School. They called him
Funny John but couldn’t help wondering why
Mum, chuckling away, preferred to think of
him as Naughty John. It’s about Hamblin’s
memorable 28 years on Play School, but also
his years in theatre and TV in England and
Australia as well.
Peter Richman Productions, Lindisfarne,
2008. 237pp. RRP $29.95

The way we were

Simon Gregg:

Roger and Barbara Seccombe:

Playtime—Amusing Melbourne Through

Movie Magic: Melbourne Movie-Going
     Re-visited

A delightful colourfully-illustrated souvenir

A nostalgic ramble through the authors’

of the recent City Museum exhibition on the

personal memories of Melbourne cinemas

role of circuses, carnivals and amusement

and (some) live theatres, and the shows they

parks in Melbourne’s entertainment history.

presented.
Coora Films, 2007. 238pp. RRP $45

RRP $10

Gus
goss

For Play School graduates

phone: 0418 126 956

City Museum, Melbourne, 2007. 46pp.

n

A coffee-table chronicle of Jimmy Barnes’

PO Box 113 Lindisfarne, Tasmania 7015,

Currency Press, 2008. 179pp. RRP $29.95

the Ages

site in downtown Christchurch’.

The Royal went to auction. It was passed

performance by a circus, rodeo, travelling
tent show, variety troupe or wild animal

Williamson companies, plus a galaxy of

venue for the performing arts.’

in Shoalhaven, 1855—1955

Available from PO Box 79, Mitcham 3132

Ba-ba-boom

Changes for the good

Graham Pascoe:

Gabrielle Wolf:

Remembering Bing

Make it Australian: The APG, the Pram      

A meticulously-researched and handsomely

Factory and New Wave Theatre

I hear that after 11 years as

presented chronological study of The Old

The Australian Performing Group helped to

MTC Media and Public

Groaner, with particular emphasis on his

bring about a profound change in Australian

Relations Manager, the

pervasive influence on popular entertainment

estimable Mr Adam

in Australia.

Bennett is moving on. MTC’s loss will be
Lonely Planet’s gain. I’ve always appreciated
Adam’s interest and his efficient co-operation.
All his VTT friends wish him well.

Graham Pascoe, 2008. 588pp. RRP $49
plus $9 postage.
Available from Graham Pascoe, 211
William Street, Bathurst NSW 2795

Taking Coles to Nowra: A 1938
advertisement from Keith Paterson’s book
The Circus and other Travelling Tent Shows in
Shoalhaven, 1855–1955.

theatre and nurtured the talents of a generation
of writers and performers. Make it Australian
gives an outsider’s view of this influential
group and the social, political and cultural
context in which it operated.
Currency Press, 2008. 288pp. RRP $29.95 n

- Gus, the theatre cat n
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The fabulous Friedmans
Peter Burgis discovers two entertainers with the same surname

N

ot trick cyclists or jugglers, but

their original and Screaming Specialties

Crossley, Walter Kirby, Percy Grainger,

two entertainers who influenced

entitled “Maud And Granny O”, “Tom And

Nellie Melba, Frances Alda, Albert Whelan,

our musical culture. The first

Daddy O” and “The Bashful Quakers”.

Peter Dawson, Una Bourne, Florrie Forde,

was Polish-born concert pianist Ignaz

This act concluded the programme (at no

Lempriere Pringle, Billy Williams, Nellie

Friedman (1882–1948); he toured Australia

later than 10.45, guaranteed by the

Stewart, Hamilton Hill, Marie Narelle, Lalla

three times and settled in Sydney about

management).’ Public transport ceased at

Miranda, Annette Kellermann, Amy Castles

1940 at the end of his third tour. The other

about 11.00pm.

and Salt Bush Bill (the Australian stock whip

Friedman was Jake, born here about

expert). It is therefore probably not

1867; he was an important vaudevillian

surprising to find a London press

and Tyrolean yodeller.

report in June 1906 confirming that ‘Mr

The Oxford Dictionary of Australian

Jake Friedman, who has been

Music (1998) describes Ignaz Friedman

consistently employed on the variety

as ‘One of the greatest pianists of his

stage since coming to England, is

age and a prolific composer. He

achieving success in the provinces as

studied music with Leschetizky and

“the one man opera”.’ In November of

Busoni and in 40 years gave over 3000

the same year he was working at the

concerts.’ Apparently, he played the

Camberwell Palace music hall in

music of Fred Chopin (1810–1849)

London.

quite well.

In 1913 Friedman shared a starry

Despite being crippled by

bill with Anna Pavlova in I Should

rheumatism in his latter years, he

Worry, a Palace Theatre revue. ‘Mr

remained an important music teacher.

Jake Friedman does a few droll things,’

His pupils included Manfred Clynes,

noted The Times approvingly.

Muriel Cohen and Bruce Hungerford.

Friedman’s act was a ‘natural’ for

He died in Sydney on 26 January 1948.

radio. His talents beguiled BBC listeners

Curt Preraurer wrote in the

in Veterans of Variety programs in 1923

February 1948 issue of Tempo that:

and 1924.

‘Another of the giants of a past period

It was a Veterans of Variety show that

of music has closed his eyes for ever.

brought him back to Australia.

Friedman’s playing has been mentioned

‘Personally engaged in London by Sir

in line with that of the great Liszt

Benjamin Fuller at enormous expense’

pupils and by age 35 he had become a

‘One of the greatest pianists of his age’:

world celebrity. The musical world has lost

Polish
virtuoso
About
threeIgnaz
yearsFriedman.
later, on Monday,

Florence Hinton (Mrs Friedman), Lily

not only an incomparable pianist but one

31 October 1898 Jake Friedman bobs up at

Burnand, George Campbell and Arthur

of the most versatile musicians of our

the Brisbane Opera House in a Harry

Slater—‘Original Singers of the Songs They

times.’ Preraurer also noted that Ignaz did

Rickards spectacular. His billing is ‘Mr Jake

Sang in an Original Interpretation of the

not make many mistakes when playing

Friedman, Tyrolean Vocalist and Dutch

English Music Hall of Thirty Years Ago’.

Chopin.

Delineator’. Sharing the bill was British

The audience was encouraged to join

Jake Friedman, in contrast to Ignaz, has

the group included Jake Friedman,

ventriloquist J.W.Winton with McGinty, his

in the choruses, and Jake featured his

left few footprints on the trail of history.

wonderful talking figure; Winton had made

‘original one-man opera’. The show opened

The earliest reference I have discovered is

his Australian début in Sydney on

on 28 December 1925 at the Bijou Theatre

an appearance on the bill of Harry Rickards’

24 November 1894.

in Melbourne.

Tivoli Theatre in Sydney on 25 January 1896.

Like many Australian performers, Jake

Jake broadcast frequently on Sydney

of the glorious past of Theatredom, told

career of that ‘sweet warbler’ of the long

sparkling entertainment provided by the

by 78-years-old Jake Friedman, former

ago, James Norrie. Today, in response to

‘old stagers’. Alas, the ranks of those

front-rank vaudevillian and greatest of

several requests for information regarding

gifted troupers have been sadly thinned

pure Tyrolean yodellers in this

Jake’s association with the famous ‘Veterans

in recent years. A goodly number of

country.     ‘Dear Jim Donald,’ writes

of Variety’ organisation which figured

them have gone to grace a jolly Green

Jake. ‘Re James Norrie, whom you

largely in Australian vaudeville 20 years

Room beyond the Great Divide.

mentioned recently. I was on the Tivoli

ago, I take pleasure in supplying the

bill with him in the middle nineties. As

following facts:
In 1925 Jake Friedman, after an

Sydney]. The company was engaged for

lovely voice.

absence of many years overseas—during

a fortnight and ran 16 weeks to capacity

    ‘I remember a Saturday when Norrie

which he and his wife, Florence Hinton

business. That, Jake claims, was the start

went to Randwick and won £1500.

travelled their own show—came back to

of the present Tivoli. It has, he adds ‘been

Naturally, when he got back to the Tivoli,

Australia and formed the first ‘Veterans

a vaudeville house ever since’.

you said he was a handsome lad with a

the matinée was nearly over, and as

Empire Guest House on the northern

(Harry Rickards) hit the roof. He and

outskirts of Sydney, at Mount Kuring-gai.

Norrie had a fist fight, but eventually the

He and his wife Florence occasionally

lucky punter was forgiven and friendly

appear at ‘guest command’ performances

relations restored. I was getting £5 a week

on the wide veranda. ‘I still yodel and

and I know I envied Jimmy winning all

sing a song or two,’ he writes, ‘and the

that money.

guests seem to like it. At any rate, they

Well, 25 years later, I was in Burnley,

him in peace—and, I hope, plenty—on the

Dutch Hussars. One gloomy drizzling day

Pacific Highway.

I walked into the billiards room of one

Australian tour, he visited the Columbia

‘My God,’ he blurted out, ‘It’s you,

studio at Homebush in Sydney and

Jake!’ There was something vaguely

recorded his own composition, ‘Marquis Et

familiar about him, but I couldn’t place

Marquise’.

him. ‘Who are you?’ I asked. ‘Jimmie

Jake Friedman visited the Gramophone

Norrie, all that’s left of me,’ he replied. It
was Norrie, all right—all that was left of

& Typewriter studio in London on 13 October

him. A pitiful wreck of a once great

1903 and cut a disc of one of his best known

performer, broken on the wheel of ill-

songs, ‘Strawberries And Cream’, which he

health and adversity.

claimed to have written.
This was the same year (1903) that

We talked of the Sunny South and the
gay, pleasurable days of long ago. I was

Albert Whelan, Florrie Forde, Hamilton

a wandering minstrel and soon the day

Hill and Ada Crossley launched their

came when I moved on. I never saw

recording careers. Sadly, the two Friedmans

James Norrie again, but I’ll remember

‘Tyrolean Vocalist and Dutch Delineator’

our last meeting until I die. The shrunken

Jake Friedman is one of Harry Rickards’

tragic wraith of that gifted (physically

Tivoli Stars on this 1898 Brisbane bill.

and vocally) fallen star haunted me for
many a long day.

Harry Fitzmaurice as Interlocutor, Chas.

burlesque prima donna”,’ reported The Times

On 9 September 1927 he had a 20-minute

story in Jim Donald’s Mirror column, with

Fanning and Clarence Lyndon, bones, with

of his appearances at the Crystal Palace music

comedy spot from 9.11pm.

information provided by the vaudeville

Frank York and Jake Friedman, tambos.

hall in August–September 1900. He was at
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On 3 June 1927, during his first

got up and switched on the light.

The next day there was a follow-up

Australian entertainers, including Ada

Columbia in London in the late 1920s.

for a game?’ ‘Yes’, the chap replied, and

members of the Veterans of Variety company.

program he was joined by John Tudor ‘In

Ignaz made quite a few discs for

crouched over a small fire. I said, ‘Care

“the one man opera”, raises laughter with his

By 1906 London was awash with

Jake as they both made recordings.

and its solitary occupant was sitting

‘The Palace of Electric Queens’. This had

the prestigious Alhambra in August 1905.

Fortunately, we can still hear Ignaz and

of the local pubs. It was dimly lighted,

radio station 2BL, often with other

Mr Jake Friedman sang ‘Waltzing’, a

don’t give me the bird.’ So we will leave

Lancashire, with my own revue The

Friedman headed for Britain. ‘Jake Friedman,

‘Tyrolean refrain’. In the second half of the

Today [1945], at 78, Jake runs the

Norrie was a big drawcard the “governor”

The show opened with a minstrel segment,

Nearly two decades later, in 1945, the

In 1929 Jake started another ‘Veterans’
show at the Grand Opera House [in

veteran, as follows:

never recorded together.
Jake Friedman died on 4 August 1965,
aged about 98 years.
I wonder how historians will assess his

of Variety’ company. The original

claim to have in 1929 revived the traditions

engagement was for 12 weeks on the

of the Tivoli by converting the Grand

Fuller circuit.

Opera House into a successful house of

The quality of the Veterans’
performance was so outstanding that the

vaudeville?
We can only lament the many gaps in

Sydney Daily Mirror published the following

Yesterday, in this column, Jake Friedman,

company played three years over its

the documentation of his colourful theatrical

item in a column written by Jim Donald:

one of the oldest ‘Tivolians’ alive today,

original contract. There are thousands

story.

wrote a grim chapter in the ill-starred

alive today who remember well the

Here is a ‘human interest’ story from out
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A

‘Out of the Dark’ comes to light

Queen’s Birthday Honours 2008

long-forgotten cache of original

Australians with connections to theatre, cinema or performance who received awards on 9 June 2008 are…
collector and historian, and to the antiquarian
Companion of the Order
book trade.
of Australia

photographs of the landmark
presentation An Aboriginal Moomba:

Out of the Dark has recently been discovered.

Reg Grundy

Two Melbourne visual artists Destiny

AC OBE,

Michael Andrew Lewis

NSW, for service to

the entertainment and television industry as

Deacon and Virginia Fraser, unearthed a

young singers, and to the community.

depicting national cultural identity, to the

Show of It, an exhibition documenting

promotion of Australia internationally, and

Indigenous entertainers and entrepreneurs

Richard Hamilton Lane

to the community through philanthropic

in 1950s’ Melbourne. Presented in the
July–August, the exhibition created

Kerry Matthew Stokes

considerable media and public interest.

AO,

and histories of Australian radio drama.

WA, for

Mr Philip John Sketchley,

strategic leadership, to the arts through

the idea of Pastor

to organisations supporting youth.

Indigenous contribution

performer, director, fundraiser and teacher.
Veteran actress Margaret Christensen

OAM

to the celebrations of

Officer in the Order of
Australia

Jubilee of the
Commonwealth and the
Centenary of the State of

Adjunct Prof. Peter Russell Corrigan

Victoria. Thanks to the
co-operation of the
Princess Theatre’s Garnet

23 June 1951.
Opera singer Harold
Blair, jazz artist Georgia

taking it to London.

Top: Scenic Studios’ reproduction of the original
backcloth, based on a Namatjira painting.
Above:The full cast with Irene Mitchell (seated,
centre), and Garnet H. Carroll (standing,
extreme right).
Irene Mitchell with the medal she received
from the grateful company.

Fortunately, the event was recorded in a

of Melbourne. The original (an adaptation

series of high quality black-and-white images

of Albert Namatjira’s iconic painting ‘The

which were preserved in a scrapbook for the

Story of the Monoliths of Palm Paddock’)

state premier’s office. Destiny and Virginia

was painted by Dresford Hardringham, and

located the scrapbook in the Public Record

Hardringham was a mentor to Ross Turner,

Office of Victoria (VPRS7655/P). The images

director of Scenic Studios.

formed the basis for of the City Gallery exhibition.
The display was complemented by a

Coralie Faye Wood

of young musicians.

service to the entertainment industry in the
OAM,

Tania Karen De Jong AM, Glen Iris, Vic., for
service to the arts as performer and entrepreneur

radio, stage, television and film actor, and

and through the establishment and

to the community.

AM,

Qld, for

Christopher Mooney was published in the

backcloth, specially painted by Scenic Studios

Royal Victorian Historical Society’s Victorian

Public Service Medal
Ms Dianne Mary Duff,

Bruce Clarke OAM,(deceased), Malvern East,
teacher.

NSW, for

of performing arts within the public
education system in New South Wales.
Mr Allan William Welsh,

community through administrative and

Beverley Josephine Cook

advisory roles with a range of organisations

Vic., for service to the community of

in Queensland and support for artists in

Gippsland East through a range of educational,

rural and regional areas.

health, sporting and church organisations,

AM,

PSM,

outstanding public service in the development

OAM,

Ensay,

PSM,

Qld, for

outstanding public service to the development of
arts and cultural infrastructure in Queensland. n

Gus
goss

A big welcome home

WA, for service to

commerce and industry through leadership

Dr Peter Robert Cooke

roles in peak organisations representing the

service to the performing arts through theatrical

many years in the Public

business sector, and to the performing arts

design education, research and administration.

Affairs department at

OAM,

NSW, for

to Mr Alan Joyce. After

the Arts Centre, Alan

in Western Australia.
Keith Thomas Crellin

OAM,

SA, for service

transferred his marketing

to classical music and musicians through

expertise to the Adelaide Festival Centre,

service to arts administration through

artistic leadership, as an educator and mentor,

where one of his major projects was the hugely

executive roles in a range of cultural

and as a musician.

successful Cabaret Festival. Alan is now

Antony Simon Jeffrey

AM,

NSW, for

manager marketing and communications at

organisations, and to the design, development

Out of the Dark by John Ramsland and

ACT, for

Hawthorn,

Vic., for service to the performing arts as a

David John Gray

OAM,

Australian Capital Territory.

and to music.

A full account of An Aboriginal Moomba:

striking reproduction of the show’s original
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brass and concert bands, and as a mentor

service to the performing arts and to the

The show was directed

loved it. There was even a suggestion of

as an academic, educator and practitioner

Arthur George Frame

Nicholls narrated.

were uniformly positive, and the public

Qld, for to

Vic., for service to the arts as a jazz guitarist and

headed the cast; Doug

Melbourne Little Theatre. The reviews

and as an examiner and teacher.

OAM,

community music, particularly through

programs for schools and communities.

virtuoso Bill Onus

best known for her prodigious work with

John MacDonald Allen,

of the Queensland Dance School of Excellence,

development of music and arts enrichment

Lee and boomerang

Qld, for service to

dance, particularly through the establishment

Margaret Christensen,

for a short season from

OAM,

Medal in the Order of
Australia

production design.

presented at the Princess

Mitchell, then

Shirley Treacy

Melbourne, Vic., for service to architecture
and to the arts, particularly through theatre

H. Carroll, it was

by the indefatigable Irene

AM,

NSW,

the Hunter Valley area through music as a

community, particularly through contributions

suggested it as the

OAM,

for service to the community of Newcastle and

executive roles and philanthropy, and to the

Douglas Nicholls, who

(deceased),

screenplays, radio and television scripts,

service to business and commerce through

An Aboriginal Moomba: Out of the Dark was

OAM

NSW, for service to the arts as the author of

contributions to a range of organisations.

Melbourne Town Hall’s City Gallery in

NSW, for

baritone, to the education and mentoring of

the creator and producer of television programs

treasure trove while researching for Making a

OAM,

service to the performing arts as an operatic

and promotion of sponsorship and

Kenneth Frederick Hince

fundraising programs for the performing arts.

Vic., for service to the arts as a music critic,

OAM,

Euroa,

the Melbourne Recital Centre. It’s good to
have him back.
- Gus, the theatre cat- n
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Letters to the Editor

A right Royal birthday
Court in the act

A heritage goldfields theatre celebrates its sesqui-centenary.

O

As Bayview was a commercial company,

n Saturday, 26 July, a

Stretch spoke about his time at

Your article on the Queen Victoria’s Royal

full house celebrated

the theatre—which has not been

Court Theatre in Autumn 2008 On Stage

the 150th birthday of

without its own dramas—and

is so good that potential passengers will

Castlemaine’s much-loved

thanked the community for its

book a cruise just to sit in the theatre!

Theatre Royal.

great support.

Co-owner and manager

Thank you for also including us in your

And then it got really

photograph! We are dead centre—perhaps

David Stretch describes the

interesting: Lola Montez burst

not an appropriate choice of words! Max is

theatre’s century-and-a-half of

onto the stage, dancing to the

looking towards the camera and I look as if

continuous operation as ‘a

enthusiastic accompaniment of a

I am asleep—sit up Owen, don’t slump!

milestone unsurpassed on

local ukulele band. The infamous

Max is next to the lady with the ‘bang’

mainland Australia, bettered only

Ms Montez first appeared at the

hairdo. They were two American couples,

by Hobart’s Theatre Royal’.

Theatre Royal in the goldrush

rather overbearing and obnoxious, who

days. Back then, her risqué

thought they owned the front row centre

the theatre’s usual inimitable

Spider Dance caused a sensation,

until we boarded. The husbands used to

style. Stilt walkers, balloon

and ecstatic miners threw small

arrive early and hold two seats for their

gold nuggets onto the stage in

wives who would arrive much later and wave

The night was celebrated in

artists, acrobats, jugglers and a
hula hoop performer provided free
entertainment in the street and foyer,
backed by music from Thompson’s
Foundry Band and other local musicians.
As MC for the night, Jan Wositzky

Entertainers Team and Lifon Henderson
greet the guests on the big night. (Picture:
Cat Brennan)
‘Lola Montez’ returns to the scene of former
triumphs. (Picture: Castlemaine Mail)

appreciation. Rumour has it that the

grandly to various friends around the theatre.

modern Ms Montez bore a remarkable

One night a rather large plain ‘Oirish’ lady

resemblance to Castlemaine’s own Ms

came in and wanted one of the vacant seats

Eliza Tree.

and there was quite a strong verbal exchange

There were more modern sounds from

with mutterings continuing during the

Tom Pollard began another juvenile

we had to keep the CD content to less than

company in 1891 with a new set of children

80 minutes. A two-CD set would have been

and this again toured Australia and New

prohibitive cost-wise, and would not have

Zealand for many years. In 1896, however,

sold any more copies. As it was, the album

rather than disband because the ages of these

sold reasonably well, but it didn’t fly off the

‘children’ were also becoming a problem,

shelves, even though we received glowing

Tom Pollard’s company discarded the

notices for it from the New York reviewers.

juvenile image and continued very successfully

This was because nobody knew the show
internationally, and only people of ‘a certain
age’ knew it in Australia. Unlike Broadway

as an adult troupe. It eventually closed
down in 1905.
Also in 1896, Nellie Chester née Pollard

and the West End which have countless

and her brother Charles Pollard, two of

books written about their histories, Australia

J.J.Pollard’s now-adult children, recruited

has no reference source. We desperately

yet another Liliputian company of child

need our own book on Australian musical

performers in Australia and, because Tom

theatre. That’s why the current series I am

Pollard had the Australian and New Zealand

writing on important Australian musicals

market virtually sewn up, they ventured

for On Stage is so important. At least it

further afield to the United States and other

goes some way towards chronicling our

countries mentioned in the article.

musical theatre achievements.

It was this ‘Chester-Pollard’ company that

- Peter Pinne
Former President of Bayview Records
Brisbane

included the young Daphne (Trott) and Snub
(Harold Fraser). It is not known why they
changed their names to that of the family

introduced budding opera star Emma

a line up of popular bands including Garbage,

performance. We were sandwiched in between.

Sayer, looking resplendent in period

Adrian Kosky, Ryk’s Blue Planet, the Deborah

The ‘Oirish’ lady was quite right and

costume. This was something of a farewell

Triangles, Blues Mothers and Carl Pannuzzo

the loud Americans were very ungracious

for Emma, who is preparing for a trip to

and Checkerboard.

and plain bloody liars. We played ‘ladies’

It was very pleasing indeed to read the

keeping quiet, not interfering and hid

excellent article about Snub Pollard and

Since many of the child performers were

behind our furiously fluttering fans.

Daphne Pollard in the Autumn 2008 edition

Pollards by right of birth it is thought that

of On Stage; especially so because, for once,

others were probably encouraged to take the

Theatre from your article than when I was

all the misinformation that has been

name in order to make the venture appear

on board. Most interesting.

promulgated about the pair over many years

as much a family concern as possible.

Prague, Czech Republic.

The evening culminated in a glorious

Singer and actor Tony Rainer spoke of

blues jam.

the theatre’s early days, and paid tribute to

From all reports it was a wonderful night,

his great-grandfather, J.C.Rainer, the

and a potent demonstration of the huge

entrepreneur, circus performer and actor

support for the theatre from all parts of the

who was the theatre’s first licensee.

community of Castlemaine and further afield.

Local identities Felix Cappy and John

n

Her Majesty’s treasure
Opticians Alfred Nott Pty Ltd were
frequent advertisers in Maj programs, but as

mystery, Mary would love to hear from you!

honorary archivist of Her

far as we know, they never had advertisements

You can phone her on (03) 8643 3302 or

Majesty’s Theatre, needs your help.

in 3D, nor did anyone else. If any VTT

email her at marym@hermajestystheatre.com.au n

Among the treasures that workmen

Lola in the limelight again

in 1904 when the company had returned to

Responding to Robert Morrison regarding

Pollard family companies of child entertainers.

Australia for a brief period of reconstruction

error in my article on the show, pointing out
that the EMI recording was made in Sydney
prior to the show opening in Brisbane, and
not as I stated after the Brisbane season.
When I set up Bayview Records it was

I thought it was a good score and would

used for viewing 3D films.

sell well. Through the authors I had access

If it had been found in a cinema, there

to a lot of the additional material that Robert

would have been no mystery. But in a flesh-

mentions, but chose to give a cross-section

and-blood theatre, and especially at The Maj?

of what had been released on 45rpm and

The term ‘His Majesty’s’ gives us a time

LP at the time, and to include the two

frame—it must date from 1934, when the

songs from the score that were dropped from

theatre underwent gender reassignment.
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Chester–Pollard Liliputians at the age of 15

recording of Lola on CD with bonus tracks.

battered cardboard 3D viewer, the kind

the EMI recording.

ON STAGE

As far as I can ascertain, Harold Fraser

the name while employed by one of the

always my intention to reissue the EMI

uncovered during renovations was this

Several other members did as well.

they ‘Pollards’ by birth. They both assumed

edition of On Stage: he has corrected an

Murphy, the indefatigable

in this.

(aka Snub Pollard) seems to have joined the

his lengthy letter and Lola Montez in the Autumn

members can shed light on this intriguing

has been cleared up. As Steve Rattle so clearly

owning the company, but they were not alone

states, they were not related, neither were

Kew

With thanks to Henry von Bibra ao

mid- to late-20th century, and David

H

- Owen White

Here’s to the next 150!

Walter reminisced about the Royal in the

ere’s a major mystery. Mary

I learnt more about the Royal Court

More on Snub and Daphne

Winter 2008

However, there is one point of
clarification that I feel should be noted

and recruitment.
He appears in the shipping lists of the

since the whole Pollard story is confusing

company for the first time when he

in the extreme, not the least because there

travelled from Melbourne to Sydney with all

were several individual companies carrying

the other children on 11 July of that year

the family name at much the same time.

and thence to Brisbane the next day and on

Snub and Daphne were associated with

to an unidentified overseas destination.

only one of them.
The original Pollard Liliputian company
formed in Tasmania by James J. Pollard in
1880 and which subsequently toured Australia
and New Zealand, latterly under the direction
of Tom Pollard, was not the group that
included Snub and Daphne.
The 1880 Liliputians disbanded in 1886

They are known to have been in
Shanghai in November 1904.
As I said, it’s confusing.
- Peter Downes
Wellington, New Zealand
Author of The Pollards—A Family and its
Child and Adult Opera Companies
in Australia and New Zealand 1880-1910

because the children were ‘growing up’ and it

(Steele-Roberts, NZ, 2002)

was becoming worryingly noticeable on stage.

peterdownes@paradise.net.nz n
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An encore for Federici

The contents of On Stage are now searchable online, thanks to the Prahran Mechanics’ Institute.

Little did the audience at the Princess Theatre, Melbourne, on that Saturday night in 1888
know they were to witness the birth of a supernatural legend.

he Prahran Mechanics’ Institute

The PMI was founded in 1854. In 1900

(PMI) is a community owned and

its building at 259–261 Chapel Street was

run library specialising in the

reconstructed. It has been let ever since to

search start your search

retail firms, providing the Institute with

4. Click on the entry for ‘On Stage’

20 000 books for loan and offers a professional

income allowing it to operate its library

5. A further click on ‘On Stage’ will

information service to its members.

service at a very low annual subscription.
From the 1980s the Institute concentrated

bring up the contents index, which lists
every major article we’ve published since

of public libraries and adult education in

on building a collection specialising in the

Volume 1 Number 1. This listing can be

Australia. The Mechanics’ Institute movement

history of Victoria. Since 2004 it has also

searched using your ‘Find’ facility.

began in Glasgow in 1799, and spread

operated a Victorian history publishing service.

throughout Britain and
its colonies.
The Institutes served as focal points for
their communities, offering libraries and
reading rooms, opportunities for self-education,

The Prahran Mechanics’ Institute is the

Alternatively if you’re interested in
Gladys Moncrieff, for instance, a search for
‘Moncrieff’ will lead you to a listing of all

sister organisation, the Cinema and Theatre

the PMI’s indexed references to Our Glad,

Historical Society.

including those in On Stage.

meeting rooms, museums, concerts and

a visit. You’ll be very pleasantly surprised!

magazine, is also catalogued on the Prahran

The movement came to Victoria in 1839
with the formation of the Melbourne
Athenaeum. Today there are more than
500 Institutes still operating in Victoria as

n

On Stage article, you no longer have to
trawl through a pile of back issues.
You can find what you’re after online,
via the PMI’s website.

halls and homes for local organisations. Six

Here’s what to do:

continue to offer a lending library service.

1. Visit www.pmi.net.au

première performance of a new

late Kevin Arnett, who explained some

production of Gounod’s Faust, in which

of the theories regarding ghostly

Nellie Stewart was making her grand

occurrences.
The program also contained a rare
recording of the final scene from Faust

name of baritone Frederick Baker, who

sung by Glenda Raymond, John Lanigan

was playing Mephistopheles), clutched

and Maxwell Cohen, with Hector

his prize, the unfortunate Dr Faustus,

Crawford conducting the Australian

and dramatically sank to the fires of hell

Symphony Orchestra. And, as a bonus,

via the stage trapdoor.

the program included some music from
the ghostly musical High Spirits, which
was staged at the Princess in 1965.

major heart attack; he died almost

Historical Society’s invaluable quarterly
Mechanics’ Institute’s database.

Federici, plus a summing up from the

On the way down he suffered a

CinemaRecord, the Cinema and Theatre

Street, Prahran. On Stage strongly recommends
Now, if you’re looking for a particular

accounts of their encounters with

Theatre was packed for the

In the final scene, Federici (the stage

and other attractions such as lectures,
various games.

3 March 1888, the Princess

opera début as the heroine Marguerite.

custodian of the extensive archives of VTT’s

The Institute is now located at 140 High

Mitchell, all of whom contributed fascinating

n the evening of Saturday,

3. Enter ‘On Stage’, click ‘Phrase’ and

history of Victoria. It holds more than

Mechanics’ Institutes are the forerunners

O

2. Click on ‘Catalogue’

Thanks to the enterprise of music

immediately in the arms of a stage hand.

historian Geoffery Orr, a recently

He was aged just 37.
Most of the cast were oblivious to
the fact that Federici had died, and some

The Prahran Mechanics’ Institute, established

thought that they saw his crimson-costumed

in 1854, was rebuilt in 1900.

form taking a bow as the curtain fell. The

Sketch by Prahran College art student

audience knew nothing until the press

Yvonne Ward c. 1990 (PMI Collection),

reported the death in their Monday morning
editions. Since then, there have countless
sightings of Federici in the theatre, as well
as other unexplained occurrences.

Almost exactly a century later, on
1 March 1988, Frank Van Straten and John
Cook broadcast a special one-hour ‘live’
Nostalgia program on what was then 3LO
(today’s 774).
The program included interviews with
entertainment notables such as Bert Newton,
James Condon, Blair Edgar and the late Irene

discovered ‘air check’ tape of this historic
3LO Nostalgia broadcast has recently been
transferred to CD. It is not available
commercially, but Victoria Theatres Trust
members can obtain a copy by sending a
cheque or money order for $20 to Lyric CDs,
8 Otira Road, Caulfield North, Victoria 3161.
The price includes postage to anywhere in
Australia.

n

Is it curtains for Dallas Brooks Hall?

T

he future of Dallas Brooks Hall in

The 1960s building was designed

Albert Street, East Melbourne, is in

by Melbourne architects Godfrey

doubt once again.

Spowers. It is an example of the

In the edition for Spring 2000, On

stripped classical style,

Stage reported that Freemasonry

It is not heritage listed, which

Victoria would demolish its hall, to make

would protect it from demolition, but it

way for extensions to the adjacent

does carry a heritage overlay under City

Freemasons Hospital.

of Melbourne planning rules, making

A deal was subsequently negotiated

redevelopment of the site more difficult.

with Land Lease that would have seen

Dallas Brooks Hall’s excellent

the hall replaced by a tower of up to 12

acoustics have attracted a diverse

levels with 80 luxury apartments, each

cavalcade of artists including Dame

with a retail price of at least $1 million.

Joan Sutherland, Rod McKuen, Ella

Freemasons Victoria chief executive
Barry Reaper said the deal was allowed to

said Reaper. ‘We haven’t entered into a new

focusing on selling its hospital. This was

agreement yet, but discussion is still afoot. I

sold to a consortium of ING and Epworth in

would say I’m fairly optimistic.’

Now, reports the Herald Sun, the

ON STAGE

‘We’re negotiating a new agreement,’

lapse because Freemasons Victoria was

late 2005.
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Fitzgerald, Bette Davis, Joe Cocker, the

The Herald Sun believes that a $100 million
luxury residential tower is planned for the

Wiggles, Arlo Guthrie, Tommy Emmanuel
and Jonathan Richman.
It’s also hosted bodybuilding contests,
charity auctions, coin fairs, school graduations
and numerous union meetings.
In recent years the building has not

Freemasons have reopened negotiations

site, but a Lend Lease spokeswoman declined

been heavily used and its facilities are

with Lend Lease.

to comment.

considered in need of updating.

Winter 2008

n
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Anyone for Hopscotch?

Sights and sounds of the European courts

A special offer for VTT members.

For 30 years a Melbourne group has been absorbed in Medieval courtly pursuits.
Here is Jennifer Shennan’s overview of their 30th anniversary performance.

A

ustralia’s leading independent film

T

distributors, Hopscotch Films and
Hopscotch Entertainment, have

generously agreed to offer special discounts
to VTT members.

would be a worthy brand to remember
when it came to showcasing films that are
not the usual stereotyped box office fodder.
The dream swiftly became a reality. In
just six years Hopscotch has brought more
than 150 films to Australia, and has begun
producing award-winning Australian films
worthy of international attention.
‘You hope that you build a brand up
the films, so people feel a little bit more
comfortable because it’s a Hopscotch
movie,’ says Lum.
‘We find that we’re able to outperform
other territories, and I think that’s because
cinemas trust us, we’re really good at

Lum says that it’s been getting more
difficult in recent years to buy overseas
product. ‘American studios have been
much more aggressive. They buy out multiterritories with Australia as part of their
packages so it’s been harder to source
product. It’s not necessarily a roadblock;
we just have to be faster and smarter.’
Lum says Hopscotch has big plans for
production this year. ‘We’re executiveproducing a film, Mao’s Last Dancer, which
is based on the best selling autobiography
of dancer Li Cunxin [see On Stage,
Autumn 2008]. It is being directed by
Bruce Beresford who also directed Driving
Miss Daisy, and is being produced by Jane
Scott who made Shine.’
Hopscotch has also invested in Bright

Bruce Beresford with ballet dancer Chi Chao

Gus
goss

and young Chinese dancers on location at the
Great Wall for Mao’s Last Dancer, March 2008.

I hear that The

and starring Scarlett Johansson, Penélope

Palace Pty Ltd,

Cruz, and Javier Bardem.

owners of the

Lum has many dreams and goals for

Bourke Street

Hopscotch, but he is a pragmatist and

building formerly

doesn’t believe that our cinema experience
will always be the same. ‘Attracting younger
cinemagoers is going to be a real challenge,’
he says, ‘because they are so connected to

known as the Metro
nightclub, have applied for permission to
restore and embellish the art deco façade.
The mouldings will be highlighted and

the digital world through the Internet and

supplemented, while the vertical columns

so on.
‘But I don’t believe that cinema will go
down the same path as the music industry

will be extended down to street level,
where they will finish with splendid art
deco flourishes.

where it’s all about downloading. I think
that will happen to a degree, but I still think
that the social interaction of going to a

The existing canopy will stripped back
and replaced with a new arched marquee
with a central arch carrying a chandelier

cinema and watching something with an

and a featured ‘Palace Theatre’ sign.

audience will always be there.’

This is all very fine, of course, but it
means the disappearance of the last of

director of The Piano. Bright Star and Mao’s

Melbourne’s old style backlit movie

Last Dancer are both set for release next year.

marquees—you know the sort—the ones

distribution rights to Woody Allen’s new
film Vicky Cristina Barcelona, shot in Spain
Page 44

Mariée, and Rigaudon.

and sensibility. Old songs made new,
interpreted.
The entrance of splendidly costumed

The Renaissance qualities of maniera in
the torso, and soft breathing instep, are
replaced here with a demanding depth of

performance of dances dating back to

Renaissance dancers in a processional

plié and demi-coupe to equilibrium, and a

Elizabeth I, Henry VIII and the Italian courts

pavane seems like an opportunity for us to

more demanding technique to focus on, as

of the late 17th century.

well as arm movements

This attractive

that now mark musical

concert celebrated 30

accents in the footwork.

years of Renaissance

Care has to be taken to

Dance teaching by

disguise the physical

Helga Hill,

effort which at times

acknowledged as a

can show in the hands.
Abstract patterns in

practitioner in the

any society’s art are

dance, music and

timeless… Amongst a

costume arts of

number of miniature

European courtly

gems in the program,

traditions. Hill’s

my favourite has to be

pioneering work in

Fabritio Caroso’s

the art of Gesture,

Star, the latest film from Jane Campion,

Hopscotch has also bought the

satisfying connection between sight, sound

leading scholar and

like Hopscotch so that it adds something to

us than with somebody else.’

often swift rhythms and figures of La

birthday with a performance at

centre for the research, teaching and

to create a young, dynamic company that

the films out here and they do better under

the sophisticated compositions, intricate and

random movement), can make such

Melbourne has long been a leading

founded Hopscotch in 2002. Their aim was

certain kind of cinema. So I think we get

(as opposed to clichés of impromptu or

Dancers marked their 30th

the National Gallery of Victoria on 15 June.

Troy Lum, Frank Cox and Sandie Don

marketing, and we’re really good at a

he Rippon Lea Renaissance

where moveable letters spelled out the

The first special Hopscotch discount offer

theatre’s current attraction.

for VTT members is included in this
edition of On Stage.

n

- Gus, the theatre cat n

ON STAGE

Contrapasso Nuovo

whereby singers can

The Rippon Lea Renaissance Dancers at the

enhance dramatic or poetic expression in

National Gallery of Victoria on 15 June.

the song repertoire, was also included.
The capacity audience seemed to sense

from his collection
Nobilta di Dame, published in 1600. The
phrases and cadences here danced play out a

meet each one of them, to make their

chiaroscuro of symmetry and asymmetry

the specialness of the occasion which was

acquaintance in turn. It is a hallmark of

suggesting journeys we take, either alone or

fittingly held in an exhibition room of 17th

Hill’s dance reconstructions that she sets

with friends. Old choreography made new,

and 18th century paintings, masterpieces in

impeccably researched compositions, every

timeless.

the National Gallery’s collection.

step to the precise beat, every musical

The Early Music Consort’s remarkable

I had rushed through a number of adjacent

nuance understood, but without imposing a

galleries on my way to this concert. Leaving

collection of instruments provides the music

uniform group style on all the performers.

was altogether different and I lingered an

resources for this repertoire. The five-member

Each dancer wears unique design,

hour in the company of drawings by Dürer

Early Music Consort play recorders,

colour and textile, in fine costumes that are

and Callot, portraits by Rembrandt, scenes

krummhorns, cornemeuse and other reed

further testament to Hill’s vision, research

by Tiepolo or Canaletto, further intrigued

instruments, lute and a fine virginal, built

and skill. By not ‘over-producing’ the dancers,

by the contemporary works the Gallery has

and beautifully ornamented by Mark Nobel.

there is a freshness in each individual’s

added as postscripts, ‘after’ the themes of

position and movement that allows

these early masters.

The opening drone and buzz of strings,
coupled with the robust air of recorders,

convincing contemporary performance of

Anything that offers access to the art

immediately quickens audience expectations.

these compositions from long ago and far

thinking of earlier times has to be embraced

It’s as though one’s ears alone are not enough

away. Old dances made new, refreshed.

as one of the ways to make sense of history.

to hear such timbres; somehow the spine

A ground holding pavane and airborne

and limbs get involved in listening too. Old

galliard make a fine brace, and Playford’s

sounds made new, embodied.

dances have an accessibility about them,

Songs by Thomas Campion are sung by
Merrin Torpy who has a warm performance
rapport. Perhaps the high ceiling offers

Leonardo da Vinci said ‘It is difficult to paint
the intentions of the mind.’
Helga Hill equips her colleagues with the

suggesting that fun is not the preserve of

opportunity to dance, or to gesture, the

royalty only.

intentions of the mind, and that is a

In the later bracket of baroque dances,

challenging acoustics for the audibility of

three performers reveal the contrast with a

all the text, but we can see immediately

more highly stylised technique is evident in

remarkable achievement for all involved.
Old treasures made new, liberated.
Link: http://home.vicnet.net.au/~earlyart/ n

how a singer’s use of choreographed gesture
Winter 2008
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spoke recently at the Brisbane Writers’
Festival and at a Ballets Russes symposium
in Adelaide.
‘Baronova’s charisma was immense,’
said Australian Ballet artistic director David
McAllister. ‘When she first came to Australia
in 1938 she was like Angelina Jolie. She
was the darling of the tour, and the whole
country fell in love with her. I think a lot of
people took up dance or started going to
ballet because of Irina Baronova.’

Irena Baronova

Bruce Clarke OAM

Mona Brand

Roger Bell

Sydney Conabere

U

4.1.1919–17.6.2008
Melbourne born Roger Bell was jazz great
Graeme Bell’s younger brother.
With Ade Monsbourgh and friends he
discovered jazz on radio and records in
1932, while at school. He began playing
drums in 1935, formed a band with Graeme,
Catherine Duncan

Rocky McKenzie

Reg Lindsay OAM

playing local dances, and took up cornet in

Hana Pravda

1938. Apart from a period in 1943, during
the war, the brothers’ musical activities were
linked until the famous Graeme Bell Australian
Jazz Band broke up in September 1952.
Roger left jazz music for a while, and
then joined Max Collie’s Rhythm Aces. He
worked with various bands until June 1958,
when he became a member of the Melbourne
Jazz Club house band. This band evolved
John Thomson

Harold Smith

George Tibbits

Valrene Tweedie OAM

Jack Varney

into Frank Traynor’s Jazz Preachers; Roger
remained with them until mid-1967.
He recorded between 1949 and 1980
with his Pagan Pipers, freelanced during
the 1970s and made overseas playing trips
in 1976 and 1981.
Roger was still active on the Australian
jazz scene up until the mid-to-late-1990s.
He was a regular and popular performer at

Helen Violaris

Jan Wawrzynczak

Irina Baronova

John West AM

Eli Westlake

the annual Australian Jazz Convention and

N. Yunupingu

Baronova married theatrical agent Cecil

13.3.1919–28.6.200

the de Basil Ballets Russes companies until

Tennant and retired to devote herself to her

Born in St Petersburg, Irina Baronova, was

1939, coming to Australia on tour with the

family. Later she served on the technical

one of the three legendary ‘baby ballerinas’

Covent Garden Russian Ballet in 1938–1939.

committee of the Royal Academy of Dance

who made such an impact on dance audiences
in the 1930s and 1940s.

She danced in ballets designed by
Picasso, Dali, Miro, Chagall and Matisse.

After training in Romania and then in

From 1941 Baronova appeared with

Paris with Olga Preobrajenska, Baronova

original composition) eluded Roger and
forced him into reluctant retirement.
He died on 17 June 2008 following a
long illness.
He was a dear friend with a great sense

and taught and coached.
In 2000 Baronova moved to the hinterland

of humour, a passionate and dedicated

of Byron Bay, to be near her daughter.

supporter of Australian jazz, a popular and

(American) Ballet Theatre in North and

Another daughter, Victoria Tennant, is a

enthusiastic performer, innovator, prolific

danced as a soloist at the Paris Opéra in

South America and worked in Hollywood

London-based actress. Her memoirs, Irina:

composer and extremely knowledgeable

1930 and the Théâtre Mogador in 1931. In

in the 1940s. She met Hitler, danced with

Ballet, Life and Love, were published by

regarding our music, its history and

1932 she was engaged by George

the Prince of Wales, worked with Shirley

Penguin in 2005. She retained her vivacity

Balanchine as ballerina for the Ballets

Temple and took tea with Vaslav Nijinsky.

its importance.

and was active to the end of her life—she
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22.10.1915–1.8.2007
Controversial and feisty Australian
playwright Mona Brand has died in Sydney
at the sage of 91.
Educated in Rockhampton and Sydney,
Brand joined the Communist Party in 1947.
She completed her first play, Here under
Heaven, in 1948. A story of Aborigines and
Chinese migrants in Australia, it was declined
Melbourne before playing overseas in
Germany, Hungary, Russia and Czechoslovakia.
Twenty-four of Brand’s plays have been
staged in Australia. Between 1953 and 1976
she was virtually ‘house playwright’ at
Sydney’s New Theatre.
Her plays addressed poverty, race,
Indochina and juvenile delinquency.
Particularly notable were Here Comes Kisch
(about Egon Kisch, the Czech-Jewish journalist
refugee), Flood Tide and No Strings Attached.
Strangers in the Land, about a young white
woman in British-controlled Malaya, was
banned in England in case it inspired a
breach-of-the-peace.
A life member of Sydney PEN, the
Australian Writers’ Guild and New Theatre,
she published her memoir, Enough Blue Sky:
The Autobiography of an Unknown Well-known
Playwright, in 1995.
Although she was well-known for her
political views, Brand claimed that she ‘…
didn’t want to push ideas down people’s
throats—but of course I suppose it worked
that way. But the most pleasant feeling was

ON STAGE

- Bill Haesler OAM
Winter 2008

from 1956 to 1963. In 1962 he established
his Recording Workshop; this became the
springboard for his legendary jingle production
company. He organised numerous recording
sessions with local and visiting musicians;
he later released some of these treasures on
his Cumquat record label.
He played in support bands for many
visitors including Billy Eckstine and Dizzy
Gillespie in the Lee Gordon packages. He
wrote the scores for the TV series Barley Charlie
(1964) and the feature Country Town (1971).
In the late ’60s Clarke’s interest in
experimentation took him into electronics
and aleatory musical concepts. He became
president of the Melbourne branch of the
International Society of Contemporary
Music and performed on synthesizer with
the electric group Tully. At this period he
was the only Australian composer to espouse
the potential of electronic music. He resumed
more conventional jazz performance in 1972.
Clarke established a guitar school in 1976
and wrote several instructional books. He
was on the Australia Council’s Music Board,
and, from 1977, was Kenneth Myer Music
Fellow at the Victorian College of the Arts
where he pioneered the inaugural jazz
studies program.
He toured Yugoslavia in 1979 with the
avant-garde ensemble Australia Felix. In the
early ’80s Clarke formed a quartet that
included his sons Marshall and Bradleigh.
Bruce Clarke received the Medal of the
Order of Australia in the 2008 Queen’s
Birthday Honours.
U

to be sitting in the audience hearing laughter.’
Her other audience was ASIO, who
assembled a file on her life. It ran to 379 pages.

at Australian jazz festivals. Ironically, rude
health (to borrow the name of his 1968

Russes de Monte Carlo. She danced with

Mona Brand

by J.C.Williamson’s but was performed in

Roger Bell

Lorraine Cowcher

Clarke was in HSV–7’s studio orchestra

U

8.7.1918–13.7.2008

U

Bruce Clarke

Sydney Conabere
Stage, radio, television, film—Sydney Conabere

OAM

1.12.1925–24.7.2008
Melbourne-born Alfred Bruce Clarke’s long,
illustrious musical career began when he
learned to play the guitar at Buddy Waikara’s
Hawaiian Club.
In the mid-1940s Clarke discovered
jazz. He was a founding member of Splinter
Reeves’ Splintette, played in nightclubs
1949-52, and broadcast with Don Banks’
Boptet. By the early ’50s he was broadcasting,
organising concerts, writing for shows, and
leading his own groups and other bands.

did it all.
In his early years Conabere worked in
radio drama and appeared extensively with
St Martin’s Theatre in South Yarra. From
1946 he toured for J.C.Williamson’s in plays
such as The Hasty Heart, While the Sun Shines,
John Loves Mary, Fly Away Peter and Edward
My Son (with author Robert Morley). In 1966
he was in the original cast of the Pinne–
Battye musical A Bunch of Ratbags at the
Emerald Hill Theatre.
Conabere worked in Britain from 1968
to 1970. Back in Australia he toured 

n
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extensively for the Arts Council in Sleuth

newspapers and magazines. Later she went

Paris she founded the experimental Memory

designers and operators, James Wallace

her husband had died, she attempted suicide.

(1977–78) and Flexitime (1979).

to Ruyton Girls’ School in Kew, Victoria,

Movement Theatre and later adapted her

‘Rocky’ McKenzie, has died suddenly in

After the defeat of Nazi Germany she

and then to the University of Melbourne.

collage techniques to help psychologically

Melbourne. He was 47.

Conabere’s numerous MTC credits
include such varied fare as Richard III,

Encouraged by her husband, journalist

disturbed children.

As a young man, Rocky had a passion

Walter Burley Griffin before graduating in 1936.
Smith went to the United States in 1938.

resumed her theatrical career. In 1946 she

In New York he was a draughtsman for the

married actor Jiri (George) Pravda. They

World’s Fair Corporation. Later, in Los

Absurd Person Singular, Equus, Of Mice and

Kim Keane, she espoused Leftist ideals:

When Nicola, her granddaughter, asked

for music. He was only 15 when he began

settled in Prague but, in 1948, when the

Angeles, he worked as a set designer and

Men, The Resistible Rise of Artuo Ui, Under

peace, equal opportunities, and a break

her about heaven, Duncan said that she didn’t

as a lighting operator with The Dingoes.

Communists took power, they escaped to

draughtsman for Universal and 20th

Milk Wood, Arsenic and Old Lace, Antigone, In

with old, suffocating traditions. She began

mind what it was like—so long as she could

‘We lived for the music,’ said friend and

Paris and then to Melbourne. Here they set

Century-Fox on films such as Swanee River,

Celebration, The Floating World, A Fortunate

acting and playwriting. Her verse drama

keep on working.

colleague Geoff Lloyd. ‘Lighting guys move

up their own English-speaking theatre company

Little Old New York and The Blue Bird.

Life, Glengarry Glen Ross, The One Day of the

The Sword Sung, one of the first plays to

with the colours and embrace the music.’

which they called Tana, the Aboriginal

Year and The Touch of Silk.

include a full-blooded Aborigine, won a

Among his films are Blue Fire Lady and
The Big Hurt. His television work started

U

Reg Lindsay OAM

New Theatre competition in 1937.
Her staging of Odets’ anti-fascist play

7.7.1930–4.8.2008

Rocky worked with the who’s who of
Australian rock, including the Oils, LRB,

On his return he established a busy
private practice in Sydney. His entry in the

word for happiness.
In 1953 Hana and George were in the

Richard Clapton, Jo Jo Zep & The Falcons

cast of the UTRC’s first production, Anouilh’s

competition to design the Opera House was
highly commended.

with the pioneering Australian series Emergency

Till the Day I Die was officially prohibited,

Country music icon Reg Lindsay has died of

and Mondo Rock, on tours by Kylie

Colombe. Hana also directed Gogol’s The

in 1959 and went on to include I Can Jump

but Duncan eventually presented it at the

pneumonia in a Newcastle hospital. He was

Minogue, Split Enz and Jimmy Barnes, and

Marriage (MUDC, 1952), Capek’s Adam the

to have inspired the formation of a small orchestra.

Puddles, A Country Practice, Against the Wind,

Brunswick Town Hall. 13 Dead, an agitprop

79.

on events like the Mardi Gras and the Burn

Creator (Queen’s College Players, 1955) and

Carson’s Law, Neighbours, The Flying Doctors —

play dramatising the 1937 Wonthaggi mine

U

Sydney-born, Reginald John Lindsay

The Floor show. Overseas he worked with

Of Mice and Men and Nina (UTRC, 1956).

and many more. Syd Conabere made his

disaster, which she co-wrote with Kim Keane

was two years old when his father presented

Sting, Hall & Oates, Tina Turner and

last professional appearance at the age of 84

and Alan Marshall, was almost totally

him with a harmonica. Later young Reg

Richard Marx.

in an episode of All Saints.

boycotted, as it was too close to the tragedy

mastered the banjo, the mandolin, the

for the townspeople to watch on stage.

guitar and the fiddle— although his early

included Beauty and the Beast and The Rocky

ambition was to become a stockman. In

Horror Show.

Conabere’s daughter, Sally, is a well
known actress.

In 1940 Duncan appeared in Ladies in
U

Lorraine Cowcher

In 1955 Dame Sybil Thorndike was so
impressed by the Pravdas’ work that she

Rocky’s Australian theatre credits

encouraged them to go to London.
George subsequently worked in the West
End and appeared at the Old Vic with

Retirement with the visiting Marie Ney

1951 he won a radio talent quest, thus

Company, but her main income was from

launching a career as a singer–songwriter

manager David Hughes. ‘He had an

character actress on television. Later she

radio: at the pe a k of her radio career

that spanned more than 50 years.

incredible sense of timing. He knew how to

had starring roles in The Survivors and Tales

s h e wrote an original hour play and three

‘He was the operator,’ said Split Enz

Laurence Olivier. Hana made a name as a

He wrote more than 500 songs, hosted

get the most out of any type of console. He

of the Unexpected. Her films included The

Melbourne-born Lorraine Cowcher (née

serial episodes every week, and played in

his own TV shows—The Reg Lindsay Country

was considered to be one of the world’s best.’

Kremlin Letter and The Unbearable Lightness of

Williams) was only aged three when she

them—live or recorded—at the same time

Hour and Reg Lindsay Country Homestead —

began dance lessons. From the age of eight,

helping to create a nation-wide audience for

and won three Golden Guitar Awards. His

and a pupil of the Jennie Brenan academy,

Australian writing.

first big hit was ‘Armstrong’ in 1971, a tribute

3.12.1928–15.6.2008

she appeared regularly in J.C.Williamson

Sons of the Morning was Duncan’s best-

to the American astronauts and the moon

The McKenzie motto was ‘To Shine,
Not Burn’.

Being. She also directed many plays at the
Thorndike Theatre in Leatherhead. George

U

Pravda died in 1985, at the age of 68.
In 1995 Hana received a parcel

pantomimes at the King’s and His Majesty’s

known dramatic work; set in wartime Crete,

landing. His other hits included ‘Silence On

Hana Pravda

containing her wartime diary, which had

Theatres in Melbourne: Aladdin (1936),

it premièred at New Theatre, Melbourne, in

The Line’ and ‘Empty Arms Hotel’.

been mislaid and forgotten for decades.

Cinderella (1937), Jack and the Beanstalk

1945. In 1946 her radio performance in

29.1.1916–22.5.2008

He toured widely, and was also well

(1938-39), The Sleeping Beauty (1940-41) and

Children in Uniform won her a prestigious

known in the United States. In 1968 he was

Babes in the Wood (1942).

Macquarie Award.

Hana Pravda trained with the famous

the first Australian solo artist to appear at

Czech actress Olga Scheinpflugova. She

Nashville’s Grand Ole Opry; he was also

began to act professionally and made 19

Between 1942 and 1945 she undertook

Duncan directed a series of films for the

Born Hana Maria Beckova in Prague, actress

a secretarial course at RMIT, in case the

Australian National Film Board, but her

the first Australian to be recognised with a

time there was brief and stormy. She wrote

films as a juvenile. In 1936 she went to

capricious nature of a show business meant

plaque on Nashville’s Walkway of Stars.

she needed something to fall back on.

the commentary for Joris Ivens’ clandestine

Leningrad to study acting under the Russian

In 2006 Lindsay joined Slim Dusty,

Nevertheless, at 16 or 17 she toured with

film Indonesia Calling, which championed

Chad Morgan and Smoky Dawson as a

Williamson’s revival of The Desert Song,

Indonesian independence. In 1947 she

recipient of the Kempsey Country Music

moved to Europe, where she married Roger

Czechoslovakia, Hana married student

playing in Brisbane and Sydney.

Festival’s Living Legend Award. The annual

Copillet. She worked with ORTF, the BBC,

activist Alexander ‘Sasha’ Munk; around

Cessnock rodeo was named in his honour

and again with Ivens.

the same time she had discovered that the

and his services to country music were

Nazis classified her as Jewish. She and Sasha

recognised with the Medal of the Order of

were deported to the Theresienstadt (Terezin)

Australia in 1989.

concentration camp, where Hana joined the

Lorraine married Leslie Cowcher in 1948.
Until 1953, when she had her first child, she
danced in numerous Williamson shows. She

In the late 1940s Duncan became

director Alexei Dikii.
Shortly after the Germans occupied

also danced at the Tivoli and was principal

secretary of the International Federation of

dancer and choreographer in variety at the

Film Archives and the International

Plaza Theatre, Northcote.

Federation of Film Societies which was part

the sister of Joy McKean, the widow of Slim

of Cinématique Française run by the

makeshift productions of Goethe and Gogol.

Dusty. His second wife, Roslyn Winfield, is

legendary Henri Langlois.

In 1944 the couple was sent to Auschwitz.

a former rodeo champion.

U

Catherine Duncan
17.3.1915–14.8.2006
Catherine Duncan grew up in Launceston,
Tasmania. From the age of nine she
contributed stories, plays and poems to
Page 48

In 1982 Duncan started working in collage.

Lindsay’s first wife, Heather McKean, is

In January 1945 the Nazis forced 900
prisoners on what amounted to a death march.

U

She came back to Melbourne in 1986 to
present Shadow of Light, an installation
combining collage, sound and light, at the
Victorian Arts Centre. On her return to

Freigeist theatre group, which presented

Rocky McKenzie
1961–5.2.2008
One of Australia’s best regarded lighting

ON STAGE

Hana recorded its horrors in a diary, as she
‘stumbled, ragged and shoe-less, through

Published as I Was Writing This Diary for
You, Sasha, it was broadcast by the BBC in
2000, and is recognised as one of the most
vivid memoirs of the Holocaust.
Hana Pravda died in London, aged 92.
Her son, Alex, lectures in Russian and East
European politics at Oxford University.
London-based VTT member Barry J.
Gordon remembers: ‘When the Pravdas
came to Melbourne, it was I who taught
them English! I also helped them form their
own company, which played at the Arrow,
which I was running at the time. The name
‘Tana’ was chosen by my friend, the noted
ceramics artist Carl Cooper. I acted in some
of the Pravdas’ productions.’
U

Harold Smith
1913–2008

ice-filled ditches, cowering from the raining

Sydney architect Harold Smith studied at

blows of a rifle butt’. When she learned that

Sydney Technical College and worked with

Winter 2008

A talented violinist, Smith was delighted

John Thomson
21.11.1945–6.6.2008
Set designer, theatre historian and a champion
of preserving Australia’s performing arts
heritage, John Thomson died in Canberra
after a battle with cancer.
John’s professional career as a librarian
included lengthy periods with the National
Library of Australia, and the National Gallery
of Australia Research Library.
Melbourne-born, John moved with his
family to Canberra when he was three years
old. He showed an early interest in theatre,
designing and making backyard puppet shows,
participating in school productions and
attending local amateur shows.
In the early 1960s John worked
backstage and on set construction with the
Canberra Philharmonic Society. In 1965 the
Society moved from the cramped Albert
Hall to the new Canberra Theatre Centre,
becoming one of Australia’s leading amateur
musical societies. John served on the executive
committee and in many key capacities,
including president, as well as stage manager,
program editor and prop man.
Most significantly, between 1977 and 2001,
John designed the sets for 13 major productions
including Evita, My Fair Lady, A Little Night
Music, 42nd Street and Les Misérables.
With no formal design training, he
learnt his craft from mentors in the Society
and at Canberra Theatre, and through creative
collaborations with directors such as Bill
Stephens, Colin Anderson, Robert Hatherley
and Stuart Maunder, and with designers such
as Mark Wager.
On his ‘retirement’ John devoted his
theatre, librarianship and research skills to
Page 49

preserving and recording Australia’s

☛

of Victoria. He composed the incidental

Australia (NSW).

Helen Violaris was nine years old when the

‘She was part of the dance world until

choir mistress of her school, Lowther Hall,

designer and professional theatre manager.

West’s routine duties continued. He was

Born in Britain, Wawrzynczak became an

one of the first newsreaders when the ABC

performing arts heritage. He was a founding

music for Horrie’s Alibi (also produced as Follow

member of the Performing Arts Special

the Leader), which was written and directed by

the end,’ said Murphy. ‘She had a real

selected her for the school choir. That gave

Australian citizen in 1967. He worked with

launched its television service in 1956, but

Interest Group attached to Museums Australia

Wal Cherry for the 1972 Adelaide Festival of

passion to know who was doing what.’

her a passion for singing which never left her.

IHOS Opera and other theatre companies

he was far more at home on radio. His best

A memorial service for Valrene Tweedie

and a participant at several conferences of

the Arts. Also, that year, the ABC commissioned

SIBMAS, an international organisation

his ‘Golden Builders’ for soprano and chamber

OAM

orchestra, using a text by Vincent Buckley.

Utzon Room on 12 August.

concerned with theatre heritage. He was an
indexer for the AusStage online database,

Tibbits’ later works turned to parody and

worked voluntarily in the National Library

collages of antique modes. He won the Albert

cataloguing the J.C.Williamson photograph

H. Maggs award for composition in 1976.

collection and at the ACT Heritage Library
organising the Canberra Theatre archives.
His personal research included documenting
original Australian musicals.

was held at the Sydney Opera House’s

U

Jack Varney
15.1.1918–19.5.2008

After a lengthy visit to the USA, she
own band and she joined it as vocalist, a

Multicultural Arts Alliance and multicultural

to Theatre in Australia and to their publication

professional relationship which lasted 28

arts officer in Western Sydney.

of the Australian musical Collits’ Inn. He

U
OAM

Sydney after a battle with cancer. She was 83.
Born in Sydney in 1925, Tweedie

years until Traynor’s death in 1985. During

Moving to Canberra in 2001, Wawrzynczak

this time she also did vocals for other well-

became general manager of Canberra Youth

musicians. He played the guitar, piano and

known band leaders such as Graeme Bell

Theatre and later artsACT’s Multicultural

and Smacka Fitzgibbon.

Arts Officer. He was co-ordinator of the

were recognised when he was made a

Belconnen Community Arts Centre from

Member of the Order of Australia in 1989.

She was featured vocalist on two albums

His music career was interrupted by
war service as a pilot with the RAAF. After

a researcher on the Ballets Russes in Australasia

successfully auditioned for Colonel de Basil’s

Project, but was forced to withdraw due to

the war Jack joined the Graeme Bell

Original Ballet Russe when she was only 14.

Australian Jazz Band, touring Europe and

Billed as Irina Lavrova, she performed
around Australia, then went to the US to
join the Monte Carlo Ballets Russes. She
remained there for 12 years.
Tweedie returned to Australia in 1952,
becoming artistic director of the National

Tibbits moved with his family to Colac,

Theatre Ballet in Melbourne, for whom she

Victoria, in 1944.

restaged several de Basil ballets. In 1955
she joined J.C.Williamson’s as a featured

and music. He studied draftsmanship, but his

dancer in Can-Can, and also choreographed

music was entirely self-taught. His first

for the Elizabethan Opera Ballet Company

remembered composition was a piano piece

and the Tivoli. In 1956 Tweedie established

called ‘The Seagull’, written when he was

her Australian Academy of Ballet in Sydney;

just nine.

she ran it for 29 years, and Graeme Murphy
was one of her students. In 1960 she established

by the Classics Club at the University of

Ballet Australia, to encourage new Australian

Melbourne. In the 1950s he produced ‘brutalist’

choreography, music and design, and to provide

work based on urban life, a style he later

opportunities for the performance of new work.

rejected in favour of lyricism. He was

Mainly unfunded, it continued for 17 years.
After a 37-year absence Tweedie returned

the work of Boulez and Stockhausen; he

to the stage in 1992 as Clara the Elder in

also developed an interest in Balinese music.

Graeme Murphy’s Nutcracker for the
Australian Ballet. She reprised the role in

From 1965 he worked as an architect in

1994 and 2000. Also for the AB, Stephen

England; there he became interested in

Baynes cast her in Requiem in 2001, and,

European pop and rock groups. He returned

with Irina Baronova and Anna Volkova,

to an appointment as lecturer in Architectural

she staged Les Sylphides in 2006.

History at the University of Melbourne.

Tweedie received the Medal of the Order

also compiled and annotated a Sentimental

Born in Port Melbourne, Jack Varney
was one of our most respected and versatile

world’s top banjo players.

Concurrently, Tibbits studied architecture.

of the performing arts were encapsulated in

away in his 91st year.

vibraphone and was hailed as one of the

encouraged by George Dreyfus to explore

Sydney Critics’ Circle. His love and knowledge

Carnivale, Creative Cultures, Multicultural

at the University of Melbourne.

ballerinas and dance mentors, has died in

He wrote music for Greek plays performed

including the Australia Council, Arts Tasmania,

in which Frank Traynor played trombone.

contributed to Currency Press’s Companion

Valrene Tweedie, one of Australia’s great

Tibbits’ childhood passions were drawing

Port Phillip Jazz Band, led by Deryck Phillips,

John West was a member of the influential

disease, John Edward Varney has passed

by a panel and a glamorous awards night is

7.11.1933—6.7.2008

1971. It ran until West’s retirement in 1996.

arts and cultural boards and committees,

his book Theatre in Australia (1978). He

29.3.1925–4.8.2008

Born in Boulder, WA, George Richard

of multicultural arts, he served on numerous

time she made a successful début with the

Theatres Alliance. He was also chair of the

in Canberra and south-eastern NSW are judged

George Tibbits

photographer Peter Fox. Around the same

Arts Alliance, Artswest, and NSW Youth

Theatre Awards) in which amateur productions

U

Sentimental Journey, first went to air on 7 August

returned to find Traynor had formed his

Valrene Tweedie

his illness.

loved program, the Saturday night 3-hour

operator. Deeply committed to the promotion

After a long struggle with Parkinson’s

In more recent years, Tibitts championed

the Telstra CAT Awards (Canberra and Area

Coaxed out of ‘retirement’, John became

as a stage manager, lighting designer and

the preservation of the Grainger Museum

In 1995 John was a founding member of

held in the Canberra Theatre.

On leaving school, Helen went to work
for well known Melbourne commercial

broadcasting on the BBC. During this time,
he shared the stage with such jazz legends
as Erroll Garner, Louis Armstrong,
Coleman Hawkins, Humphrey Lyttleton

released by the Traynor band and also

2005. He joined the Canberra Arts Marketing

recorded with Sny Chambers’ Bayside Jazz

Board in April 2008.
Wawrzynczak was recently appointed to

later Allan Leake, which she joined in 1964.

the Australia Council’s community partnerships

His vast archive of theatre programs,
important part of the SBW Foundation
research collections at NIDA.

committee and was a member of the Kultour

brought her in contact with the world of

touring network. He also served on artsACT’s

professional photographic models; Fox was

Arts Funding Advisory Committee.

secretary of the Mannequins’ Association of

West’s services to the media and the arts

letters, clippings and recordings forms an

Band, the Jazz Makers led by Paul Martin and
Her work with Peter Fox Photography

Journey LP set for ABC Records.

An Australia Council spokesperson said:

U

Eli Westlake
1986–7.6.2008

Victoria and she eventually took over this

‘Jan’s commitment to promoting cultural

Eli Westlake, the 21-year-old son of

position. She opened her own model agency

diversity, and making the arts and culture

Australian composer Nigel Westlake, has

in 1966 which was extremely successful and

central to Australia’s everyday life, will be

accompanying star imports like Frank

died after being run down by a car in the

meant cutting back her singing engagements.

sadly missed by all those who had the privilege

Sinatra and drummer Gene Krupa. He also

Sydney suburb of St Leonard’s.

She finally retired from the vocal scene

to know him. His legacy will live on wherever

played in television studio orchestras, and

completely on Traynor’s death. She sold the

communities across Australia are involved in

at some of Melbourne’s top night spots.

with murder, dangerous driving causing

model agency in 1979, to spend more time

defining their own cultural development.’

death, mid-level drink driving and other

and the Dutch Swing College Band.
Back in Australia Varney was in bands

In 1960 Varney became artists and
repertoire manger for W&G Records. For 17

with her husband Jeffery Butcher.

driving offences.

U

In January 2003 she performed at a

years he produced scores of recordings for

Frank Traynor Tribute mounted by Jazz

some of the biggest names in Australian music.

John West

Eli worked at Parramatta’s Riverside
AM

Australia which was so successful that they

A life member of the Musicians’ Union

3.7.1924–9.7.2008

staged a gig in August of that year in which

of Australia, Varney served as president and

John West, the familiar, friendly voice of ABC

she starred in her own right—another smash!

Radio’s long-running The Showman and

trustee of the Melbourne branch. He was

A last engagement was awaiting Helen,

also on the Sidney Myer Music Bowl

however. At her funeral some of the old

management committee.

musos formed a band which played at the

In his later years, with his third wife,

Sarah May Ward, 37, has been charged

Theatres for three years as a stagehand and
lighting technician, as well as helping with
the overall running of shows.
Riverside’s Camilla Rountree said: ‘Eli was

Sentimental Journey programs, has died of

very popular. We lost a funny and entertaining

Alzheimer’s Disease in a Hunter Valley home.

person and I’d say nearly all of the staff

Born in the Sydney suburb of Paddington,

here were at his funeral. He left Riverside

ceremony at the Springvale Necropolis and

pianist and music teacher Glennis Carter,

West attended Fort Street High School before

last year to work with a lighting company.’

then, in New Orleans jazz funeral style, led

Jack Varney operated the Central Keyboard

joining the ABC as a cadet in 1941. In 1942

Eli was also well known in the Sydney

the hearse bearing her casket, and the mourners,

Academy in Footscray; it won national awards

he enlisted in the RAAF, serving as an

hip hop scene as a writer, MC and DJ. At

to the gravesite for her interment.

Aircraftsman until his discharge in June, 1946.

the time of his death he was planning a

in 1981 and 1982.

U

Jack’s daughter, Jackie was a dancer;
she is married to drummer Ellis Davis.
U

Jan Wawrzynczak

West rejoined the ABC as a staff announcer
and newsreader. Always passionate about the

working trip to London.
U

performing arts, in the early 1950s he took

N. Yunupingu

5.11.1955–25.7.2008

over the weekly The Showman theatre news

Jan Wawrzynczak has died in Canberra from

program from Max Green, who had launched

injuries sustained in a motor cycle accident.

it in 1949. The Showman lasted until 1989,

The 26-year-old dancer and yidaki (didgeridoo)

In 1968 George Dreyfus organised a

of Australia in 1991 and an Australian Dance

concert of Tibbits’ music.The same year

Awards Lifetime Achievement Award in 1998.

Tibbets wrote ‘Fanfare for the Great Hall’

In 2006 she and Graeme Murphy were

30.6.1935–28.5.2008

For more than 35 years he worked in a variety

when the last episode was heard on ABC–

appointed co-patrons of Cecchetti Ballet

Melbourne-born of Greek–Cypriot parents,

player N.Yunupingu, has died in tragic

for the opening of the new National Gallery

of artistic endeavours: actor, writer, director,

FM.

circumstances in north eastern Arnhem Land.
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Helen Violaris
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He was a member of Yothu Yindi,

On Stage also pays tribute to drag artiste

Australia’s best known indigenous band,

Raymond Gorton, ‘Rusty Ray’ of Les

The nephew of powerful Aboriginal leader

Girls and Crystal T’s fame, who has died at

Galarrwuy Yunupingu, N. had become

the age of 65; jazz musician Ron Falson

involved in a fight with a young woman,

(1928–2008), who was as good a trumpeter,

whom he stabbed 14 times. Believing her to

arranger and composer as he was photographer,

be dead, he committed suicide. He was

particularly of jazz celebrities; to Jesse

found by his wife.

Younan, one of Sydney’s most original

N. learned his skills from his grandfather,

story tellers, folk singers and songwriters,

Wandjuk Marika. His style was in the true

who has died from leukemia, age 35; and to

classical tradition. Friends said he used songs

Cyd Charisse (1921-2008), the star of so

and storytelling to encourage vulnerable

many great MGM musicals, who visited

Aboriginal children to go to school and to

this country in 1972 to play the lead in the

stay healthy.

JCW production of No, No, Nanette.
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Prime Minister Kevin Rudd, for whom N.
had danced only hours before his death,

With thanks to Bill Haesler OAM for his

has described his passing as ‘an unspeakable

obituary for Roger Bell, to Patricia Convery

tragedy… My heart goes out to the community

(the Arts Centre Performing Arts Collection),

of Yirrkala.’

Barry J. Gordon, Peter Johnson, Michael

(In deference to the family’s request neither
the full name of N. Yunupingu, nor his
picture, have been used in this obituary.)

Keane, Mary Murphy, Geoff Orr, Andrea
Simmons, Richard Stone, Matthew Thomas
(MTC), Judy Trinham, Josie Woodgate OAM,
and to Robert Roach (PO Box 494, Civic
Square, ACT 2608) for allowing us to

U

reproduce his portrait of John Thomson. n
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